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ABSTRACT 

Teikari, Kaija 
Exploring Ethics: A philosophical inquiry into the education sector of one Finn-
ish city 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2016, 134 p. 
(Jyväskylä Studies in Education, Psychology and Social Research  
ISSN 0075-4625; 546)  
ISBN 978-951-39-6542-6 (nid.) 
ISBN 978-951-39-6543-3 (PDF) 
Finnish summary 
Diss. 
 
 
The purpose of this study is to try to delineate the ethical basis of practical school life in 
the education sector of one Finnish city. The research is a qualitative case study, and 
uses theory-directed content-analysis in tracing values, virtues and well-being through 
theories of philosophical ethics. The main theories considered relevant – through ab-
duction, deduction and induction – for formulating the ethical basis are value theory, 
virtue ethics and consequentialism. These theories also refer to the three main sections 
– Values, Virtues and Well-being – of the Double Funnel, which is the reporting model 
of this research. The data consists of the interviews of the mayor, two superintendents 
and nine principals. A total of 75 teacher questionnaires were completed. E-mails, con-
taining comments on the work in or with schools, were sent by other members of this 
education sector (school secretaries, cooks, nurses etc.) Notes consist, firstly, of brief 
notes taken to record the responses to my questions given by one cook, five cleaners 
and one caretaker. Secondly, notes, defining a good school or a good principal, were 
also handed to me by 446 students of various ages. 

The analysis of informants’ values produced 64 practical and 162 idealistic values. 
Both categories included references to intrinsic, instrumental and personal values. The 
Virtues and Well-being sections deal with various informants’ experiences of practical 
issues in the school world, such as helping and collaborating with others, facing prob-
lems and school atmosphere. Helping and dealing with problems were interpreted in 
terms of virtues of altruism, care and courage, etc., whereas collaboration and school 
atmosphere were condensed into consequentialist well-being through actions that were 
mostly right. Utilitarianism is presented here only in connection with national school 
curricula, which are intended to enhance student well-being. 

Besides providing me with their practical experiences, a number of informants 
also presented definitions of the core concept of this study: ethics. These definitions 
also belong to the Analysis section, but fall outside of the double funnel model. Values, 
Virtues and Well-being appear empirical, but are moved from practice into theory in 
order to formulate philosophically an ethical basis for the practical school world. 

  
Keywords: education sector, philosophical ethics, experiences, case study, heuristics, 
double funnel model 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A philosopher is someone who seeing something work in practice, 
wonders whether it will work in theory.  

(Unknown)1  

1.1   Preconceptions 

My preconception about the core issue of this study – ethics – dates back to my 
years of teaching philosophy to upper secondary students. In Finnish upper 
secondary schools a basic course on philosophy is compulsory for students 
aged 17-18. Optional courses on ethics and epistemology, among others, are 
also offered. My parallel role as a middle school principal inspired me to ar-
range optional courses on ‘everyday ethics’ also for 15-year-old middle school 
students.  

Another impetus for the present study happened during a summer course 
arranged for Finnish school principals. During the course, I handed out 60 
sheets of paper headed with a single question: ‘What does the word ethics mean 
to you?’ I had hoped to get back just a few voluntary definitions or opinions at 
most, but the following day – 32 papers were returned. Below are a few exam-
ples of these, which I have translated into English: 

Ethics means the concepts (values, thoughts, foundations), through which all deci-
sions are made. 

Making choices and decisions – and simultaneously feeling responsible for the con-
sequences; leaving one’s own interest behind. 

Well, first of all, I started to think about the difference between morals and ethics. 
Morals (work morals) might mean something more superficial – presenting values as 

1 Dworkin (2006, 625) 
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action. Ethics is something that directs action from behind. But, what is the difference 
between values and ethics? Ethics must be a scientific field that studies values. 
 
To my mind, the following three terms together form an active entity: values, norms 
and morals. A person builds their norms through their values, and so formulates eth-
ics. Thus ethics is the theoretical structure that a school principal uses to carry out 
their morals, their way of action. 
 

The school principals’ responses revealed a considerable depth of interest in the 
area of ethics and provided me with a valuable basis for my future research. 
Some time after the summer course I raised the same question again, this time 
as a teacher on ethics. What is ethics? What do we mean when we speak about 
ethics? My audience was a group of international university students. Reading 
through their various definitions alerted me to differences in language, and es-
pecially, the differences between the English and Finnish meanings of the word. 
For example, the Finnish singular form etiikka has a wider meaning than ethic in 
the singular in English. Etiikka also means the same as ethics, but in this study 
only with the predicate in the singular: ethics is. I will scrutinize the linguistic 
and grammatical formulations further in Chapter 2.  
 
 
1.2   The research assignment 
 
 
My two roles – as a school principal and a philosophy teacher – prepared me 
well for the present work. During my 27 years of principalship I often won-
dered about the duties of school heads and their staff. Having served as a prin-
cipal in two schools, I have first-hand experience of petitions and demands 
placed on school heads. In particular, the aspect of help and helping interested 
me: as a principal, I was required to be a facilitator and a supporter. But who 
helps the principal? This initial question drew me towards an exploration of 
ethics, and further pondering led me to broaden my scope of examination: there 
are more than just principals in schools, and ethics encompasses many more 
issues in school life than just helping. After my retirement, I began studying the 
comprehensive and upper secondary education sector of an anonymous Finnish 
city. I entered ordinary school life, and engaged with school principals, teachers, 
staff and pupils, as well as external actors involved with the schools, all of 
whom were previously unknown to me. Their responses to my questions pro-
vided me with Finnish data, which I translated into English. As a philosopher 
who understood this practical compilation, I wondered if ‘it will work in theo-
ry ’in this study.2 I engaged in an interpretative dialogue with the informants’ 
responses in order to find answers to the following question: How to trace values, 
virtues and well-being in the education sector of this Finnish city? This question pre-
sents me as an explorer in a practical school world, but also as a philosopher 

                                                 
2 see W.D.Hitt (1990): Ethics and Leadership. Putting theory into practice. 
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who tries to identify the ethical foundation on which everyday school life is 
built. When How to trace…asks and expects to find tools for building this foun-
dation, I will answer by offering theories. After analyzing my informants’ re-
sponses I will utilize philosophical ethics or moral philosophy in order to formulate 
the ethical basis of everyday school life in the education sector. Another builder 
might refer to religion(s) or societal issues; I considered values, virtues and pos-
itive results of right actions to be the core elements of ethics. Although the in-
formants in this study were aware that I was conducting a study on ethics, and, 
some offered their own definitions of the concept, ethics was mentioned only 
briefly, as a minor detail among a list of practical questions dealing with collab-
oration, school atmosphere, leadership identity, etc. The informants did not 
speak explicitly about virtues or consequential pleasure: I examined their ac-
tions and interpreted whether they had been, for example, caring or brave, or 
whether their actions had produced good results. The informants told me about 
their values; my task was to categorize them. In short, I moved in practical 
school world gathering empirical data that I hoped to make work in theory. The 
informants’ conceptions and experiences of certain issues provided the empiri-
cal part, but my duty was to solve the secrets of corresponding ethical theories. 

The three main theories – value theory, virtue ethics and consequentialism -- 
are given independent compartments in the Double Funnel, which forms the 
analysis (Chapter 4). These three parts, Values (4.1), Virtues (4.2) and Well-
being (4.3), consist of both practice and theory, i.e. what the informants say and 
what I interpret their words to mean. In addition, I have added an extra analy-
sis section, called Ethics –a further note (4.4), which contains the definitions of 
ethics by a few informants, but only in terms of comparison with findings from 
the previous chapters. The concluding Chapter 5 draws together what was 
found about the ethical background of the practical school world. Chapter 6 
provides the evaluation of this research. 



 

2 ETHICS 

Before entering the practical school world, the core concept of this study is dealt 
with by examining the origins of the words ethic(s) and moral(s)3, and referring 
to their synonymous usages and related terms. The position of ethics in philos-
ophy is explained, but scrutiny of the main normative theories will be left to the 
analysis section. 

2.1  Origins and grammar 

According to the Online Etymology Dictionary, the origin of ethic4 can be traced 
back to Old French etique, Late Latin ethica and Greek ethike philosophia, ‘moral 
philosophy,’ ethikos ‘ethical,’ and to ethos, an important concept in Aristotle, 
meaning ‘moral character, custom.’ Ethics is the plural of Middle English ethik, 
‘study of morals.’ The adjective moral5 traces to Latin moralis, ‘proper behaviour 
of a person in society.’ Its literal meaning, ‘pertaining to manners,’ is due to 
Cicero’s translation of Greek ethikos from Latin mos (genitive moris), ‘one’s dis-
position.’ 

If I were to write about ethics in my native language, Finnish, I would not 
have to worry about grammar, as there is only one corresponding noun in Finn-
ish – etiikka. The Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary (2006, 483) gives the 
following definitions of ethic, pl. ethics: 

1) Ethics are moral beliefs and rules about right and wrong.
2) Someone’s ethics are the moral principles about right and wrong behav-
iour which they believe in.
3) Ethics is the study of questions about what is morally right and wrong.

3 With the exception of citations or unless otherwise stated, the use of italics in this study is 
mine in order to underline the importance or differences of the issues being presented. 

4 http://www.etymonline.com  [ethic] 
5 http://www.etymonline.com [moral] 
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4) An ethic of a particular kind is an idea or moral belief that influences the
behaviour, attitudes, and philosophy of a group of people.

Ethical means (ibid p. 483): 1) relating to beliefs about right and wrong, 2) If you 
describe something as ethical, you mean that it is morally right or acceptable.  

Moral(s) and related concepts are defined in the same dictionary as follows 
(ibid p. 928-929): 

1) Morals are principles and beliefs concerning right and wrong behaviour.
2) Moral means relating to beliefs about what is right or wrong.
3) Moral courage or duty is based on what you believe is right or accepta-
ble, rather than on what the law says should be done.
4) A moral person behaves in a way that is believed by most people to be
good and right.
5) If you give someone moral support, you encourage them in what  they
are doing by expressing approval.
6) The moral of a story or event is what you learn from it about how  you
should or should not behave.
7) Morale is the amount of confidence and cheerfulness that a group  of
people have.

The noun morality (ibid pp. 928-929) means: 1) the belief that some behaviour is 
right and acceptable and that other behaviour is wrong, 2)  a system of princi-
ples and values concerning people’s behaviour, which is generally accepted by 
a society or by a particular group of people, 3) the morality of something is how 
right and acceptable it is. 

To moralize (ibid p. 929): If you say that someone is moralizing, you are crit-
ical of them for telling people what they think is right or wrong, especially 
when they have not been asked their opinion. 

The above lexicographical list shows how the adjective moral is needed 
when ethic(s) is defined (ethics are moral beliefs …or someone’s ethics are their 
moral principles…) The definitions of ethics and morals are almost synonymous, 
as are those of ethical and moral. These terms are often used as synonyms also by 
philosophers (Hakala & al. 2002, 13). For example, this is evident in the titles of 
two of the reference books used here: The Oxford Handbook of Ethical Theory 
(Copp 2006) and Contemporary Debates in Moral Theory (Dreier 2006).  

For comparison, another example of usage is presented below (Begley & 
Stefkovich 2007, 401) (italics are the authors’)  

To understand and accommodate the full range of human motivations, which are 
understood to be an important influence on the adoption of particular values, …one 
must think in terms of values and valuation processes where ethics (as opposed to the 
field of inquiry called Ethics) are one category or component within a broader spec-
trum of value types. Furthermore, as will be argued, a full appreciation of ethics 
should include more than just a concern for the high ground of ethics-motivated ac-
tion. The study of ethics should be as much about the life-long personal struggle to be 
ethical, about failures to be ethical, the inconsistencies of ethical postures, the masquer-
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ading of self-interest and personal preference as ethical action, and the dilemmas 
which occur in everyday and professional life when one ethic trumps another. 
  

Here the adjective ethical could be replaced by moral. But what is of special in-
terest to me is the capitalization of the central concept of my study, Ethics. In 
examining this ‘field of inquiry’ I have elected to use the non-capitalized form 
ethics and, similarly, to use the grammatical form ethics is in place of ethics are or 
an ethic. 

2.2  Philosophy – the home of ethics 

Ethics belongs to the practical department of philosophy – as opposed to theo-
retical philosophy, which, for example, deals with epistemology and metaphys-
ics (Hakala & al. 2001, 142). Hirsjärvi (1985, 17) defines ethics as a part of practi-
cal philosophy that deals with theories of good life and correct human actions; 
it is about studying and clarifying issues of morals. Philosophy in this study 
means Western philosophy – or according to Häyry (2003, 17) – a 2,400-year-old 
European research method that uses intellect publicly and fearlessly. Häyry (p. 
11) offers an interesting linguistic contradiction, when he accuses philosophers 
of using the concepts ‘ethics’ and ‘moral philosophy’ synonymously. In his 
glossary, moral philosophy means almost the same as his definition of philosophy: 
a European system of thought some 2,400 years old, first formulated in Ancient 
Greece. Ethics, again, has existed as long as people: it is a universal phenome-
non tens of thousands of years old. Häyry advises us to turn to the following 
English dictionary definitions of ethics as ‘the study of questions about what is 
morally right and wrong’ (Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary, 2006, 483), 
or to the definition by Begley and Stefkovich (2007, 401): ‘the field of inquiry 
called Ethics’. 

Von Wright (2001, 23) posits that ethics is often called moral philosophy or 
the theory of morals. Moral questions are mostly questions of good, bad and 
duty. Von Wright states further that not all good is morally relevant, and that 
not every duty is a moral duty. Still, he does not resist the definition of ethics as 
moral philosophy. 

Moral philosophy and moral theories have been accused of not being able 
to change people’s behaviour. Sihvola (2004, 21-28), a proponent of moral theo-
ries, considers criticism against them to be useless.  In Sihvola’s opinion, moral 
theories are not constructions of general rules, as is the case with rules based on 
religion or tradition. Theories concerning morals try to clarify what is expected 
from the moral actor’s state of mind, beliefs, feelings and desires. Laws are 
passed even though criminals do not obey them – similarly, philosophical ar-
guments are useful in clarifying people’s understanding about themselves. 

Slote (2010, 38-39) examines the differences between ancient ethics and 
modern moral philosophy. Though the term ‘morally’ comes from Latin, the 
ancient Greeks and Romans seemed to lack a corresponding word. If they 
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lacked our moral concepts, they still spoke about moral phenomena. For my 
research I draw on Aristotle’s concept of virtue, although I stop short at eudai-
monism. Slote considers ancient philosophers to be eudaimonistic, which he 
defines as follows (p. 39): ‘...the idea that no character trait counts as a virtue (or 
as ethically justified) unless it serves the interests of, is profitable to, those who 
possess it.’ Utilitarianism and consequentialism belong to modern moral philoso-
phy, which, as Slote (ibid p. 40) posits, has rejected eudaimonism. Aristotle’s 
example of a brave soldier dying for his polis leads Slote to assume (ibid p. 39, 
footnote 2) that eudaimonism does not entail egoism, because the soldier’s 
character trait that might benefit him reflects a concern for the well-being of 
others. If, for Slote at least, Aristotle’s ancient solder is not an egoist, what can 
be said about Henry Sidgwick’s modern egoism? According to Sidgwick (1913, 
orig. 1874), both utilitarianism and egoism are the only reasonable ethical theo-
ries. Slote (2010, 42) posits that Sidgwick’s idea of the ‘dualism of practical rea-
son’ differs from ancient ethics, where rationality, virtue, and well-being all 
come together. Quoted by Slote, Sidgwick’s theme amounts to the view ‘that 
there are strong and seemingly conclusive reasons for regarding both utilitari-
anism and ethical egoism as universal requirements of practical rationality.’ 
Slote, not a utilitarian, but a sentimentalist, is an advocate of the ethics of care, 
and claims (ibid p. 45) that morality cannot and does not need to be based on 
reason or rationality – but still, practical rationality must not be forgotten. 

Ethics, moral philosophy, and philosophical ethics – as used in this study 
– each mean the same thing. Both the title of this study and my research as-
signment, at least partly, try to answer the question: What do we mean when
we speak about ethics? My answer consists of using relevant ethical theories
from the field of inquiry. Häyry would probably refer to the history of moral
philosophy, which teaches us a lot about people and about contemporary ethi-
cal thinking. If people wish to categorically defend their moral opinions, they
can draw on historical moral theories (Häyry 2003, 18). I gave Sihvola a role of
general defender of moral theories. I favour Slote’s insights into ancient ethics
and his respect for Sidgwick’s problematic theory. I also refer to egoism when
pondering values, and practical reason when defining the well-being of ordi-
nary school life. In the school world, Slote’s sentimentalism is also needed. Ac-
cording to Bennett (2010, xii), ‘moral philosophy -- the study of ethics – starts
when we take seriously the need to get our ethical views right.’

2.3 Is and ought 

The above title refers to the Humean guillotine (Hakala & al 2002, 40), the prin-
ciple of ‘No ought from is’, which means that one cannot infer how things 
ought to be from how things are. According to Hume (1978, 475): ‘It is impossi-
ble, therefore, that the character of natural and unnatural can ever, in any sense, 
mark the boundaries of vice and virtue.’ In this study is means the practical 
school world as represented by the research data. Ought refers to the core con-
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cept of normative ethical theories – theories that I use when interpreting the 
informants’responses. According to Driver (2007, 3) ethical theory, besides 
guiding our actions, provides the criteria to evaluate actions – i.e. normative 
ethical theories give us some idea of how we ought to act. Mizzoni’s (2010, 5) 
formulation describes ethics as a field that looks at ethical and moral ideals that 
we should have and also examines people’s actual codes of conduct. 

This study therefore examines everyday school life as it is through the in-
formants' responses, although I interpret these responses as reflecting different 
normative examples of ought by references to value theory, virtue-ethics or con-
sequentialism. These theories will be dealt with in the analysis (Chapter 4). 

Normativity belongs also to applied ethics, which mainly focuses on practi-
cal issues such as abortion, euthanasia, warfare or environmental pollution 
(Oakley 2003, 364). It is not of primary importance to use normative theories in 
this problematic field – the case itself and resolving the argumentation and con-
cepts are more essential (Hakala & al. 2002, 152). Sihvola (2004, 21) also posits 
that the opponents of both moral theories and applied ethics resist the idea of 
moral theories being helpful in practice. The topic of this study, education and 
schools, is not viewed through applied ethics. No solutions are given to educa-
tional or professional problems, and no ‘praise and blame of action’ (Driver 
2007, 3) is put forward. It is philosophy proper that matters (Graham 2004, ix). 

 
 
2.4 Metaethics 
 
 
Metaethics examines the philosophical foundation of ethics. Can we find a uni-
versal basis for morals or are morals subjective? What do the concepts of good 
and bad really mean? (Hakala & al. 2002, 23.) According to Fisher and Kirchin 
(2006, 2) metaethics is not concerned with which particular actions are right or 
wrong, rather it deals with whether actions, institutions, people, situations, and 
many other things can be considered right or wrong, good or bad in the first 
place. One of the key questions of metaethics is whether it makes sense to add 
moral values to these manifold things. Puolimatka (2004, 253) refers to several 
sceptics’ claims that because there are no moral truths, no moral knowledge 
exists. Metaphysics is concerned with whether something exists – in metaethics 
we are concerned with the metaphysics of moral reality. Kirchin (2012, 3) clari-
fies this: ‘We are thinking not about first-order ethical issue, but are instead 
thinking about the status and nature of our moral actions and moral judge-
ments.’ Haaparanta and Niiniluoto (1990, 86) call for concepts such as action, 
conscience, free will, promising and responsibility to be examined in the do-
main of metaethics. 

Driver (2007, 5) finds normative ethics and metaethics to be closely related. 
She posits that metaethical issues are issues of ethics and brings forward the 
question of moral relativism. She argues that there is good reason to doubt the 
truth of moral relativism: there are degrees of universality. 
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No delving deeply into metaethics is needed in the present study: occa-
sional references to metaethical disputes are made within the analysis section. 

2.5 Normative terminology 

The concepts of right and wrong are at the core of moral reasoning. Driver 
(2007, 6) gives one definition: ‘Loosely, the right action is the one that we ought 
to do and the wrong action is the one that we ought to avoid; however this will 
be spelled out differently with different theories.’ Table 1 below presents a list 
of key concepts involved in the moral evaluation of actions (ibid pp. 6-7). 

TABLE 1 Key concepts involved in the moral evaluation of actions (Driver 2007, 6-7) 

Though I did not directly observe the actions of my informants, I have 
characterized their actions according to their reported accounts of their 
everyday school activities. Of the concepts presented in the above table, 
right actions, in the sense of not wrong, and also supererogatory actions are 
referred to. Traces of possible suberogatory action were detectable in 
some informants’ reflections on collegial behaviour. 

Obligatory actions are the actions that we ought, morally, to do; 
they are morally required and not morally optional. Failure to 
perform an obligatory action is wrong or forbidden. 

Right actions in a restrictive sense would be synonymous with 
obligatory. A less restrictive sense of right would include ob-
ligatory, supererogatory, and even morally neutral actions. In 
this sense, right would just mean not wrong. 

Forbidden actions are wrong; these are actions that one is moral-
ly required not to do – they are morally impermissible. 

Supererogatory actions are actions that are good, but not obliga-
tory. 

Suberogatory actions are bad, but not forbidden. 

Permissible actions are morally acceptable. Obligatory, right, 
supererogatory, suberogatory and morally neutral actions 
belong to this category. 



 

3 CARRYING OUT THE RESEARCH 

The three parts of Chapter 3 form the practical section of this study. First, Meth-
odology – besides warning of the definition of the concept – refers to ‘how it all 
began’ through abductive reasoning, and then presents content analysis as phe-
nomenographic and phenomenological-heuristic approaches inside it. Calling 
this research a qualitative case study does not refer to a method, but to a case –
philosophical ethics – to be studied. Secondly, Data acquisition introduces the 
education sector’s informants and data gathering procedures. Thirdly, The Dou-
ble Funnel, an exceptional model for a research report, deserves a special de-
scription here before its use in Analysis (Chapter 4). 

3.1 Overview of the research methodology 

As defined in the introduction, a philosopher is one who wonders if something 
seen to work in practice will also work in theory. My starting point is no single 
overarching theory, but the connections with theories of philosophical ethics. 
The theories referred to here are value theory, virtue ethics and consequential-
ism. These theories were not explicitly mentioned to the informants, but were 
concealed within the themes in the semi-structured interviews and question-
naires. As a researcher, I did not know which of the theories would come to fru-
ition. Figure1 illustrates my formulation of the journey from theory to data and 
back to theory. 
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FIGURE 1 Abductive reasoning 

How does Figure 1 reveal my intention of putting practice into theory? As the 
arrows in the figure show, I started building my practical data through a kind 
of deductive abduction, by making guesses and presuming that by asking my in-
formants about values, helping, collaboration, etc., I would achieve normative 
ethics. The masses of raw data, consisting of informants’ answers, and still hid-
ing presumed theories, needed interpretation and condensation through deduc-
tion. Essential, practical data was produced, thus providing space for induction 
in order to weigh up hypothetical and relevant ethical theories. Inductive verifi-
cation finally connected my findings with value theory, virtue ethics and conse-
quentialism. Although only one of the arrows in Figure 1 is labelled abduction, 
deduction and induction both have abductive elements of guessing and discov-
ery. Deduction started from presumed theories, and induction moved from 
practical data towards theory. I consider abductive reasoning to be a relevant 
title for Figure 1.  

According to Grönfors (1982, 36), in the above reasoning the ‘clue’ is born 
through theoretical inference. Siitonen (1999) refers to Charles S. Peirce (1839- 
1914), the most prominent researcher on abduction. According to Peirce’s logi-
cal argumentation, abduction, deduction and induction form the necessary ba-
sis for scientific research. Siitonen (ibid p. 38), following Peirce, puts it briefly as 
follows: abduction creates, deduction develops and induction verifies. Peirce’s 
‘singular guessing instinct’ (1929, 281) enabled him to determine who had sto-
len his valuable watch. Peirce (1966, orig. 1931-58, vol. VII, p. 249) also writes 
about general characteristics of mental action, and speaks of thoughts that 
‘begin to dance through the mind, each leading another by the hand.’ In his 
opinion (ibid p. 249), there is a law in this kind of succession of ideas: the great 
‘Law of the Association of Ideas’.  Paavola (2009, 2) posits that Peirce, especially 
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in his later work, connected abduction with people’s instinct for finding or dis-
covering good hypotheses and explanations. Paavola, in his later study (2013, 
23), considers it reasonable to keep abductive inference distinct from abductive 
instinct (author’s italics). Still, he maintains (ibid p. 29) that this does not neces-
sarily mean that abductive inference is better than abductive instinct: Peirce 
himself had convincingly argued that instincts are better guides than conscious-
ly performed inferences. I would like to argue about the three arrows in Figure1  
that all of them refer both to practice and theory. The first arrow, deductive ab-
duction, reveals a researcher conducting interviews or sending questionnaires, 
and, simultaneously hiding ethical theories inside the research questions. I 
would not call this creative phase a conscious abductive inference, but rather an 
expression of a guessing instinct. Maybe several thoughts that ‘begin to dance 
through the mind’ (cf. Peirce above) were needed in the development of essen-
tial data through abductive deduction or in the verification procedure from prac-
tice to theory through abductive induction. 

Returning to the title of this section, the term methodology is itself some-
what dangerous, being in fact, part of philosophy of science, and dealing with 
rational methods in science, i.e. research on methods (Kyrö 2003, 71; Hirsjärvi, 
Remes & Sajavaara 2004, 172). In a narrower sense, though, it is connected with 
scientific research procedures, i.e. ways of trying to reach, formulate and justify 
scientific knowledge (Kyrö, p. 71). In Figure 1 two methods in my study are men-
tioned: data gathering through interviews or questionnaires. I will use the term 
method for data gathering (3.2.2) and, similarly, for content analysis (3.1.1) within 
which approaches resembling6 both phenomenography and phenomenology are 
used. A case study is referred to as a research design or strategy (3.1.2), and the 
Double Funnel (3.3) as a model for research reporting. 

 
3.1.1  Qualitative research and content analysis 
 
Denzin and Lincoln (2005, 6) state that qualitative research has no distinct theo-
ry or paradigm of its own. Qualitative researchers (ibid p. 10) ‘stress the socially 
structured nature of reality, the intimate relationship between the researcher 
and what is studied, and the situational constraints that shape inquiry. Such 
researchers emphasize the value-laden nature of inquiry. They seek answers to 
questions that stress how social experience is created and given meaning.’ Ac-
cording to Creswell (2005, 37) the process of qualitative research flows ‘from 
philosophical assumptions, to worldviews and through a theoretical lens, and 
on to the procedures involved in studying social or human problems.’ I can find 
elements for my purposes from the above researchers’ definitions of qualitative 
research: socially structured nature of reality, situational constraints, value-
laden, social experience, philosophical assumptions, a theoretical lens. For me, 
philosophical assumptions are more important than social experiences in the 
school world, and this study is embarked upon and concluded through theoret-
ical lenses.  
                                                 
6 Hereafter resemblance intended though not marked. 
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Is qualitative research typically theoretical or empirical? According to 
Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, 19) this question is problematic if it is understood 
superficially: for example, empirical research taken to lack theory or theoretical 
research emphasizing theory too strongly. Generally speaking, all research 
should contain human mental processes, and can thus be called theoretical. 
Tuomi and Sarajärvi (ibid p. 20) also refer to Engeström (1987), according to 
whom theoretical research is a species of empirical research: data has to be 
gathered and made credible for the reader. Tuomi and Sarajärvi (ibid p. 20-21) 
state further that methods of gathering and analysing data are more important 
in empirical research than in theoretical research. Theoretical analysis – as re-
ferred to Rosenberg (1984) – resembles a problem solving essay. 

The present study is also a kind of problem solving essay. Here theories of 
philosophical ethics are used to delineate the ethical basis of practical school life. 
Empirical data needs empirical analysis, but philosophical problems are solved 
through theoretical analysis. During my exploration from practice into theory I 
considered phenomena of values, virtues and well-being to be core elements of 
ethical school life, and so utilized value theory, virtue ethics and consequentialism 
in building the ethical basis. The three phenomena also provide titles for the 
Double Funnel, a three-part-model of the research report: Values, Virtues and 
Well-being. 

According to Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002, 93) most methods used for ana-
lysing qualitative data are based on content analysis. The empirical data of my 
informants’ conceptions and experiences of values, helping, collaboration etc. 
had to be condensed before theoretical analysis. The main phases of data based 
content analysis (Tuomi and Sarajärvi 2002, 110-115) are reduction, clustering 
and abstraction of data. The word abstraction roused my interest: my aim was to 
theorize. I chose an approach resembling phenomenography for the analysis of Val-
ues. The concept of conception is not mentioned in the following early definition 
of phenomenography by Marton (1978, 6), a prominent researcher in the field: 
‘...research which aims at description, analysis, and understanding of experi-
ences; that is, research which is directed towards experiental description.’ When 
phenomenography was ‘created’ in the 1970s, its original purpose was to study 
how students understand learning (Valkonen 2006, 20). My object of study here 
is not learning, but values, as one element of my inquiry into ethics in one edu-
cation sector. When inquired about values, my informants produced lists of 
values without wondering about the meaning of the concept of value. This was 
probably due to the way the questions were formulated. This is why the in-
formants’ expressions of values are not proper conceptions, and this is why phe-
nomenography here is not a proper approach. On the other hand, in phenome-
nographic studies the conceptions – ways of thinking – ways of understanding 
or experiencing the chain of concepts seems somewhat obscure (ibid p. 22). Ac-
cording to Marton & Booth (1997, 14) all these terms should be connected with 
experiences, not with cognitive psychology. Valkonen (2006, 22), when referring 
to her research on fifth and sixth graders’ conceptions of parenthood, suggests a 
good definition for a phenomenographic conception: an experience clad in words. 
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I also used the term conception when compiling a list of 226 expressions of dif-
ferent values, and forming from these 26 value conceptions (reduction). This list 
was condensed into four groups of conceptions (clustering), which finally resulted 
in two categories of description (abstraction). Properly speaking, these categories 
form the essential result of the phenomenographic analysis, in which individual 
conceptions of informants are not important, but they must be examined in re-
lation to the conceptions of others (Häkkinen 1996, 33; Uljens 1989, 42). The sit-
uation is the same with things that my informants considered valuable. But 
their opinions, ideals or expressions of personal values turned into my concep-
tions of values, when I theorized on ethics inside the categories of description.  I 
will return to the questions and responses in Section 4.1.2, which describes the 
phenomenographic analysis of the data.  

Patton (2002, 104) asks a foundational question regarding the definition of 
phenomenology: ‘What is the meaning, structure, and essence of the lived experi-
ence of this phenomenon for this person or group of people?’ Above, ‘this phe-
nomenon’ represented values, in my analysis of conceptions through phenome-
nography. The remaining phenomena awaiting analysis were virtues and well-
being. When the informants were asked to talk about their values, they an-
swered by giving conceptions. The informants were not asked to define virtues 
or well-being; instead, they told about their ‘lived experiences’ of everyday school 
life, such as collaboration or meeting with difficulties. I had to trust the data 
that I had gathered, but I also had to bear my preconceptions and background 
theories in mind (Moilanen & Räihä 2001, 51). To facilitate the search for ‘the 
meaning, structure, and essence’ (see Patton above) of the informants’ experi-
ences, various themes were included in the interviews and questionnaires. By 
doing so I did not have to look for themes in the data, but tried to discover 
meanings from the informants’ answers (Moilanen & Räihä, p. 53). In doing so I 
did not totally follow the hermeneutic circle, which, according to Laine (2001, 34), 
is encountered by the researcher in every phase of analysis, and involves enter-
ing into a dialogue with the data. Ideally, the researcher leaves subjectivity and 
egocentric perspectives behind them when travelling around this circle (ibid p. 
34). Laine also argues (ibid p. 35) that background theories and thematic inter-
views do not reach experiences easily. However, it is here that I had to give up 
proper phenomenology (= phenomenology as a method) in the same way as I had 
done with phenomenography. I, as an egocentric researcher, had tried to delve 
into the essence of the experiences of my informants through their responses to 
my questions. But because I wanted to know what essence meant philosophical-
ly, I used ethical theories in my search for the essence. In a symbolic way I start-
ed a new inquiry, in which I preferred heuristic7 to hermeneutic reading. Ac-
cording to Patton (2002, 107): ‘Heuristics is a form of phenomenological inquiry 
that brings to the fore the personal experience and insights of the researcher.’ 
Kiikeri and Ylikoski (2004, 174) refer to heuristic methods as psychological in-
struments for discovery, although the instruments are not necessarily effective 
enough for reaching the aim, and considerable creativity and good luck are 
                                                 
7from the Greek heuriskein= to discover or  find (Patton 2002, 107) 
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needed. Moustakas explains further (1994, 17): ‘The self of the researcher is pre-
sent throughout the process and, while understanding the phenomenon with 
increasing depth, the researcher also experiences growing self-awareness and 
self-knowledge.’ Again, heuristics as a method may not be a self-evident choice, 
but I was offered useful analyzing elements by the above philosophers: ‘in-
sights of the researcher’ (Patton), ‘instruments for discovery’ (Kiikeri & Ylikoski) 
and ‘the self of the researcher’ (Moustakas). I will call heuristics the second 
phase of phenomenological approach: the phase that investigates the first basic 
phase of the informants’ experiences.8In that case, heuristics as a form of phe-
nomenological inquiry, has philosophical traits. My philosophical assumptions 
make me refer here to phenomenology once more, not as a method, but a phi-
losophy. Laine (2001, 31) even states that it is not possible to present any exact 
definition of phenomenological method. In their introductory work on philo-
sophical phenomenology, Lewis and Staehler (2010, 1) argue that phenomenol-
ogy does not focus on what appears, but on how it appears. They go on (ibid p. 
15): ‘In the phenomenological attitude, we are no longer directed ‘straightfor-
wardly’ towards objects but towards their appearance in consciousness, to 
‘how’ they appear.’ My research assignment begins with words: ‘How to trace 
values, virtues and well-being...’ This ‘how’ tells about my philosophical atti-
tude and my decision to turn practice into theory. As for Values, its ‘how’ is 
sought through the abstraction in the phenomenographic categories of descrip-
tion. If the analysis of Values resembles data based content analysis with its re-
duction, clustering and abstraction, the other parts of the report, Virtues and 
Well-being, draw on theory-directed analysis more clearly (Tuomi and Sarajärvi 
2002, 116). In Virtues, themes such as helping and principals’ dilemmas, contain 
premeditation about virtues, and which, after being dealt with by the inform-
ants, receive the phenomenological-heuristic ‘how’ through virtue ethics. The 
corresponding analysis is conducted in the section of Well-being containing 
themes of collaboration and school atmosphere – thus trying to achieve the ‘how’ 
through consequentialism. 

Having dealt with the ‘resemblances’ of phenomenography, phenomenol-
ogy and heuristics, I will remind the reader of the meaning of the words concep-
tion and how. Both of them are reserved for the egocentric researcher. Concep-
tions are not informants’ conceptions of values, but provide a basis for theoreti-
cal definitions in the categories of description of values. How, both in my re-
search assignment ‘How to trace values..., and in philosophical phenomenology, 
have about the same meaning of ‘how something appears’. 

3.1.2  A qualitative case study  

          In this section I characterize my research as a case study that unites Values, 
Virtues and Well-being through philosophical ethics. 

According to Merriam (1988, 6), a case study is a research design that can 
be used to study a phenomenon systematically. In Stake’s terminology (2005, 

8 see Laine (2001, 30) on the double-phase construction of phenomenological analysis 
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443), a case study is not a methodological choice, but ‘a choice of object to be 
studied’. Defining the case study as a research strategy, Yin posits (2003, 12-13) 
that ‘you would use the case study method because you deliberately wanted to 
cover contextual conditions – believing that they might be highly pertinent to 
your phenomenon of study.’ 

Why do I call my study a case study? What is the object to be studied or 
the phenomenon of my study? It is philosophical ethics – hidden inside the expe-
riences and conceptions of one education sector. These experiences and concep-
tions form the context that is ‘highly pertinent’ to the phenomenon of my study. 
Stake (2005, 445) identifies three types of case study: intrinsic, instrumental and 
collective. Intrinsic interest in a case is shown if the case itself is of interest. On 
the other hand, in an instrumental case study the researcher tries to provide 
insight into an issue or a refinement of theory. A collective case study is an in-
strumental study extended to several cases which are chosen in order to better 
understand a larger collection of cases. 

According to Stake (2005, 445), ‘a zone of combined purpose’ separates in-
trinsic case study from instrumental. My study is instrumental, because it has 
this kind of purpose: trying to trace certain elements of ethics by using an ordi-
nary education sector in a supportive role to help the reader understand ‘some-
thing else’- i.e. insight into theories of philosophical ethics. 

In Table 2, Merriam presents five researchers’ definitions of the character-
istics of qualitative case studies. I have chosen from these six features that I con-
sider characteristic of my study: 1. multiplicity of data, 2. description of key is-
sues, 3. inductive, 4. illuminates meaning, 5. heuristic, 6. results are hypotheses.     
These features are traced chapter by chapter in my study. Section 3.2 shows the 
multiplicity of data by presenting the informants of the target education sector, 
and the four data gathering methods of interviews, questionnaires, emails and 
notes. In Chapter 4, when dealing with key issues, i.e. the three main philosophi-
cal entities of values, virtues and well-being, I describe various situations from 
the viewpoints of different informants, also using quotations. As a researcher, I 
am a kind of explorer who tries to reach at least some of the tentative working 
hypotheses through inductive reasoning (Figure 1, section 3.1). According to 
Merriam (1988, 19), ‘a researcher cannot get “outside” the phenomenon’. In my 
study, this means that the core meaning is embedded in the informants’ concep-
tions and experiences and illuminated and interpreted through heuristics by me. 
If I say in the concluding Chapter 5 that results are hypotheses, I mean that I can-
not generalize anything right away. The results achieved pertain to the specific 
education sector in question. However, Alasuutari posits (1999, 251) that in-
stead of generalization, a researcher should keep results in proportion with 
what else was found. This ‘what else’ could be the awakening interest in speak-
ing about ethics. 
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TABLE 2  Characteristics of Qualitative Case Studies (Merriam 1988, 12) 

Guba and Lincoln 
(1981) 

Helmstadter 
(1970) 

Hoaglin et al. 
(1982) 

Stake 
(1981) 

Wilson 
(1979) 

"Thick" description Can be used to 
remedy or im-
prove practice 

Specificity Inductive Particularis-
tic 

Grounded Results are hy-
potheses 

Description of 
parties and 
motives 

Multiplicity of 
data 

Holistic 

Holistic and lifelike Design is flexible Description of 
key issues 

Descriptive Longitudinal 

Conversationstyle 
format 

Can be applied 
to troubled situa-
tions 

Can suggest 
solutions 

Specific Qualitative

Illuminates mea-
ning 

Heuristic

Builds on tacit 
knowledge 

Although specific is not included among the characteristics of this study, key is-
sues, as described by Hoaglin et al., is included and closely resembles the term 
specific in meaning. Thus, I draw on the entire list of Stake’s characteristics as 
references to my study.  

3.2 Data acquisition 

3.2.1 The education sector 

In the school year of 2005-06, in which I started my visits to the anonymous city 
in question, there were 10 comprehensive schools and one upper secondary 
school. The numbers of comprehensive and upper secondary school students 
were 2,548 and 570, respectively representing a total of 3,118 students. The 
number of teaching staff was 226. At the beginning of the school year 2006-07 
one of the comprehensive schools with a special education department was 
merged with another comprehensive school, and was thus moved to another 
school building (the former school was closed). After two years, in autumn 2008, 
one of the two rural municipal schools that became ‘city schools’ in 2005, was 
closed. I had visited this small school prior to its closure, and met with the prin-
cipal and the teachers. The principal of the other small rural school declined 
from participating in this study. All of the other schools were visited by me dur-
ing 2005-2010. At the beginning of 2009, the target education sector underwent 
two major changes, although these were of minor relevance to this study. First-
ly, the upper secondary school was integrated with the local Consortium for 
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Vocational Education, which is a federation of 21 municipalities in central Fin-
land. Secondly, the administration for pre-school education was transferred 
from the social sector to the education sector. No pre-school or vocational edu-
cation is included in this study. 

The following Figures 2 and 3 show the main ‘elements’ of the target edu-
cation sector: 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2 The education sector as seen in this study 
 
Figure 2 shows schools surrounded by the key actors connected with them: the 
city mayor, superintendent and school board, each connected to each other as 
well as social workers, youth workers, sport clubs, the parish and local church-
es, the police, and parents. 

Figure 3 shows the most important people within the school: the principal, 
teachers and students at the centre, surrounded by the school secretary, cook, 
cleaner, nurse and caretaker. Figures 2 and 3 provide a general overview - not 
all schools in the study meet regularly with the external actors shown above or 
had an in-house school secretary or caretaker. In this work, my goal as a re-
searcher was to create a general picture: all of the people and actors connected 
to the school, both internally and externally, are considered to belong to the ed-
ucation sector under scrutiny, and their opinions provided me with the data 
needed to identify the dimensions of philosophical ethics I am seeking to ex-
plore. 
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FIGURE 3  A school as seen in this study 

3.2.2 Stages of data gathering 

Table 3 shows the total number of informants per data gathering method em-
ployed within the education sector chosen for this study. The working language 
used was Finnish. The questions for the semi-structured interviews were sent to 
the mayor, the former superintendent and nine principals two weeks prior to 
meeting with them (Eskola & Vastamäki 2001, 26; Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2004, 47). 
The questions were the same and open-ended for all of the principals, with the 
exception of a few occasional hints regarding the expected results. The inter-
viewees were free to use their own words. Two of the comprehensive school 
principals transferred to other schools due to school closures; another principal 
retired after the interview, and the new principal also requested to be inter-
viewed. All of their ‘voices’ are heard on the transcribed pages. Two principals 
were not initially interviewed due to reasons beyond their control, but submit-
ted their comments by e-mail. Some of these comments were further elaborated 
during subsequent interviews. One principal refrained from participating, and 
thus no visits to the school in question were made. The new superintendent was 
interviewed using the same questions as with his predecessor three years earlier. 
The interview was not recorded, but notes were taken throughout the discus-
sion. The superintendent later further specified his comments via e-mail. 
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TABLE 3  Data gathering 2005-2010 
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Mayor 1    
Superintendents 1  1  
Principals 9  2  
Teachers  65 10  
Students    446 
School secretaries   5  
Cooks   2 1 
Nurses   1  
Cleaners    5 
Caretakers    1 
Social workers   2  
Parish representative   1  
Police   2  
Youth workers   1  
Chairman of parents' assoc.   1  
Member of school  board   1  
 

A total of 75 teacher questionnaires were completed. Of these, 41 were complet-
ed as hand-outs during teachers’ meetings. A further 24 teachers in various 
schools were given permission to use 15-20 minutes of their lesson time for an-
swering the questionnaires. I either visited these schools and collected the ques-
tionnaires directly, or the school secretary forwarded them to me. The remain-
ing 10 questionnaires were completed by e-mail. 

The e-mail column in Table 3 also contains a number of members of the 
education sector, both inside and outside schools. During my visits to the city I 
personally met with five school secretaries, three cooks, two social workers, one 
parish representative, and one youth worker. I told the informants about the 
study and expressed my wish to get their comments on a few points concerning 
their work in or with schools. They sent e-mails – as did the persons whom I 
did not meet with, but whom I knew about: one nurse, two police officers, the 
chairman of parents’ association and a member of the school board. 

Notes consist, firstly, of brief notes taken to record the responses to my 
questions given by one cook, five cleaners and one caretaker whom I met ran-
domly in the school kitchens and corridors. Secondly, notes in the form of re-
sponses to my questions were also handed to me by 446 students of various ag-
es. During my school visits I asked the principals and various teachers for per-
mission to present a few questions to the students. I was allowed to enter their 
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classrooms, tell about myself, and present my question(s). I wrote down the 
answers of 50 of the youngest students who could not write yet; the others were 
given 10 minutes to consider what makes a good school principal or a good 
school. The students were instructed to consider the task seriously: for example, 
a good school is not one where pupils can play the whole day, eat sweets, etc. 

Table 4 below shows the number of adult informants by sex, revealing the 
typical female majority among teaching staff and some other occupations in 
Finnish schools. Table 5 shows the number of principals, teachers and students 
within different school types. The small number of teacher-informants in the 
two largest schools (comprehensive, classes 1-9), resulting from unforeseen dif-
ficulties entering these schools, was unexpected. However, as my aim was to 
form a general picture of the chosen education sector in terms of philosophical 
ethics, I considered the total number of informants to be sufficient. 

TABLE 4  Adult informants 

M
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Mayor 1  1
Superintendents 1 1 2
Principals 5 6 11
Teachers 18 57 75
School secretaries 5 5 
Cooks 3 3
Nurses 1 1
Cleaners 5 5
Caretakers 1  1
Social workers 1 1 2 
Parish representative 1 1 
Police 1 1 2
Youth workers 1 1 
Chairman of parents' assoc. 1 1
Member of school board 1 1 
Altogether 30 82 112
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TABLE 5  Principal-, teacher-, and student-informants by school type 
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Principals 1 7 2 1 11 
Teachers 16 25 9 25 75 
Students 13 261 157 15 446 

 
 
I visited the host city of this study nine times during the years 2005-2010 to 
meet with different school principals as well as various ‘outsiders’ of the educa-
tion sector. The majority of interviews with principals were conducted in 2005-
2006. The former superintendent was interviewed in 2006, the mayor in 2008, 
and the new superintendent at the end of 2009 (his first year of office). I visited 
each of the schools (but one), some of them twice. No actual observations were 
conducted in the methodological sense, but instead I took notes of what I ob-
served when walking through the corridors or school yards or sitting in the 
principal’s office or teachers’ lounge. I also participated in lessons – listening or 
giving a helping hand. All participants were told that they would remain anon-
ymous, including the participating schools and the host city. 

The following coding is used to identify informants in speech excerpts 
(translated from Finnish to English): 

 
1. P= principal 
2. T= teacher 
3. F= female 
4. M= male 
5. C= comprehensive school 
6. S= upper secondary school 
7. Sup 1, Sup 2= superintendent 

 
Example: TFC5=a female comprehensive school teacher. The number 5 has two 
meanings: the teacher is number 5 in the group of teachers who completed the 
questionnaire, and the low number indicates the early date of conducting the 
questionnaire (numbers for female teachers run from 1- 57 and for males 1 -18; 
numbers for female principals run from 1- 6 and for males from 1- 5; for exam-
ple: PF1, PM3) 
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3.3 The Double Funnel 

In this section I will present the double funnel model (Eskola 2001, 138), which 
provides the reporting model for this research. Eskola (ibid.) considers the 
model to be unique compared to traditional research reporting methods. Ac-
cording to the model, findings are divided into three groups, under the head-
ings Values, Virtues and Well-being. All informants from the practical school 
world in this study are grouped under these headings – thus providing formu-
lations for relevant ethical theories based on their responses. Each of the three 
groups is independent and consists of relevant theory/theories, findings, for-
mer research results and reflection. Depending on the contents of the groups, 
these elements can be arranged in varied order: starting with the researcher’s 
own findings and comparing them with those of another researcher, then pre-
senting a classical theory or reflecting on various points of view. Eskola (ibid.) 
posits that when writing a report such as this, the researcher has no danger of 
falling into the abyss between theory and practice – research elements are not 
left separate, but instead, dialogue is created between them. Figure 4 depicts the 
double funnel model: 

FIGURE 4   The Double Funnel model (Eskola 2001, 139) 

The model resembles a collection of research writings, which, when put togeth-
er, form a monograph. Figure 4 deviates a little from Eskola’s drawing (p. 139). 
I have given titles for the parts according to the three phenomena studied here. 
I have also placed methodological considerations before the analysis of the con-

THE  DOUBLE  FUNNEL 

theor. 
other 
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other 
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own 
other 
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Introduction 
Methodology Discussion 

theor. = theories       other = other researchers  
own = findings         refl. = reflection 

           1 2 3 
       Values           Virtues        Well-being 
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tents of each independent article-like part – not leaving them at the end of the 
research as a kind of appendix for those who want to glance through them (as 
suggested by Eskola).  What Eskola calls discussion in Figure 4, appears as Con-
clusion in Chapter 5 in this study. What follows is a brief description of how 
Chapter 4, Analysis, deals with empirical and theoretical elements of the three 
parts of the Double Funnel, thus showing how freely these elements operate in 
each individual part. 
 
VALUES 

• presenting theories and researchers on values 
• phenomenographic analysis of the data, which consists of grouping and 

categorization of informants’ conceptions of values 
• main parts of the categories of description: practical and idealistic 
• theorizing on the categories of description 
• reflecting on the connection of theories with findings 

VIRTUES 
• introduction into the concept of virtue: definitions by upper secondary 

philosophy class students, Aristotle and other prominent philosophers 
• presenting informants’ experiences of helping/being helped, and of vari-

ous dilemmas in school life 
• these phenomenological ‘lived experiences’ interpreted to represent  vir-

tues such as altruism, care, courage, justice... 
• the present writer and other researchers reflecting on appearances of vir-

tues 
WELL-BEING 

• well-being – not connected with intrinsic or welfarist pleasure, but rather 
with the philosophical theory of consequentialism: consequences matter in 
the school world! 

• utilitarianism: a theory which is said to turn consequentialism into a com-
plete ethical theory; here only as a kind of background theory for school 
curricula 

• presenting various informants’ manifold experiences of collaboration and 
school atmosphere 

• though Formula of well-being (Figure 8) is slightly broken, the overall pic-
ture can be said to represent common-sense consequentialism, that of ‘near 
& dear’          

 
As for the appearance of various informants in the above parts of the Double 
Funnel, the section of Well-being contains comments by all of them – especially 
when collaboration is being dealt with. Students’ voices are also heard here in 
their definitions of a good principal and a good school – and similarly in the 
section of Virtues, but not in the section of Values. What students and other in-
formants say is often presented through direct quotations, i.e. translations from 
Finnish into English. 
 



 

4    ANALYSIS

When reading the transcribed interviews and questionnaires, I considered the 
following question posed to me by a colleague: ‘How do you know if your in-
formants are telling the truth?’ The answer is that I cannot know. I did not ob-
serve their actions in reality, but I therefore had to trust their words. I engaged 
in an interpretative dialogue with the informants’ responses through the lens of 
moral philosophy. According to Bennett (2010, xviii-xix), a good moral theory 
explains what is right and what is wrong and offers a clear means of getting 
answers to questions about actual moral situations. In order to be qualified to 
be true a good moral theory should be intuitively acceptable. On the other hand, 
as some philosophers argue, such moral theories also enable us to reflect on and 
criticize our intuitive reactions. 

Bennett (ibid.) seems to join the defenders of ethical theories (see section 
2.2), but there are criticizers, too. For example, Peirce (1929, 1966), my mentor in 
abductive reasoning (see section 3.1), would not accept my intention of ‘turning 
practice into theory’. In his review of Sidney Edward Mezes’ book Ethics: De-
scriptive and Explanatory (1901), Peirce writes (1966, orig. 1931-58, vol. VIII, p. 
159): ‘This is a most interesting and valuable study, but it is ethical anthropolo-
gy, not pure ethics; and to limit ethics in this way is to be faithless to the first 
duty of a moralist, as such.’ 

Dewey (2012, orig. 1929, 186-187), an educationalist and pragmatist, ar-
gues that moral goods and objectives exist only when something must be done 
about something. Morals are not a bunch of actions or rules that can be used, 
such as medical or cooking recipes. Morals need to be developed by specific 
methods of research and invention in order to be utilized for individual cases, 
rather than wrestling with general conceptions. Railton (2006, 203) posits that 
morality has a practical point: ‘We expect ourselves and others to put moral 
judgments into practice and not merely to pay lip service to them.’ 

Similarly Velleman (2009, 3) is sceptical about the reach of moral philoso-
phy: ‘Moral philosophy speaks to morality, in my view, as the philosophy of 
science speaks to science – that is, as a methodological commentator and critic 
rather than as a substantive contributor.’ In this study, I, as a researcher, will 
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also remain ‘a methodological commentator’. ‘A substantive contributor’ might 
take sides, try to solve problems or even moralize.  

What follows is the analysis of a practical school world using The Double 
Funnel as a reporting model. It divides the research into three independent 
parts, called Values, Virtues and Well-being. Each part is comprised of empirical 
findings and of what I mean by ‘pure ethics’: ethical theories of values, virtues 
and well-being depending on the title of the part. Conclusion draws the parts 
together and tries to depict the elements of ethics. The first part of The Double 
Funnel, Values, will be presented next. 

 
 

4.1 Values 
 
        
In this section the concepts of value, valuable, valuation, good, bad, intrinsic, extrin-
sic, and instrumental are given their theoretical definitions. The word ethics and 
its connection with value(s) is also addressed. 

The values data provided by the informants was derived from their an-
swers to questions regarding their personal values. Depending on the question-
naire, the questions were posed using the following wording: 1) Values? 2) 
What are your values? 3) How would you describe your own values? 4) What 
values are important to you?9 The phenomenographic analysis of the data is 
also presented in this section. 

 
4.1.1 Theories and definitions 

 
‘The theory of value or of the good is one of the two main branches of ethical theory, 
alongside the theory of the right. Whereas the theory of the right specifies which ac-
tions are right and which are wrong, the theory of value says which states of affairs 
are intrinsically good and which intrinsically evil. The theory of the right may say 
that keeping promises is right and lying wrong; the theory of value can say that 
pleasure is good and pain evil, or that knowledge and virtue are good and vice evil. 
Since these states are not actions, they cannot be right or wrong, but they can have 
positive or negative value.’ (Hurka 2006, 357) 
 

Hurka continues (ibid p. 358) with somewhat general remarks, such as: ‘…the 
theory of value can range over all the states of affairs the world contains. Con-
sistent with this point, there are several competing views about what value is.’ 
He reminds the reader of G.E. Moore’s (1903)10 view on the unanalysable prop-
erty of goodness (=value), but still admits that it is usually agreed, even among 
those who cannot define what good is, that good is what it is correct to love and 
what people have reason to desire (ibid p. 358). According to Ahlman (1967, 

                                                 
9  See Appendices 2-5 
10  Moore (1959, orig.1903, p.6): ’If I am asked’ What is good?’ my answer is that good is 

good, and that is the end of the matter. Or if I am asked ‘How is good to be defined?’ 
my answer is that it cannot be defined, and that is all I have to say about it.’ 
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133), what an individual considers to be valuable shows her/his morality. In 
exploring value, Robert Audi (2007, 36) refers to the valuable in the sense of 
what is good in itself – commonly called intrinsically good or intrinsically desirable. 
A beautiful painting has value, but this value is extrinsic, because it depends on 
the reactions of someone looking at it (Driver 2007, 8). If something is good or 
desirable as a means or as an instrument to bring about something else, it is in-
strumentally good. Enjoying music can be good in itself, but it is also instrumen-
tal when producing relaxation. If we are not able to define what is intrinsically 
good, it might be easier to find agreement about what is intrinsically bad: pain 
and suffering, for example (Audi 2007, 37). 

Besides intrinsic and instrumental value, Audi (2007, 37-38) brings forth 
another distinction: that of value and valuing. Value as a kind of worth, or what 
is intrinsically valuable, belong to normative ethics and provide standards indi-
cating what we should do. The notion of valuing is psychological, and rather 
describes than prescribes. Audi (ibid pp. 38-39) compares the relation between 
valuing and value with the relation between believing and truth: we are in error 
if we believe what is not true, and: ‘If we value, for its own sake, what is not 
intrinsically good – money, domination, weapons – we are in error.’ Similarly 
Ahlman (1992, orig. 1929, p. 26) wonders if there are any specific ethical values: 
what is ethical is born when humans prefer one value to another. What is ethi-
cal is the act of choosing: values themselves that are being compared are not 
ethical. 

Feldman (1998, 353) challenges the position of intrinsic value at the core of 
moral philosophy. He maintains that there is confusion about intrinsic good-
ness, and about other concepts of axiology and even those of normative ethics, 
and that the concept of intrinsic goodness should play some role in examining 
moral rightness of actions  and virtuosity of character (ibid p. 340). 
         Delving once more into the terms ethics and values (see Chapter 2), I will 
present Begley’s (2010, 35) comments on the topic. He posits that ‘depending on 
the country and scholarly context, terms like morals, values and ethics are often 
used interchangeably…’ He differentiates the terms by calling values the um-
brella term, under which ethics, as a particular form of values, belong. In this 
case ethics, ‘as opposed to the study of Ethics as a scholarly discipline, are nor-
mative social ideals or codes of conduct usually grounded in the cultural expe-
rience of particular societies.’ Values, again, ‘can be thought of as conscious or 
unconscious influences on attitudes, actions, and speech.’ Begley provides my 
study with both viable and opposing definitions. What he says about values re-
minds the reader of the term valuation, and brings forth Audi’s definition: ‘To 
value something is (roughly) to want to experience, possess, or bring it about; to 
tend to feel positively toward it; and in those who have value concepts, to tend 
to believe it to be (in some way) valuable’ (Audi 2007, 38). As for the opposing 
definitions, the umbrella term for me is ethics which Begley calls Ethics, a schol-
arly discipline. I also occasionally use the term moral philosophy interchangeably 
with ethics. Thus, in the answers of my informants the concept of intrinsic value 
belongs under the umbrella of ethics or moral philosophy. If they tell about their 
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values or what they value, i.e. their valuation process, their answers rather de-
scribe than prescribe something, and thus resemble what Begley means by eth-
ics as a particular form of values. 
                                   
4.1.2 Phenomenographic analysis of the data 

 
The respondents to the questions regarding personal values included two su-
perintendents, 10 principals, 75 teachers and five school secretaries. The unit of 
analysis in phenomenography is a person’s conception of something, not the 
person him/herself. A unit can comprise a single word, sentence or group of 
sentences in the data. When reading through the informants’ responses, I un-
derlined any comments and opinions regarding values, and identified from 
these 226 units, i.e.: value expressions. A few examples are given below: 

 
Values: Now I assume you’re not talking here about a hierarchy of values such as the 
need to be loved…this must mean something about my personal values as a princi-
pal or as a human being? As a human being, of course, my family is number one, abso-
lutely. Any school head who doesn’t admit that work comes second is lying! That said 
nobody would choose this job if they don’t consider work to be important. Family is 
important, but also honesty is a core value…one keeps forgetting it, honesty and relia-
bility are the principal’s most important values! (PM2) 
           
Fairness and justice are my values, at least, and in a way also honesty, taking other people 
into consideration, a kind of empathy…I may not have been particularly empathetic be-
fore…but maybe now I can say that I‘ve learned something about this…maybe my 
work as a special education teacher that has taught me to understand those who are different.  
I trained as a special needs education teacher after 15-20 years of working as a class 
teacher. (PF3) 
 
Goodness, beauty, and truth are basic values which are taken into practice through lead-
ership, rules and strategies. (Sup 2) 
          
To respect life, animals, and other people – this is what I try to teach to my students.  
Good manners and behaviour are the first things to be taught to primary school students. 
(TFC33) 
         

The next phase in the phenomenographic analysis involved categorizing these 
expressions. An initial classification of the value expressions during my first 
reading of the data had revealed a sense of dichotomy between the expressions. 
The expressions were therefore compared more closely to identify any differ-
ences and similarities. The result was 26 value conceptions, condensed from 226 
original expressions. Table 6 shows a list of these conceptions.  
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TABLE 6   Conceptions of values (figures after the conceptions indicate the number of 
expressions) 

The third phase consisted of grouping the identified conceptions. As the above 
list (Table 6) shows, the large number of specific conceptions identified offered 
a good starting point for forming new, broader groups of conceptions. For ex-
ample, the conception Respect for others consisted of 44 original expressions in 
the data. From this starting point, I made comparisons with the other identified 
conceptions and created a new group, Respect, comprising eight conceptions 
and a total of 94 expressions (see Table 7). The next largest group comprises 64 
original expressions and is named after one informant’s value conception of an 
ordinary person’s good life. The two remaining groups are called Getting along (58) 
and As such (10). Although it was somewhat difficult to find fitting titles for 
these groups, it was relatively easy to choose which conceptions clearly be-
longed to each group. Table 7 shows the four groups of conceptions: 

1. Respect for others  44
2. Fairness, justice  30
3. Work  29
4. Honesty 27
5. Home, religion, fatherland  15
6. Candour   12
7. Nature, environment  6
8. Trust  6
9. Self-esteem  6
10. Tolerance  6
11. Empathy  5
12. Goodness  5
13. Safety  4
14. Rules  4
15. Leisure, culture  4
16. Truth   3
17. Optimism  3
18. Responsibility 3
19. ‘An ordinary person’s good life’  2
20. Mental development  2
21. Beauty  2
22. Courage  2
23. Resilience 2
24. Humour  2
25. Emotional intelligence  1
26. Creativeness  1

Total: 226 expressions
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TABLE 7   Groups of value conceptions (figures in brackets indicate the number of 

expressions connected with the conceptions) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next I will briefly describe the contents of each group of value conceptions. The 
largest group, Respect, consists mostly of teachers’ voices, such as ‘showing re-
spect for other people’, ‘showing respect for the pupil and listening to him/her’, 
‘regarding diversity as richness’, ‘going forward together, not behind or in front, 
but side by side’. Teachers also wanted to show respect for themselves: signs of 
this kind of self-esteem appeared in conceptions in which mental and physical 
well-being were valued or a warning of burn-out was given. Mutual respect 
was also hoped for: ‘I behave towards others as I hope they will behave to-
wards me.’ One teacher clearly admitted that he was seeking his own ad-
vantage: ‘When you respect someone else, he/she might respect you!’Another 

GROUPS OF VALUE CONCEPTIONS 
 
1. Respect  (94) 

• Respect for others 
• Honesty 
• Trust 
• Self-esteem 
• Empathy 
• Optimism 
• Mental development 
• Emotional intelligence 

         
2. ‘An ordinary person’s good life’ (64)  

• Work 
• Home, religion, fatherland 
• Nature, environment 
• Rules 
• Safety 
• Leisure, culture 

 
3. Getting along  (58) 

• Fairness, justice 
• Candour 
• Tolerance 
• Resilience 
• Courage 
• Responsibility 
• Humour 
• Creativeness 

 
4. As such  (10) 

• Goodness  
• Truth 
• Beauty 
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teacher referred to the famous slogan of ‘liberty, equality, fraternity’ by saying 
that even a teacher is a human being. 

One principal tackles the strong tendency towards individualism in the 
profession of a teacher. During his career he – though younger than many of his 
colleagues – had tried to educate them to show respect for other staff members. 
He feels disappointed: seldom do teachers ever agree to help each other out by 
taking a ‘worse’ slot in a weekly timetable, or promise to do anything extra wi-
hout payment. He does not speak of altruism or sacrifice, it is honesty, respect for 
others and justice that are important. He goes as far as to admit that it is not pos-
sible to learn these values, you either have them or you do not! Or you may 
have lost them in the process of becoming cynical: one easily sees the bad sides 
in others. 

‘Every person, no matter how small, is valuable.’ This comment by a 
school secretary belongs under the title of Respect for others, just like the ques-
tion by the former superintendent: ’...are all people of equal value?’ She feels 
compelled to ask this question because of the contradictory situation between 
talk and deeds as far as special education was concerned. She could not under-
stand the concern of certain parents who were worried about their children be-
ing educated together with special education students, or the case of a politician 
calling for ‘mentally retarded’ students to be institutionalized. 

I placed honesty under the title of Respect. Most of the 27 expressions were 
plain words without any explanation. For example, the answers (emails) by 
school secretaries and teachers (handwritten at school or by email) were quite 
brief; a few teachers blamed me for asking such ‘broad’ questions with such a 
limited time to respond. The principals’ interviews allowed time for longer def-
initions. It was considered important that students understand the quality of 
honesty: blunt words can hurt! One principal spoke about trying to be relatively 
honest towards oneself and others – but it was not always easy. Another princi-
pal confessed to having been sometimes compelled to tell white lies, and re-
garded those who say that they never lie as liars. 

According to the Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary (2006, 1213) 
‘People or things that are reliable can be trusted to work well or to behave in the 
way that you want them to.’ As Table 6 shows, I included only the term Trust 
under Respect, although four informants mentioned reliability. Two persons 
used the word trust, and I chose this to represent reliability intertwined with 
trust. Optimism also relates to trust, but I regarded it as a separate conception 
related to trust in the future or being positive. 

One teacher expressed her desire for development as a person and as a 
teacher. This mental development aspect also appeared in one principal’s com-
ment on learning about empathy when working as a special education teacher. 
Empathy was also mentioned together with trust and truth by one teacher, or 
together with honesty by another teacher. Two more teachers spoke of being pre-
sent and caring for or being present for children, listening to and understanding them. 
For me, these expressions represent empathy, as does one school secretary’s val-
ue conception: sense of belonging. 
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Emotional intelligence was mentioned only by the mayor of the city. He 
considered it important in decision making – not in a dominating position, but 
present in the background. 

Instead of Respect, this group could have been called Emotional Intelligence: 
the emotions behind respect for others, honesty, self-esteem, trust, empathy, and 
mental development. Some of these value conceptions are dealt with more thor-
oughly in the section addressing the categories of description (Section 4.1.3). 

The next largest group derives its title from the response of one teacher: 
‘An ordinary person’s good life’. Work as a value conception was mentioned by 
each group of informants, either as a single word in a list or as a specific men-
tion with special connotations. One principal describes his attitude as follows: 
‘We should try to work – utilizing our resources and our own abilities as best 
we can – our work is not just a mere job that we are paid for …we should do 
our duty…do a little more…material, excessive well-being is not worth pursu-
ing…I can’t speak for others…’ Many shorter comments laid stress on dutiful-
ness, responsibility, punctuality, good quality of work or 100% dedication to 
one’s work or showing commitment within the work community. The three 
informants in positions of leadership  emphasized the following: keeping prom-
ises and carrying out what is agreed upon (mayor); remaining realistic and 
making sure that  one’s own values do not contradict the values of the educa-
tion sector (superintendent 1); putting basic values of goodness, beauty and 
truth into practice through leadership, rules and strategies (superintendent 2). 

It is natural that work, being a major aspect of the life of ordinary people, 
might be considered in value terms, and it may be equally natural that the trini-
ty of home, religion and fatherland might be considered valuable. However, in fact, 
only three persons mentioned this traditional Finnish compound. If any one or 
two parts of the trinity, or other words resembling them were mentioned – be 
they family related (= home) or Christian-humanistic (=religion), I included 
them in the home, religion and fatherland group of 15 expressions. 

‘Nature – the human being as a part of nature: I try to teach nature’s im-
portance to each one of us.’ This strong comment by one teacher belongs under 
the title Nature, environment, as do all other comments regarding protection of 
the environment and animals. According to superintendent 1, environmental 
issues were important to the city, and she expressed her strong agreement with 
this policy. Only four references to safety were made: one principal clearly em-
phasized its importance for students. One teacher was an advocate for clear 
rules which could also advance safety. Good manners and teachers’ (former) 
authority were hoped for, and so connected to rules. 

Leisure, culture – while these are not synonymous, I chose to locate them 
together. Leisure was mentioned twice (two teachers) and culture twice (one 
principal and one teacher). I will return to these expressions in the Section 4.1.3 
on the categories of description.  

What is needed at work? In order to succeed, leaders and followers must  
get along with each other. I chose the title Getting along for the list of 57 concep-
tions of values that I considered necessary in school (or any other workplace). 
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Fairness, justice got the most mentions (30), although they meant different things 
to different informants. The only reason for valuing justice was given by the 
mayor, who told that he had grown up in a large family. Maybe it is easy to 
give a list of elegant values, and start it by ‘…at least justice and fairness are my 
values…’. It might be that principals think of fairness and justice in relation to 
their staff, while teachers refer to their students and/or colleagues. I did not 
observe my informants during this study, but I consider fairness and justice as 
actions, when dealing with these conceptions in the section on Virtues. 

Similarly, the remaining conceptions in this group tell something about a 
person’s behaviour or character: something seems to happen or something is 
done. A person showing candour speaks openly and honestly; tolerance, courage, 
resilience and responsibility are needed every day in school – these values seemed 
to be considered a matter of course by the teachers that mentioned them. Ac-
cording to two teachers more humour should be used, and creativeness (listed 
along with other conceptions by one teacher) would have needed ‘a long story 
to be opened up’ if defined by her. 

The smallest and most difficult group is called As such. The triad of good-
ness, truth and beauty, wrestled with by philosophers throughout the ages, were 
all mentioned by superintendent 2. One principal asked: ‘Is goodness a value? I 
would like to believe in such a value and I think I do…’. Another principal be-
lieved that there is goodness inside every human being. Beauty appeared in one 
teacher’s short list of values together with goodness and courage. In two teachers’ 
lists truth was accompanied by goodness, justice, fairness or by trust, empathy and 
optimism. 

Before building the phenomenographic categories of description, one mis-
understanding regarding the word value should be mentioned; in one case, in-
stead of describing personal values or valued actions, the teacher described the 
importance of feeling equally valuable among workmates, and remembering 
that nobody is valued above the rest. 

The fourth phase of the phenomenographic approach consists of forming 
categories of description, as depicted in the following Table 8. As mentioned 
earlier, I had sensed a dichotomy between the informants’ value opinions. This 
dichotomy became clearly evident, when the four groups of conceptions were 
condensed into two categories of description, practical and idealistic. The original 
conceptions remained in their groups (formed according to the number and 
content of expressions), but the position of the groups was altered. An ordinary 
person’s good life is practical, while the other three groups belong under the ideal-
istic category. The idealistic groups are nearer to each other and are separated 
by dotted lines. Getting along is nearer to the practical category, whereas Respect 
is beside As such. Judged according to size, An ordinary person’s good life (64) and 
Getting along (58) were close to one another in the list of groups of conceptions. 
Here, they are categorized differently, but remain closely connected. There is a 
close connection between Respect (94) and As such (10), even though they repre-
sented opposite ends of the scale in terms of size in the groups of conceptions. 
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TABLE 8  Categories of description 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
4.1.3 Theorizing on the categories of description 
 
Theorizing on values started in Section 4.1.1, and will continue here regarding 
the categories of description. Some other supporting theories are needed as well 
as new nuances, such as Audi (2007, 4) mentioning that values cannot be seen 
or measured quantitatively. Turunen (1992, 59-60) would pick the values, at 
least those in the Getting along and Respect columns, and call them ideals. In 
Turunen’s classification (p. 22), goodness, truth and beauty are essential, tradi-
tional Platonic values, which can be pursued, but not finally achieved. Rønnow-
Rasmussen (2011, 1) brings forth personal and impersonal values. 

Hurka’s (2006, 357) definition began the theory section: ‘The theory of val-
ue or of the good is one of the two main branches of ethical theory, alongside the 
theory of the right…’. Audi (ibid p. 5) brings forth normative ethics, and its re-
lated questions of character, conduct and value – the value question looking for 
things that are good as ends in human life. 
 
Intrinsic or instrumental? 
Good as ends refers to the concept of intrinsic value, which means that something 
is valuable/good in itself. This is contrasted with what is good instrumentally – 
as a kind of instrument to bring about something else (Audi 2007, 36). At first 
glance, one might regard the practical column of values in Table 8 as instrumen-
tal, whereas the contents of the idealistic compartments feel intrinsic. Work is a 
strong value, and a natural means to earn living. Leisure and culture11are needed 

                                                 
11 see chapter 4.2.1: arranging cultural activities is not altruistic 

VALUES 
PRACTICAL            IDEALISTIC 

An ordinary 
person's good 
life 

Getting along Respect As such 

Work Fairness, justice Respect for others Goodness 

Home Candour Honesty Truth 

Religion Tolerance Trust Beauty 

Fatherland Resilience Self-esteem  

Nature Courage Empathy  

Environment Responsibility Optimism  

Rules Humour Mental  
development 

 

Safety Creativeness Emotional  
intelligence 

 

Leisure, culture 
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after work for relaxation. Rules and safety are valued in every school to guaran-
tee daily routines. How about nature and environment? They could be seen as 
instruments for building a better world – as instruments which should be pre-
served carefully. But here Audi (2007, 45) opens a spiritual domain: experiences 
of intrinsic value, when ‘there is, for instance, the sense of being blessed, loved, 
connected with nature…’. I have classified home, religion and fatherland as prac-
tical issues, but they are not instruments, they have value in themselves - espe-
cially for those who adhere to this traditional Finnish trinity. In separating reli-
gion from this trinity and underlining its individual intrinsic value, I add a 
quote by Audi (ibid p. 45): ‘Some spiritual experiences may be integrated with 
or even require faith, or at least a kindred kind of religious openness, but that is 
a different point. If there should be no God underlying such experiences, they 
would lack a kind of metaphysical basis; but as experiences, they need be no 
less rich for that.’ Valtaoja (2013, 150-151) posits that religion can strengthen 
morals, especially in difficult circumstances. If there is a God, morals and also 
the big bang and evolution are created by him. But, as Valtaoja claims, religion 
does not help us understand the big bang theory, evolution - or morals. Accord-
ing to Enqvist (2012, 15), religious faith is a matter of emotion, and having no 
religion means a lack of that emotion. Audi (2007, 77) suggests achieving a theo-
ethical equilibrium (italics by the author), which would mean the integration of 
different combinations of theologically grounded and secularly grounded views. 

Describing & prescribing 
The column of practical values in Table 8 relates to ‘an ordinary person’s good 
life’ – a title borrowed from a value definition by one informant. The values 
listed here refer to people’s actions, feelings or behaviour. Valuing work, home, 
fatherland or safety means about the same as caring about them. These issues 
are being described, without moral requirements - not prescribed (Audi 2007, 37- 
38), as might be the case with the columns of idealistic values. Calling ‘getting 
along’ and ‘respect’ idealistic sounds somewhat strict and demanding, yet it is 
here that my informants could enter the domain of prescriptions, the field of 
normative ethics. For example, if they succeeded in being honest or respectful, 
their behaviour would show that they had valued something that is intrinsically 
valuable. As Driver posits (2007, 4), ‘normative ethics is about giving an account 
of what we ought to do, or what we ought to be like.’ Bennett (2010, xiv) speaks 
of acting in a way that is defensible before our peers, and so refers to ethics 
which is ‘the study of what actions really can be defended under scrutiny.’ 
Showing respect, fairness, justice and honesty among one’s colleagues in work 
are actions that ‘can be defended’. The results of such actions might appear 
good as ends, i.e. intrinsically valuable. I did not observe my informants – I on-
ly counted the value expressions in their responses. Respect for others was men-
tioned 44 times, fairness, justice had 30 mentions, and honesty 27. Such a strong 
appreciation of these values may reflect how the informants act or have acted – 
or, at least, how they ought to act. 
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A touch of metaethics 
Audi’s (2007, 37) comments on ‘people’s valuing this or that’, and his reference 
to the general subject of value led me to compare the columns An ordinary per-
son’s good life and As such. Judging by their size (number of value expressions) 
or concrete versus abstract concepts, they are the utmost opposites. The practi-
cal column seems to refer to actions, but without the moral requirement of ought 
to. Among the abstract concepts of As such, at least beauty represents aesthetic 
rather than moral value. Ojanen (2011, 61) postulates that beauty might mean 
giving a kind of consent – not disputing what beauty is in itself. But beauty is 
connected with the concept of intrinsic value, and somehow with the need to 
experience it. Audi gives an example (ibid pp. 40-41): there is something inher-
ently good in a beautiful poem, but it is by experience – reading or hearing this 
poem – that it gets its intrinsic value. What is inherently good waits to be real-
ized in intrinsically good experiences. According to Driver (2007, 8), a beautiful 
painting has extrinsic value, because it depends on the reactions of sentient be-
ings. She also introduces (ibid p. 52) the opposing view of G.E.Moore: the value 
of the Mona Lisa remains intrinsic even if no one could see it. Moore, besides 
defending the independency of beautiful works of art, must be presented here 
in connection with the concept of goodness12, one of the values mentioned in the 
column As such. In Moore’s opinion (1959, 15) goodness is not ‘the natural 
property of being what we desire to desire.’ According to Sturgeon (2006, 94), 
through this ‘naturalistic fallacy’ Moore argued that ethical properties are not 
natural properties, but they could not be ‘metaphysical’ properties either. 
Moore had stated (1959, 6): ‘Good is good, and that is the end of the matter…’. 
For Jaspers (1970, 66), good is something that is absolute, which for its part 
means love and so wants to strive for reality. Von Wright (2001, 23,) claims that 
he could not have given the title ‘Ethics’ to his book The Varieties of Goodness. In 
fact, it is not a study on ethics/moral philosophy (ibid p. 7), but rather a kind of 
delineation of the linguistic use of the concept of good and its manifold rela-
tives, and so approaching connections with moral philosophy as well. The 
reader will meet a good knife, a good player of chess, good eyes or lungs, but also 
happiness or virtuosity. Hänninen (2009, 144) considers the possibilities of the 
good to be found in human actions. The elements of the good in leadership and in 
a principal’s work are actions that have to be chosen anew every day. 

With Moore, I had entered the domain of metaethics, a world full of philo-
sophical disputing on issues such as moral realism and ethical naturalism. Ac-
cording to Sayre-McCord (2006, 40), moral realists share the view ‘that there are 
moral facts in light of which our moral judgments prove to be true or false.’ He 
continues (ibid p. 41): ‘Some realists hold that moral facts are discoverable by 
empirical inquiry, while others see rational intuition or divine inspiration as 
essential to moral knowledge. Moreover, some realists believe that while there 
genuinely are moral facts, those facts are themselves dependent upon, and a 
reflection of, human nature or social practice.’ The same impression is given by 

                                                 
12 a comment by one of my colleagues: ‘any civilized informant would mention goodness as 

one of his/her values’ 
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Sturgeon (2006, 92), who, by presenting the standard definition of ethical natu-
ralism, maintains that ‘such ethical properties as the goodness of persons, char-
acter traits and other things,… are natural properties of the same general sort as 
properties investigated by the sciences.’ Leaving goodness safely with realists 
and naturalists, I will briefly examine truth, which is the third concept in the 
column As such. The lexicographical meaning of truth (Advanced Learner’s 
English Dictionary 2006, 1557): ‘the truth about something is all the facts about 
it, rather than things that are imagined or invented’ tallies well with what moral 
realists think of moral facts (see Sayre-McCord above). By warning antirealists 
of ‘minimalist’ reading of truth, Sayre-McCord (2006, 49) gives a claim as an 
example: Hitler was evil. Even the antirealist does not deny the truth of this 
claim, but if she is a minimalist, she rejects moral properties and moral facts. 

A touch of metaethics does not move the column As such too far. Good-
ness, truth and beauty, if turned into experiences or actions, seem almost as 
concrete as the values in the practical column. The idealistic values in the col-
umn next to As such similarly look abstract, but feel concrete when put into the 
school world. Values under the title Respect need no metaethical disputes: a 
common-sense analysis will do at least when respect for others, honesty, trust, 
empathy and optimism are defined. Next, we will examine three other values in 
this column more closely: self-esteem, mental development and emotional intel-
ligence. 

A bad moral theory? 
Self-esteem is a concept that entices me to bring to the fore the concepts of self-
interest and even egoism. Driver (2007, 31-39) starts with a general definition of 
egoism: ‘An egoistic view is one that either explains or justifies something in 
terms of the agent’s self-interest.’, and goes on to presenting more detailed def-
initions. Psychological egoism claims that all human action is motivated by self-
interest; in rational egoism, in order to be rational, human action must maximize 
the agent’s self-interest; and virtue ethical egoism holds that the agent’s moral 
virtues promote their well-being. Focusing on virtues makes ethical egoism 
more moderate, but the normative, ‘original’ form of ethical egoism remains 
problematic. According to this normative view, morality demands that people 
pursue their own good even at the expense of others. Driver mentions two de-
fenders of ethical egoism, Henry Sidgwick and Ayn Rand.13 Rand, for example, 
believed that to be motivated by altruism is destructive. Sidgwick, again, posit-
ed that the only reasonable ethical theories are egoism and utilitarianism. But, 
as Driver posits (ibid p. 36), ‘ethical egoism is highly counterintuitive as a moral 
theory’, and adds (p. 38) that ‘if morality and self-interest coincided, then it 
would be great good news.’ Gert (2005, 8) agrees with Driver: ‘The extreme 
oddity of the view of morality as a guide that everyone would adopt for them-
selves is shown by the discussion of what is known as ‘ethical egoism’.’ Gert 
(ibid p. 9) does not want to argue for or against ethical egoism, which ‘is con-

13  Sidgwick (1913,orig.1874), The Methods of Ethics; Rand&Branden (1964), The Virtue of 
Selfishness 
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sidered a moral guide only because of the mistaken view of morality as primari-
ly intended as a guide for the individual person who adopts it.’ The opinions on 
self-esteem by six teachers in this study (see Table 6) sound mild, natural, and 
without ‘the extreme oddity of ethical egoism’. For example, one of them com-
ments that successful and effective human relationships are based on individual 
well-being and good self-esteem. Not referring to these teachers necessarily, 
one principal expressed slight disappointment in quite a few teachers’ selfish 
behaviour: teachers are motivated by self-interest because of their strong indi-
vidualistic professional expertise. I will defend the above six teachers: their self-
esteem is not totally turned into self-interest. I will let self-esteem remain under the 
title of Respect, though in a more modest position than the other values in that 
column. 
 
Mental development 
Mental development – as well as the other items in the Respect column – would 
need thorough scrutiny if this was a research on psychology. But as an expres-
sion of value it is something that everybody should seek. I would like to call it a 
moral value, which has both intrinsic and instrumental characteristics: intrinsic 
in the sense that something permanent has been attained; instrumental, because 
it has (had) good consequences for others. Two informants in my study, one 
principal and one teacher, referred to mental development as a core value.  

 
About my values…taking others into consideration, a kind of empathy…when I 
think about my life, I may not have been particularly empathetic, but over the years 
its value has grown…somehow I have been negotiating with myself…maybe my 
work as a special education teacher has taught me to understand those who are dif-
ferent. I trained as a special needs education teacher after I had worked as a class 
teacher for 15-20 years. And generally speaking…I usually want to defend the weak. 
(PF3) 
 
My values are Christian-humanistic. I want to treat students positively and be toler-
ant. I want to develop myself as a person and as a teacher. (TFC8) 

 
Although the above examples do not mention the term mental development ex-
plicitly, there are references to professional development. When the principals and 
teachers in this study were asked about possibilities for extra training, both the 
principal (PF3) and the teacher (TFC8) expressed keen interest in additional ed-
ucational training.14 
                                                 
14 Summary of opinions and experiences regarding extra training: 

1) The mayor: enough resources should be granted for extra courses for teachers. 
2) Superintendent 1 supposed that teachers themselves occasionally paid for the courses 

they had attended – it is the employees who should keep up good standards – funding 
is not only the employer’s duty. 

3) Principals generally encouraged teachers to take extra courses, and promised to cover 
costs at least partly. Of 9 principals , 3 female principals and one male had paid for ex-
tra training themselves, whereas two males would not do so.                 

4) Of 75 teachers (two did not answer), 13 females and 2 males told that they had not par-
ticipated in any extra courses, while 42 females and 16 males had (5 female and one 
male paid themselves). 
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As mentioned previously, the Respect column could have been called Emo-
tional Intelligence, a value conception mentioned only by the mayor of the city: 

Certain values are important to me; having been raised in a family of eight children, I 
have a strong sense of the importance of fairness, and a kind of solid assuredness: 
once something has been agreed on, it must be fulfilled. Emotional intelligence is also 
important – these things are not only rational; at least my decisions are affected by 
emotions…but you have to watch that your emotions don’t demand too much …they 
are always there, somewhere, in the background… 

According to Goleman (1998, 40), it is possible for anybody to learn practical 
skills based on five categories of emotional intelligence: self-knowledge, moti-
vation, self-control, empathy and taking care of social relationships. Emotional 
intelligence does not guarantee that you have learned the emotional skills need-
ed at work – it might only indicate your chances of learning them. Goleman 
(ibid pp. 42-43) presents two types of emotional skills: personal and social. One 
of these social skills is empathy, which is also one of the value conceptions under 
the title Respect, and belongs to the Idealistic category of description. Empathy, 
as an expression of moral value, remains idealistic if you do not do what should 
be done. Similarly, I would like to suggest, empathy, as one of the social skills 
in Goleman’s list, cannot exist without emotional intelligence.  Goleman (ibid p. 
164) further stresses that empathy is a foundation for all social skills needed at
work, such as: understanding others, being ready to serve others, helping oth-
ers in advancing their abilities, trying to reach goals together with others, being
aware of others’ emotions and relations of power. This list clearly resembles
what 44 informants in this study defined as respect for others. The values honesty
(27mentions), trust (6) and optimism (3) also appear in Goleman’s list of personal
skills (ibid p. 42), where honesty and trust refer to self-control, and optimism
refers to motivation.

Getting along contains values that are nearer to those in An ordinary person’s 
good life than the values under Respect. They are more practical, and useful in 
everyday school life. Borrowing Goleman’s (1998, 42-43) terms, they also con-
tain emotional skills, both personal and social. Skill is a term that is used to 
characterize virtues. I have dedicated a separate section (4.2.3) to the values of 
courage and justice in the Virtues section. As for the other values under Getting 
along, I would not call humour or creativeness moral values, but they have gen-
eral instrumental value in everyday life. Candour, tolerance, resilience and respon-
sibility are all valuable instruments in social intercourse. Values like these could 
be attached to virtuous persons’ actions – and these actions, again, in terms of 
moral evaluation, would be supererogatory: good, but not obligatory (see Driver 
2007, 6-7). 

Personal & impersonal values 
Rønnow-Rasmussen (2011, 1) adds another value definition: personal value. He 
introduces the term vividly: when tidying his desk he found a small poem writ-
ten by his daughter years ago. He could not throw it away – it had some value 
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for him. There is a distinction between value and value-for: a distinction between 
impersonal and personal value. For example, many people value wild nature, or a 
just world. These facts or states of affairs are just valuable, having no person-
relative values. Rønnow-Rasmussen (ibid pp. 19-20), clearly an advocate of plu-
ralistic value theory, posits that ‘there is more to value-for than well-being or 
welfare’, and goes on: ‘The kind of analysandum that I have in mind is one typ-
ically accruing to certain mental states, but also to things like poems, tomb-
stones, and the like, and to the obtaining of (abstract) states of affairs such as, 
say, the fact that my favourite football team wins.’ Rønnow-Rasmussen (ibid pp. 
55-56) refers to an attitudinal rather than normative element when personal 
value is defined – a ‘for-someone’s-sake’ (FSS) attitude is directed towards ob-
jects of personal value. Attitudes are not only desires or preferences, but also 
‘thicker’ attitudes such as admiration, respect and love. Moreover, there is the 
intentional content of the attitude described as favouring x for someone’s sake – 
‘we can favour an object with an eye to a person.’ 

Rønnow-Rasmussen (2011, 55-56), in preferring attitudes to normativity, is 
comparable with Feldman, who expresses his doubts about intrinsic value.15 
Feldman (1998, 339) asks: ‘Precisely what do we have in mind when we say that 
some sort of value is ‘intrinsic’?’ Maybe my classification of the informants’ 
values as idealistic – at least partly -- tells about this problematic domain of in-
trinsic values referring to what one should do. Here, I am tempted to discern FSS 
attitudes in both the Practical and Idealistic categories of description. Among 
practical values, I would regard religion and the trinity of home, religion and 
fatherland as personal= value-for-types of values, and the other values in that 
column impersonal (work, rules, safety, etc.) As Rønnow-Rasmussen (ibid p. xii) 
explains, personal values mean that we are valuing something with someone in 
mind, whereas in the case of impersonal values we are valuing nothing but the 
object of value. As for the three columns in the category of idealistic values, I 
would call goodness, truth and beauty impersonal in As such. In Getting along, 
humour and creativeness, being without ‘an eye to a person’, are impersonal, 
and similarly, in Respect, optimism represents impersonality. The other values 
in Respect: respect for others,16 honesty, trust, self-esteem, empathy, mental de-
velopment, and emotional intelligence are ‘thick’ attitudes (see above), and 
clearly express personal values in the everyday school world. FSS -attitudes also 
appear in Getting along: fairness/justice, candour, tolerance, resilience, courage, 
and responsibility are expressions of personal values needed or favoured for 
each other’s sake in the school community. 
 
 

                                                 
15 Feldman’s (1998) article ‘Hyperventilating about intrinsic value’ deals with four criteria 

of intrinsic goodness: unimprovability, unqualifiedness, dependence upon intrinsic na-
tures, and incorruptibility. In the end it appears that none of them is fully satisfactory. 

16 Rønnow-Rasmussen (2011, 87): ‘Respect has rather to do with what the person is or rep-
resents, and not with what you hope to achieve for the sake of this person’s welfare.’ 
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Summing up 
The phenomenographic sketch drawn by the categories of description above 
reveals variations in the ways phenomena are experienced (Marton & Booth 
1997, 121). The phenomena in this study are values, experienced and conceptu-
alized by my informants. ‘Value’ is not as difficult a concept to be approached 
through phenomenography – as, according to Uljens (1994, 75-77), scientific 
concepts might be. In fact, ‘value’ belongs to the scientific domain of philoso-
phy, but in this section of my study on ethics values are ‘experiences clad in 
words’ (see Valkonen  2006, 22), or, as defined by Marton and Booth (ibid p. 
122), experiences comprising ‘an internal relationship between the subject and 
the world.’ Marton and Booth (p. 125) also posit that whatever phenomenon is 
encountered in terms of phenomenography, the system of building the catego-
ries of description should be parsimonious in order to reach the critical varia-
tion in the data. When I built the two categories, Practical and Idealistic, I for-
mulated the outcome space by partially describing again my informants’ expe-
riences/conceptions of values. As for their sizes (numbers of conceptions), the 
Idealistic category is the winner, with 162 conceptions against 64 in the Practical 
category. The three columns in the Idealistic department, Getting along (58), Re-
spect (94) and As such (10), could have represented individual categories, but I 
connected them based on the should-ideology. The informants whom I did not 
observe, expressed in most of their value conceptions an awareness of what 
should be done in order to achieve a morally valuable result. The Practical cate-
gory consists of values comprising ‘An ordinary person’s good life’. These val-
ues, when morally evaluated, might refer to actions that are supererogatory, 
meaning good, but not obligatory. Practical values, as I argued earlier, are mostly 
instrumental; they are needed as instruments for something else. But how about 
idealistic values in Getting along, Respect or As such? Are they not instrumental 
as well, and needed in the school community? Yes they are, but it is here that I 
want to pay attention to what Marton and Booth (1997, 125) say about reaching 
the critical variation in the data. I could have called the Practical category ‘Safe’, 
and the Idealistic category ‘Difficult’ or ‘Seldom’. ‘An ordinary person’s good 
life’, feels safe and commonsensical, but it is very seldom that justice, honesty, 
truth, etc. prevail – they are idealistic values. What is also difficult is the classifi-
cation of intrinsic values. According to Audi (2007, 38), what is intrinsically val-
uable, belongs to normative ethics and indicates what we should do. Rønnow-
Rasmussen eased my difficulty in defining certain values as intrinsic by bring-
ing forth the concepts of personal value or value-for. Following Rønnow-
Rasmussen’s advice on seeking FSS-elements, and not those of normativity, I 
went through the values in both categories. According to my interpretation, 
both categories contained personal values, i.e. ‘for-someone’s sake’ – attitudes, 
and not just values, i.e. impersonal values. 
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4.2 Virtues 
 
This section of exploration of ethics deals with virtues and forms the second 
part of The Double Funnel. Here the content analysis of data is connected with 
or directed by theory (see Tuomi and Sarajärvi 2002, 98-99, 116). For example, 
choosing helping as a unit of analysis I had previous knowledge about it being 
connected with virtue ethics. Informants’ experiences of helping or of some di-
lemmas arise from data and are condensed and grouped accordingly. Here ab-
ductive reasoning is needed even more than in the phenomenographic reduction 
and clustering of values in the previous section. Phenomenology, not used as a 
pure method, but as a philosophical approach, refers to ‘how’ informants’ experi-
ences appear to the reader as theories of virtue ethics. 
        During my upper secondary philosophy classes I asked my students to de-
fine the word virtue. In their view the word itself sounded old-fashioned, even 
obsolete. The concept opened up a little, however, when we started to speak 
about dispositions or traits of character – mainly along Aristotelian lines. Aris-
totle (384-322 BC) formulated his ideas on virtue in his lectures at the Lyceum in 
Athens. Why the collection of these lectures – the core work of Western philos-
ophy – is called the Nicomachean Ethics is somewhat uncertain. One plausible 
explanation is that Aristotle’s son, Nicomachos, edited the book from Aristotle’s 
lecture notes. 

Virtue is ‘a mean state between two vices, one of excess and one of defect. 
Furthermore, it is a mean state in that whereas the vices either fall short of or 
exceed what is right in feelings and in actions, virtue ascertains and adopts the 
mean’ (EN II, 6, 1106b24-1107a21). Table 9 (Aristotle) and Table 10 (Mizzoni) 
below present lists of virtues, and Figure 5 (Mizzoni), the development of virtu-
ous character. I have also depicted the procedure of moving from practice into 
theory in Table 11. For example, among the informants in this study, principals, 
teachers, students, school secretaries and cooks commented on need of help or 
helping – altruism and care being the related virtues. These two concepts are not 
explicitly listed in Aristotle’s or Mizzoni’s tables, but their close relatives take 
the form of gentleness, friendliness, friendly, kind, loyal, helpful in both lists. Stu-
dents were inquired about characteristics of a good school and a good principal. 
Their responses revealed hopes of getting help from adults, but also referred to 
young altruists. Courage is one of the virtues that is interpreted to characterize 
principals who told about struggles with the most difficult cases during their 
careers. Maybe a courageous principal is also proactive and begins with the end in 
mind – virtues defined by Covey in Mizzoni’s sample list. Covey’s definitions 
sound quite modern compared with Aristotle’s traditional delineations of vir-
tues. The researchers following Aristotelian line of reasoning would call a cou-
rageous principal the one who has had potential and who has trained and so 
developed his character. 
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TABLE 9 Aristotle: Table of Virtues and Vices (1107a32-1108b10) 

Class of action 
or feeling Excess Mean Deficiency 

Fear and confidence Rashness Courage Cowardice

Pleasure and pain Profligacy Temperance Insensitivity

Giving and getting Prodigality Liberality Meanness 
small amounts 
of money 

Giving and getting Vulgarity Magnificence Paltriness
large amounts 
of money 

Major honour Vanity Greatness Smallness
and dishonour of soul of soul 

Minor honour Ambitiousness [Proper ambition] Unambitiousness 
and dishonour 

Anger Irascibility Gentleness Spiritlessness 

Truthfulness about Boastfulness Truthfulness Self- 
one's own merits depreciation

Pleasantness in Buffoonery Wittiness Boorishness 
social amusement 

Pleasantness in Obsequiousness Friendliness Surliness 
social conduct 

Shame Bashfulness Modesty Shamelessness 

Pleasure in others' Envy Righteous Malice
misfortunes indignation
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TABLE 10  Sample lists of virtues (Mizzoni 2010, 34) 

 
Aristotle 
(350 BCE) 

Christian 
(300 CE) 

Benjamin 
Franklin 
(1771) 

Boy Scouts 
(1909) 

Stephen Covey17 
(1989) 

Courage 

Temperance 

Gentleness 

Modesty 

Righteous 
indignation 

Liberality 

Magnificence 

Proper pride 

Honesty 

Wittiness 

Friendliness 

Faith 

Hope 

Charity 

Prudence 

Justice 

Courage 

Temperance 

Temperance 

Silence 

Order 

Resolution 

Frugality 

Industry 

Sincerity 

Justice 

Moderation 

Cleanliness 

Tranquillity 

Chastity 

Humility 

Trustworthy 

Loyal 

Helpful 

Friendly 

Courteous 

Kind 

Obedient 

Cheerful 

Thrifty 

Brave 

Clean 

Reverent 

Be proactive 

Begin with the 
end in mind 

Put first things 
first 

Think win/win 

Seek first to un-
derstand, then be 
understood 

Synergize 

Sharpen the saw 

 
According to Aristotle’s instructions virtues have to be developed: ‘Moreover, 
the faculties given us by nature are bestowed on us first in a potential form; we 
exhibit their actual exercise afterwards’ (EN II, 1, 1103a14-b8). Mizzoni formu-
lated this chain of development as follows: 

 
         

 
Pot 
 
 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5  Development of virtues (see Mizzoni 2010, 27) 
 
                                                 
17 Mizzoni’s list: Stephen Covey. 1989. The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People: Restor-

ing the Character Ethic 
 

Potential Repeated actions 

Formation of habits (virtues) Character 
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Rosalind Hursthouse, a determined and also a disputed contemporary propo-
nent of Aristotle’s theory, calls the full Aristotelian concept of virtue ‘the con-
cept of a complex character trait, that is, a disposition that is well entrenched in 
its possessor’ (Hursthouse 2006, 101). She posits that the virtuous agent follows 
v-rules, which means that ‘An action is right iff18 it is what a virtuous agent
would, characteristically, (i.e. acting in character) do in the circumstances.’ V-
rules are a kind of prescriptions generated by virtues: courage tells you to do
what is courageous (ibid p. 106). Driver claims that Hursthouse is overly opti-
mistic about her virtue theory: right action is defined in terms of virtue, not vir-
tue in terms of right action (Driver 2006, 114). For me, this dispute appears to be
almost metaethical: it is an issue more about ethics than in ethics. Annas (2006,
518) comes to my rescue when she speaks about virtue as being like a skill in its
structure: ‘As Aristotle says, becoming just is like becoming a builder. With a
practical skill, there is something to learn, something conveyable by teaching;
the expert is the person who understands through reflection what she has been
taught, and thinks for herself about it.’

This section of my study is full of action: for example, various informants 
appearing as helpers or as those being helped. They might be called skilled ex-
perts, whose virtues are shown as dispositions to act through practical reason-
ing (see Annas 2006, 516). The following table presents my analysis of moving 
from practice into theory: 

TABLE 11  Virtues 

VIRTUES 
             PRACTICE THEORY 
HELPING ALTRUISM

CARE 
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASE 

& 
OTHER DILEMMAS 

COURAGE 
PRACTICAL INTELLIGENCE 
EFFECTIVENESS 
JUSTICE 
FRIENDSHIP 

The left-hand side, Practice, consists of the results of abductive reasoning, 
theories hidden in various themes in interviews and questionnaires, and 
formulation of data through the phenomenological touch of lived experience 
(see Figure 1). The right-hand side, Theory, presents me as a heuristic re-
searcher, who tries to explain through virtue ethics what practical data, (i.e. 
everyday experiences in school), offered (see section 3.1.1). 
        The informants appearing in this section in connection with helping were 
principals, teachers, students, school secretaries and cooks. All of them need-
ed help, and, as it will be explained later, received help from virtuous per-

18 iff = if and only if 
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sons who could be called altruists. Not only altruism, but also care, was shown 
in actions of several principals as wittnessed by their teachers. Students’ 
characterizations of a good principal were divided into three categories, one of 
which is called Humane presence. Direct quotations by students of various 
ages reveal examples of caring relationships in the definitions in this category. 
          Principals are the only informants in the second column of Table 11. 
Their experiences of the most difficult cases during their careers and of other 
dilemmas are presented as references to various elements of virtue ethics. 

           
 
4.2.1 Altruism 
 
According to Seglow (2004, 2), altruism appears in two ways in our moral 
thinking: first, altruism contrasted with egoism, and secondly, altruism as a 
kind of supererogatory (non-obligatory) virtue. Miller (2004, 108-109), on the 
other hand, posits that there is no standard definition of altruism, and refuses to 
call actions that are performed to obey institutional rules altruistic. He also ex-
cludes behaviour that is supposed to give pleasure – giving presents, throwing 
parties, etc. For the present study I will need Miller’s (2004, 108) definition: 
‘…altruism comes into play when people are in need, though this can range 
from acute need like starvation to cases like the person whose shopping bag 
breaks in the middle of the street’. 

My original starting point for this study was the question: ‘Who help(s) 
the principal?’ By expanding my scope of examination to cover the entire edu-
cation sector of the target city as a whole, several helpers as well as those in 
need of help came to light. Principals, teachers, students, five school secretaries, 
and two cooks are presented here either as helpers or as those being helped. 
 
Principals – asking for help 

 
You need a lot of help…you should never pretend you can manage on your own. 
(PF1) 
           

This comment by a female principal expressed the opinions of many other prin-
cipals as well. Though she revealed that whereas she might be the ‘helper num-
ber one’ in the sense of setting her own limits on time and work, her practical 
helpers were her colleagues in the city and, especially, a network of female col-
leagues around Finland. One male principal preferred help from ‘far-flung’ col-
leagues to local collegial help, although he also mentioned that he owes his suc-
cess to himself. Only two (male) principals out of eleven did not regard other 
principals as their professional helpers: one of them gave that role to the whole 
staff of his small school, and admitted that he had not needed any ‘official’ help. 
The other felt that all school heads in the city were isolated and lacking a strong 
network, and had even attempted to set up a professional counselling pro-
gramme for principals. However, no counselling sessions had been held so far: 
only one female principal (a beginner) had applied for such a period. Another 
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female beginner told that she would appreciate a counsellor’s advice if her 
work cost her sleepless nights. 

These principals seemed ready to ask each other (or other principals else-
where) for help in professional matters, in a straightforward and easy way, 
while, as mentioned above, a few of the principals expressed a need for profes-
sional counselling. One female principal described her valued conversations 
with her school secretary as feeling like sitting in a counselling session. Strong 
support from the whole staff was experienced by three principals, one of which 
mentioned her students and their parents as follows: 

I’m also helped by the fact that I am a class teacher and am allowed to work with 
children – now the 6th form with 28 students. But I should also remember that the 
parents help me a lot, I get a lot of support from them, though there are occasional 
exceptions… (PF4) 

Two references to the helping role of the superintendent were made: 

If ever I’m finding something difficult, I have to say the person I first turn to for help 
is the superintendent. I trust her, and she certainly trusts me. (PF1) 

 …and why not the superintendent, with whom I’ve often discussed things. (PM1) 

The same principals briefly mentioned two ‘formal’ helpers: a very good city 
lawyer (PF1) and the chief shop steward, who plays a diverse role (PM1). 

As for more informal helpers (outside work), important roles were given 
to the principal’s family or spouse or spending free time with colleagues and 
friends: 

Sometimes work takes up too much of my time, but I try to allow enough time for 
what I think is the most important: my family, myself, and other people, and relaxa-
tion. (PF1) 

My husband never loses patience with me, he keeps on listening, all the way through 
our sauna sessions! (PF5) 

Nobody helps me – except maybe my wife – and even she’s fed up with all this mess-
ing about with schools… (PM3) 

We, as colleagues, know each other pretty well; of course, you can’t have everything 
in common with everybody – but we can call each other whenever we want to, and 
also meet outside work… (PF4) 

Principals’ help to teachers 
Most principals seemed to receive professional help from their colleagues. I 
asked 75 teachers to describe situations when they had asked their principals 
for help. The overall tone of the comments was positive, with most teachers 
having received help for various problems, although the answers from 13 of the 
teachers varied from two blank responses to somewhat hedged comments. The 
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responses from the teachers were grouped according to their main content, as 
shown in Table 12. The figure in brackets indicates the number of answers (= 
104 in total), but not the number of informants, because the same person may 
appear in different categories. 

 
TABLE 12  Principals’ help to teachers 
 

Category 1.  
Educational and behavioural problems  (29) 
 
Category 2. 
‘Everyday’ – technical, paperwork etc. (27) 
 
Category 3.  
Law, statutes  (15) 
 
Category 4. 
Seldom, not usually  (13) 
 
Category 5.  
Materials, equipment  (12) 
 
Category 6.  
Counseling (8) 
 

 
   

What follows is a list of a few answers from each category as examples of help 
given to teachers by principals: 

 
category 1:  
We talk a lot about special education children and ponder different ways of doing 
things. (TMC1) 
Collaboration with homes, quarrels and bullying, extreme difficulties with students 
that I would not be able to deal with myself; conflict situations among colleagues and 
trying to solve them…I’ve received help so far. (TFC50) 
 
category 2: 
Practical arrangements – for example, asking for permission to do something that dif-
fers from the ordinary school day. The principal always helps when needed. (TFC53) 
I’ve received help with carrying out project ideas, and schedules, guiding groups and 
even with learning how to use new technical gadgets. (TFS31) 
 
category 3:           
Every now and then I’ve needed practical advice on educational statutes and norms. 
(TFC37) 
Legal advice on issues concerning special education students. (TFC46) 
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category 4: 
I don’t feel that I do get enough help, but during my long career I have learned how 
to manage. I would have needed assistance with some problematic students, but I 
didn’t get any. (TFC17) 
When students disturb lessons: sometimes I am helped, sometimes not – maybe part-
ly because the principal is absent – or just doesn’t immediately reprimand the stu-
dent. Sometimes this works well. (TFC56) 
Seldom – things like leaves of absence, etc. (TMC4) 

category 5: 
Whenever I ask for help, I get it – be it extra shelves for my cabinet or problems with 
students. (TFS22) 
I have needed the principal’s approval, when considering buying extra equipment. 
She has usually been quite compliant with these kinds of suggestions. (TMC16) 

category 6: 
In the educational sessions I can get things off my chest and get support. (TMC4) 
You can talk to the principal very naturally. (TFS30) 
Counseling and support – OK. (TFC35) 
I consult the principal on problems that I can’t solve by myself... I’ve always received 
help. (TFC44) 

Principals among the staff 
When interviewing the school principals, I intentionally posed some questions 
addressing their role as a general helper or facilitator. Actions such as occasion-
al vacuum-cleaning, carrying chairs, and walking the corridors or the 
schoolyard - in such cases, no one had asked for help, but the principals’ volun-
tary actions could be interpreted as bringing utility or well-being to the school 
community as a whole. 

School secretaries 
I received emails from five school secretaries, one of which worked in three 
small schools. The latter indicated a wish to receive more help, by commenting 
that not only teachers, but all the other members of the school staff should also 
be kept informed about current school matters. Principals were mentioned as 
the main helpers by two secretaries, and three secretaries regarded the staff as a 
whole as an important source of support. Collegial help from other schools was 
expected by two secretaries, and also outside technical help was mentioned by 
one secretary. Another promised to ask school assistants for help, if they are 
available or willing to try office work. Thanks for support were given to family 
and friends by one secretary. 

Cooks 
Although the principal is not the immediate superior of school cleaners or 
cooks, one of the two cooks said that problems encountered at work must be 
solved together within the school. The other cook (from another school) men-
tioned first the principal, and then her boss as her primary helpers in problem 
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situations. She also felt that she was taken into consideration as a valued mem-
ber of the school staff. 

 
Students – being helped or as helpers 
A total of 367 students of different ages (7-15 years) were asked to describe a 
good school. I divided their opinions into six categories as follows: 
 
TABLE 13   Students’ descriptions of a good school 

 
1. School facilities 

 
2. Food 

 
3. Organization 

 
4. Studies 

 
5. Student  behaviour 

 
6. Hopes 

 
 

These categories are explored in more detail in the section on Well-being. Here, 
the students’ wish or need for help is revealed in Categories 5 and 6. A total of 
157 students, mostly from lower grades, described a good school as one where 
there is no bullying. As bullying is presently a hotly discussed issue among 
schools, it is possible that a proportion of the children’s comments regarding 
bullying may have been rote responses. On the other hand, it was not possible 
to verify whether any of the children had actually experienced severe bullying. 
The following sincere hopes were, however, expressed: 
 

• There (in a good school) teachers are watchful: no bullying please! 
• The school is safe, and students are taken good care of. 
• There are lots of people you can go to to tell about your problems. 

 
The above hopes belong to Category 6, but Category 5 represents helpful stu-
dents: 

• In a good school we help each other if something bad has happened or 
someone feels sad. 

• Quarrels should be settled immediately. 
• You can sit next to someone who is sitting alone at the lunch table. 
• You can go and comfort somebody. 
• You can pick up any coats that have fallen off the rack. 

           
Reflection 
In the above examples principals, teachers, students, school secretaries and 
cooks asked for help. We do not know what kind of professional help the prin-
cipals needed, or exactly what kind of help they received. We learned about the 
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teachers’ various needs and the mostly positive results of consultations with 
their principals. The principals as helpers were mentioned by two school secre-
taries and one of the cooks. A principal or a teacher may have been in the minds 
of the 157 students who wanted to have a safe school where there is no bullying. 
The students expected to get help when they needed it and, remarkably, some 
were ready to help their classmates and even tidy up somebody else’s belong-
ings. 

The actions of helpers – principals, teachers, sometimes the whole staff, 
and even students – were altruistic in the sense of being supererogatory. They 
were right actions, but not obligatory. The helpers were not obliged to help, but 
they did so anyway. If somebody had needed assistance from a lawyer or a 
shop steward, their helpful actions would not have been considered altruistic. 
Actions can be both altruistic and obligatory, as might be in the case of a person 
whose shopping bag breaks in the middle of the street, and ‘anyone who goes 
to the rescue intending to help is an altruist…’ (Miller 2004, 109). My informants 
may not have come across many broken shopping bags, but in a similar vein, I 
will later present eleven stories by eleven principals describing the most diffi-
cult cases encountered during their school careers.  

4.2.2 Care 

Altruism can be considered a supererogatory virtue (Seglow 2004, 2). The ethics 
of care is also regarded as a form of virtue ethics by some philosophers. Copp 
(2006, 30) posits that ‘a disposition to care appropriately for others’ can be 
viewed as a virtue. Then, moral emotions are more important than practical 
reason in helping us to act properly. Slote (2001, ix, 30), for example, argues that 
caring is a ‘motivational attitude’, which can extend benevolent feelings even 
for distant others. Held (2006, 551), again, admits that there are similarities be-
tween ethics of care and virtue ethics. Caring is no doubt a virtue, but as a cor-
responding theory it is not simply a kind of virtue ethics. Caring relations have 
primary value: the ethics of care does not focus on the traits of character of in-
dividuals, as is the case with virtue ethics. Noddings (2005, 17) also underlines 
the word relation: caring is not a virtue, but it is ‘a way of being in relation, not 
a set of specific behaviors.’ Mizzoni (2010, 136) posits that ‘we could consider 
care ethics a form of virtue ethics, one that prioritizes a certain set of virtues: 
those social virtues appropriate for concrete, personal, and caring relationships.’ 
Mizzoni (2010, 137) also states that care ethics is ‘the language of the mother’, 
and it aspires to be called feminine rather than feminist ethics.  

The school principals in this study were asked to characterize their own 
style of leadership, whereas the teachers in their schools were asked about the 
school heads’ actions and behaviour among the staff. After comparing the 
teachers’ answers with those of their principals, the conclusion could be drawn 
that the general tone was positive and consisted of elements of caring relations. 
The word feminine could be attached to male and female informants alike in 
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the sense of discerning a delicate caring tone in both the leaders’ and followers’ 
words – as shown by the following examples:  

 
1) Male principal (PM) and teachers (TM/F, S=secondary): 

 
I’m a negotiator and a helper, and I take care of all kinds of minor issues; I’m a 
poor delegator…I’d even dare call myself a kind of mother figure: teachers come 
to me all the time with all manner of things...this week I’ve helped fix furniture, 
change light bulbs and listened to broken hearts…(PM2) 
 
He is present, available, fast – sometimes too fast; takes care of the staff. (TMS7) 
 
He is modern, free, but firm when needed. Also a good listener and encourager. 
(TMS8) 
 
A nice guy, easy to get on with, sometimes a bit hasty. He doesn’t show off or ac-
cuse others of mistakes. (TFS29) 

 
2)  Female principal (PF) and teachers (TM/F, C=comprehensive): 

 
The principal is the one who creates opportunities for the school to be successful. 
She leads the way, and is a good listener, too. (PF1) 
 
Enthusiastic, happy, energetic. You can’t always be sure if something agreed on 
today will happen tomorrow, though. Her first reaction can sometimes be aggres-
sive, but she soon softens. (TFC40) 
 
Active, encouraging – participates in everyday chores – really leads. (TFC44) 
 
She is a professional, adaptable and attentive, but also firm and decisive. Abso-
lutely the right person for our school. (TMC12) 

        
Students defining a good principal 
79 students of different ages were asked to characterize a good principal. Their 
answers were divided into three categories: 1.Humane presence, 2.Academic 
leader, 3.Manager. Here, Category 1 clearly corresponds to the definitions re-
ferred to above by Slote, Held and Mizzoni: care ethics is about caring relation-
ships. The following are examples of the students’ definitions of a good princi-
pal, telling about humane presence: 
 

A. Upper secondary (16-18 years): 
Always available…present. 
An amiable personality. 
Not intimidating.           

 
B. Comprehensive, grades 7-9 (13-15 years): 

Someone who understands. 
Helpful. 
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The characteristics of a good principal are similar to those of a good teacher. 
So: a good principal treats everybody fairly and takes students’ suggestions 
and opinions into consideration and tries to make them come true. 
Comes ‘down’ to meet students. 
Doesn’t shout all the time. 
Someone you can talk to. 

C. Comprehensive, grades 1-6 (7-12 years):
A good principal is not severe but punishes you if needed. 
Makes sure that nobody is bullied. 
The principal mustn’t be away too often 
The principal must be nice, and mustn’t get angry about small things. 
She (principal) could give my teacher a piece of paper asking me to visit her 
in her office just for fun. 

Reflection          
After tracing the mother-like, caring elements in the principals’ definitions of 
their leadership style, and comparing them with the corresponding references 
by the teachers, the ratio of similarity was clearly positive in five schools head-
ed by female principals and in two schools run by males. Of 16 teachers, 14 
opinions about the principal were positive, one was half positive and half nega-
tive, and one was negative. Due to minimal participation by the teachers in one 
school of considerable size, I cannot regard the negative result from that school 
to be valid. The actions of two principals of small schools (teaching staff of 2-8 
members) were considered by the teachers to be positive and appropriate in 
one case and slightly unfavourable in the other. 

It can be said that a few principals were highly modest in defining their 
disposition as leaders. They were modest in the true sense, because their staff 
genuinely thanked them for their actions. Caring tones are clearly discernible in 
the following comments by a few principals: 

…we as humans are equally valuable…are we capable of appreciating the student 
from a problematic family background? ...the child is not guilty of what happens at 
home… 

…at school we must let all flowers bloom…handicraft, theory, culture…so that the 
students’ own special strengths can be found... 

…my office door is always open – except when taking private phone calls – I walk 
the corridors and ask the students if they have eaten and how they are doing. I also 
visit the afternoon clubs for first and second graders… 

…the spirit of our school is that all of us here, children and adults alike, can feel that 
we are special and can ask anyone for help and feel safe… 

As for the students’ definitions of a good principal, 183 comments were identi-
fied in total. Both upper secondary and comprehensive school students consid-
ered it important that the principal was available and present in school. Alt-
hough bullying was not mentioned by older students, some younger students 
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considered it to be the principal’s responsibility to prevent bullying. When 
asked about this issue, two principals reported that they carried out annual 
student surveys on bullying. The use of student counsellors to help prevent bul-
lying and to provide general help for students was mentioned in one school, 
and an anti-bullying policy had been drawn up in another. As one principal 
commented, one can easily see and hear everything that goes on in a small 
school, so, minor quarrels can be settled immediately; only in more serious cas-
es are parents called into school. Another teacher-principal advised her stu-
dents that simply disagreeing or falling out with somebody is not the same as 
bullying. The following general, in some cases almost philosophical, comments 
on bullying were given by five principals: 

 
If the teacher does their job properly, this negative issue can be prevented – the same 
as in any workplace. 
 
…if the whole bullying issue is over-emphasized, you will start seeing it play out… 
 
…after that school shooting incident…bullying was dredged up; it’s a way of putting 
blame on the school… 
 
There might be all kinds of issues between parents at home which cause schisms be-
tween students at school; bullying is kind of emptying out the rubbish, all this bad 
stuff gets dumped on the school. 
 
Bullying will never disappear – it’s sort of a human trait, a weakness in each one of 
us. 
 

The national KiVa anti-bullying programme was about to be launched in one of 
the schools in this study. The research-based programme was developed at the 
University of Turku, Finland, with funding from the Finnish Ministry of Educa-
tion and Culture, and won the European Crime Prevention Award in 2009.19 
 
4.2.3 Courage, justice and others 
 
 Courage and justice, from the category of idealistic values, appear here as rep-
resentative of virtues. The informants whose dispositions are examined in this 
section are all principals, and in addition to being characterized as courageous 
or just, some of them exhibit altruism, care, prudence, effectiveness or friend-
ship in their actions. I will first deal with the most difficult cases during the 
principals’ careers, and then present some other occasions awaiting principals’ 
decisions. 

 
The most difficult cases 
I asked the principals to recall the most difficult cases encountered during their 
careers. Not to jeopardize their anonymity, no direct quotations of their an-
                                                 
19 (http: // www.kivakoulu.fi/there-is-no-bullying-in-kiva-school) 
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swers will be given. In six of the eleven incidents, principals had had to deal 
with problematic students, and five cases consisted of conflicts brought about 
by teachers.  The cases are referred to numerically. 

Cases 1 – 4:  Disturbances caused by problematic students 
One principal did not mention to any specific cases, but referred generally to 
situations where the help offered by the home, school and social sector failed to 
reach the actual person in need of help (1). Another principal mentioned cases 
of aggressive students who had to be kept in mainstream classes because their 
parents refused to allow their transfer to special needs education (2). After ex-
periencing several severe incidents caused by a fourth-grader, one principal 
informed the child welfare office of the situation and, despite the parents’ op-
position, the student was transferred to a special needs class (3). In further ref-
erence to aggressive, even violent students, one principal told of an incident in 
which he had grabbed hold of a boy in an attempt to calm him down, during 
which the boy’s coat was torn. As a consequence, the superintendent and the 
boy’s mother were summoned, the principal admitted his guilt and paid for a 
new coat, and the boy was transferred to different school in the neighbouring 
municipality (4). 

Case 5: Helping a truant 
The two remaining cases are complete opposites of those above. A female prin-
cipal helped a ninth-grader get his school-leaving certificate in an exceptional 
way during her career as assistant principal. The ninth-grader was a nice boy, a 
loner, who started skipping lessons – nobody knew why, not even his parents. 
The assistant principal, who had known the boy previously, suggested that the 
boy should be encouraged to return to school, but also to work as a kind of an 
assistant teacher in primary school, while simultaneously studying and trying 
to pass his remaining exams. The assistant principal was aware of the suspi-
cious glances and harsh comments received from some of the subject teachers – 
but the boy was made to ‘swim’ through all of this and was finally awarded his 
certificate. 

Case 6: A psychologically threatening situation 
In this final student case, a teenage girl sat silently in the office of a male princi-
pal on a late Friday afternoon. At first, she refused to let the principal leave the 
room – threatening that she would harm herself if he did. Total silence contin-
ued, but over the next two hours the principal gradually began a dialogue with 
the girl. He listened, and she told her story, which was full of tragic events.  Fi-
nally, the principal succeeded in making a telephone call, the result of which 
was taking the girl into treatment. 

Cases 7 – 10: Problematic adults 
Frozen human relationships, mental illness, a love affair, alcohol abuse - why 
were these teacher cases so problematic? The cases were not considered prob-
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lematic only by the principals - the entire school community suffered - yet it 
was the principal who was required to play the role of adviser, helper and ne-
gotiator. It was the principal who had to convince two adults that they did not 
have to be friends in order to be able to work together (7). It was the principal’s 
duty to call a drunken teacher to resign (8) and to appoint a new permanent 
teacher instead of the substitute who had charmed the entire staff (including 
one member inappropriately) (9). In one school, a temporary teacher position 
was unsuitably filled with misfortunate consequences because, exceptionally, 
the principal’s recommendation for the post and her concern for her pupils 
were ignored. Why was the former teacher, whose teaching delivered success-
ful outcomes, not allowed to continue? Who would guarantee the students’ ed-
ucational attainment? (10) 

 
Case 11:  An academic bully 
A principal entering a new job will often encounter grievances. For one princi-
pal, however, the challenges of her first year in office were far beyond expecta-
tions. An efficient team working system newly introduced in the school was 
very nearly shipwrecked by just one member of one team. Complaints and ac-
cusations were rife, common goals were disregarded, anonymous notes were 
sent to fellow-teachers, the principal was prosecuted, and parents were worried. 
The principal strove to maintain openness and transparency throughout, and 
turned to the superintendent and colleagues for help. The teacher in question 
subsequently changed schools. The principal and her staff managed, finally, to 
reach a resolution through a series of crisis meetings, in which the principal 
acknowledged the severity of what the teachers had been put through. 
 
Reflection 

         The title of this section – courage, justice and others -- refers to Aristotle’s 
argument (EN VI, 6, 1145a): ‘For if a man have the one virtue of prudence he 
will also have all the moral virtues together with it.’ MacIntyre (2008, 155)  
questions whether Aristotle seriously meant  ‘all’ – ‘it seems obvious that some-
one can be genuinely brave without being socially agreeable, yet agreeableness 
is counted by Aristotle among the virtues, as of course is courage…’. Neither        
does Williams believe (2009, 202) that ‘all the virtues hang together in an attrac-
tive package.’ 

In Table 9 (p. 51) courage – according to Aristotle – is placed as the mean in 
respect of fear and confidence. Brave warriors or endurance of terrors for the 
sake of what is noble, rash men being cowards at heart (EN III, 6-9,1115a16-
1117b12) – such definitions of courage do not fit very well with the actions of 
the principals in the above difficult cases. Aristotle’s ‘it is weakness to fly from 
troubles’ and ‘courage is knowledge’ (EN III, 7, 1116a3-30) (Aristotle’s reference 
to Socrates’ notion) are also relevant here. Aristotle’s term phronesis, practical 
intelligence or prudence, also refers to Socrates’ line of enquiry (EN VI, 
13,1144b8): ‘…all the virtues… cannot exist without prudence.’   
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Fear and courage are, however, perhaps not the right terms for defining 
the principals’ feelings and actions in the first four cases dealing with problem-
atic students. In such cases it is more a question of practical intelligence. A prin-
cipal must not ‘fly from troubles’; instead, numerous meetings were held with 
welfare officials and with stubborn parents who refuse to accept a helping hand. 
Mäkelä (2007) gathered data for his auto-ethnographic case study ‘What princi-
pals really do’ from his own school over the course of 19 months. He made 58 
notes on student welfare (p. 140) and 135 notes on cooperation with parents (p. 
173).   

The principal who grabbed the aggressive boy (Case 4) was clearly famil-
iar with Section 36b of the Basic Education Act (Amendment 477/2003,), ac-
cording to which a principal or a teacher has a right to remove a disruptive stu-
dent from a classroom or other school premises. In this case, the measures taken 
did not constitute excessive force – they were effective enough to calm the boy. 

Case 5 presents a courageous female principal - one who did not fear dis-
grace. Aristotle (EN III, 6, 1114b19) calls one who fears disgrace an honourable 
man, and one who does not fear it shameless, but admits that such a shameless 
man can be called courageous by analogy: a courageous man is fearless. The 
principal fearlessly defended the boy, the loner, and was not swayed by the 
subject teachers’ opinions. She showed a ‘caring attitude’, in the sense that, as 
defined by Noddings (2005, 18), she showed ‘various capacities for caring’ as 
opposed to caring as an individual virtue. I interpret one of these capacities for 
caring here as authenticity. Ilies, Morgeson and Nahrgang (2005, 389-390) pro-
vide a four-component model of authentic leadership. Such leaders show self-
awareness, unbiased processing, authentic behaviour and relational authentici-
ty. These components characterize very well the courageous and caring princi-
pal in this case. She has a positive self-concept and shows emotional intelligence 
and integrity. She is low in other-directedness and has high levels of self-esteem. 
She is open and truthful in relationships with others. In Duignan’s terminology 
(2003, 2), authentic leadership is concerned with ethics and morality and with 
what is right and worthwhile (Duignan referring to his study with Macpherson, 
1992). The principal who does not fear disgrace clearly shows the kind of lead-
ership that Duignan (2003, 2) defines as follows: ‘Such leadership elevates the 
actions of the leader above mere pragmatics or expediency.’ 

In my view, Case 6 is the most difficult of the student cases – a defiant 
teenager sitting in total silence in the principal’s office and threatening self-
harm. The principal seemed to draw on Covey’s modern models of virtuous 
actions (see Table 11): ‘Seek first to understand, then be understood’ or ‘Sharp-
en the saw’. The principal was almost certainly afraid at first, but finally 
showed courage. He was also caring and effective -- as Hitt (1990, 153) postu-
lates: ‘…efficiency is doing things right, and effectiveness is doing the right 
things.’ Similarly Cash (2008, 22, 25) posits that effective leaders have the vision, 
courage and integrity to do the right thing: effective leadership starts with ‘be-
ing’ and not ‘doing’. 
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In Cases 7-11, the teachers waited for an effective principal to do the right 
thing. Embarrassment and fear dominated the school communities: it was the 
principal who had to remove the obstacles. In Case 11, it took a series of negoti-
ations with colleagues and the superintendent to begin resolving the issue: first 
the problem had to be tackled, not the person (Cash 2008, 25). The courageous 
decision by the principal (Case 9) not to nominate the charming substitute as a 
permanent teacher was not liked by all of the teachers. Later, when the new 
teacher had begun his work, the colleagues respected the principal’s decision.20 
It took years  and many meetings, developmental discussions and input by in-
terest groups, with difficult issues constantly re-emerging, before the situation 
between two adults was resolved (Case 7, only one of them a teacher). In the 
process, the principal’s integrity and friendliness were put to the test.  In Case 8, 
a teacher’s alcohol problems had been known to the principal for years, but 
when the teacher in question came to school drunk and threatened to kill a col-
league, the principal took immediate action. The time for negotiating was over; 
protecting the colleague under threat now took precedence The teacher was 
required to hand in his resignation. Case 10, however, remained unresolved. 
Previously, the principal had had a say in filling vacancies of non-permanent 
teachers, but that year the superintendent did not approve her recommendation. 
The principal preferred the former teacher to the nominated candidate and was 
concerned for the students. She consulted the superintendent once more, and 
even appealed to the school board and the municipal federation, but no changes 
were made. 

  
Justice – to whom and why? 
Ahlman (1992, orig. 1943, p. 11) posits that defining a just person mostly means 
this person’s moral disposition, her/his permanent characteristic of will, her/his 
virtue. Jacobs (2005, 76) refers to justice as ‘a crucial concern with regard to laws, 
institutional arrangements, actions and practices.’ 

My question to the school principals was: What is meant by justice/ fairness 
and equity? I will let Aristotle answer first (EN V, 1, 1129b19): ‘In justice is all 
virtue found in sum.’ Prior to this proverb, Aristotle had already maintained 
that justice is a perfect virtue because it is displayed towards others. This ele-
ment of ‘towards others’ appeared in various shades in the principals’ answers. 
The term equity was mostly used instead of justice; for two principals they rep-
resented the same concept or two sides of the same coin. This is reflected in one 
principal’s opinion, and is an example of distributive justice (Jacobs 2005, 76): 
 

Sometimes you can’t show equity, instead you have to take justice into considera-
tion… If one teacher is a single parent and another has a better economic situation, I 
won’t really treat them equally when lessons are allotted… (PM2) 

 

                                                 
20  Cash (2008, 25): ‘Even if it is not the answer they want, in the end, they will respect your 

integrity and courage.’ 
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Four principals clearly stated that the number of lessons per teacher should de-
pend on the special skills and abilities of each teacher – ‘you can’t apply the 
same yardstick to everyone’ (PM3), and, similarly, by Aristotle (EN V, 3,1131a3): 
‘All are agreed that justice in distributions must be based on desert of some 
sort…justice is therefore a sort of proportion; for proportion is not a property of 
numerical quantity only…’. According to Moilanen (2013, 27), justice does not 
mean that everybody should be treated in the same way: those who are similar 
should be treated similarly, and those who are dissimilar should be met with 
treatment that is in correct proportion to their differences. One principal said 
that they had never had any disputes about lessons: everybody’s wishes had 
been taken into consideration (PF3). Another principal was worried about los-
ing control due to scarce resources: 

In bigger schools …are there favourites? In smaller schools the same situation can 
turn problematic because of fewer adults. Equity can be forgotten in relationships 
both among adults and students. (PM4) 

One principal compared students’ quarrels with teachers’ arguments: 

Let’s take children first: two have been fighting and one of them is crying – you need 
to somehow find out how much each of them is responsible for the fight – usually the 
one who cries loudest gets most attention…We should consider teachers’ issues simi-
larly…it is easier with kids, though… (PF2)  

Students also received more serious attention when justice as ‘our duty accord-
ing to the law’ towards students was mentioned (PF6), or ‘not judging students 
unfairly according to their backgrounds…’ (PM1). Students can also be seen to 
be referred to as relevant members of the school community in the following 
neutral comment: ‘All members of the school community are treated in the 
same way.’ (PM5) 

A slightly different view on equity also deserves to be mentioned here: 
the ‘primus inter pares’- type of relationship in which the principal works to-
gether with his/her staff. In this case, the principal (PM1) expected professional 
ethical behaviour from his teachers, who would not always mind if they were 
not paid for their voluntary initiatives and active commitment.  

I could call the above principals’ actions courageous – at least most of 
them. But there are shades of friendship as well: according to Aristotle (EN VIII, 
9, 1159b25): ‘The objects and the personal relationships with which friendship is 
concerned appear…to be the same as those which are the sphere of justice. For 
in every partnership we find mutual rights of some sort, and also friendly feel-
ing…’. There are three kinds of friendship (EN VIII, 3, 1156a17-1157a6): those 
based on utility, pleasure and the perfect form of friendship. Friendships based on 
utility or pleasure are easily broken off if the friends are no longer useful or 
pleasant to each other. For those who nurture friendship in its perfect form, it 
will last as long as both parties continue to be good to each other; this virtue is 
thus a permanent quality. Glancing through the above principals’ comments, 
one cannot be sure whether justice and friendship converge. Notwithstanding 
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the fact that no explicit questions about friendship were posed to the informants, 
Aristotle’s perfect form of friendship nevertheless does not seem to be a ‘per-
manent quality’. Maybe two comments move along friendly lines: one principal 
(PF3) stating that they had never had any disputes about lessons, or another 
(PM1) positing that students must not be judged according to their back-
grounds. References to the social backgrounds of teachers (PM2), dependence 
on teachers’ skills (PM3 and three other principals), and mentioning principals’ 
favourites (PM4) may easily cause friendly bonds to be broken. Pursuing utility 
or pleasure in collegial relationships can lead to jealousy. 
 
Summing up 
Virtues are placed under closer scrutiny in the concluding chapter. Here, in 
brief, however, having met courageous, just, caring, effective, perhaps also 
friendly principals, I agree with Shafer-Landau (2012, 258), who posits that 
‘habits don’t define a person, character traits do.’ Virtues require much more: 
virtuous persons act well, but they also have a special set of perceptions and 
motives (Shafer-Landau 2012, 258). As we move on to the third main section of 
the analysis, Well-being, I will turn to Hurka’s (2011, 74) classification of claims 
about the good, as: subjective or welfarist claims, and objective or perfectionist 
claims (author’s italics). He also asks: ‘How great a good is virtue?’, and admits 
that it is a common perfectionist claim that moral virtue is intrinsically good. 
Benevolence, courage and other similar traits make a life better, but in Hurka’s 
view, virtue is not the only intrinsic good. Other perfectionist goods, such as 
knowledge, or even welfarist goods, such as pleasure, should belong to the do-
main of the intrinsic good. 
          
 
4.3 Well-being 
 
 
This title well-being does not refer to anything that could be defined as intrinsic 
or even welfarist pleasure (see Hurka above). Crisp (2006, 101) also wants to 
avoid talk of pleasure, and prefers hedonism which, as a form of theory of well-
being, is a mental state theory. I could follow Crisp’s question (p. 101): ‘What 
makes a life good for an individual?’, and so, at least partly, connect it with the 
philosophical theory of consequentialism. To put it simply, consequences mat-
ter in the school world. The results of various actions and decisions in manifold 
forms are experienced in everyday school life. Before providing various find-
ings that are interpreted to reflect a more common-sense consequentialism, I 
will introduce utilitarianism, which Shaw (2006, 10) calls one way of turning 
consequentialism into a complete ethical theory. Similar to the above Table 11 
on practice and theory concerning virtues, the following table describes the 
analysis of well-being:  
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TABLE 14 The analysis of well-being 

WELL-BEING 
           PRACTICE THEORY 

CURRICULA UTILITARIANISM
COLLABORATION 

& 
SCHOOL  ATMOSPHERE 

COMMON SENSE CONSEQUENTIALISM 
‘NEAR & DEAR’ 

The well-being analysis depicted in this table does not proceed exactly in the 
same way as with virtues: curricula have a more straightforward connection 
with theory than the other practical topics. Collaboration and school atmos-
phere provide a wealth of experiences that are open to heuristic reading. 
        Not only schools in this study, but all Finnish schools are seen as objects of 

utilitarianism. School curricula, formulated by the Finnish National Board of 
Education, are interpreted to bring utility and so, well-being, to every school 
alike. 

  As for the second column of the above table, all the informants in this 
study tell about their experiences of collaboration. Inquiries about school atmos-
phere were made to principals, teachers and some staff members. Students’ 
opinions of a good school, a good principal and even school meals also contain 
references to atmosphere. Well-being, seen theoretically, has moved from strict 
utilitarianism towards common sense consequentialism. Consequences really mat-
ter, but mostly to those who are near & dear. 

4.3.1 Utilitarianism and consequentialism 

 According to the most famous proponent of utilitarianism, John Stuart Mill 
(2001, 2), ‘All action is for the sake of some end, and rules of action, it seems 
natural to suppose, must take their whole character and color from the end to 
which they are subservient.’ Driver (2007, 40-41) calls utilitarianism a version of 
consequentialism: the utilitarian counts the well-being of all persons, impartial-
ly considered. The ancient Chinese philosopher MoTzu advocated that we 
judge an action on the basis of how useful it is, and if it does not produce any 
benefits, it must be condemned (Scarre 1996, 27-33). Shaw, again, (2006, 10) pos-
its that well-being is the standard of moral assessment – but in the sense that 
the happiness or well-being of any person is neither more nor less valuable than 
the well-being of any other. The greatest expected net well-being is brought 
about by the right course of action. 

The conception of impartiality appeared to be somewhat confusing in the 
school world. Could I call school administrators, principals or teachers pure 
utilitarians after their ‘right courses of action’? Did they maximize well-being or 
produce the best total outcome? 
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My view is that this did not happen in the schools studied. However, were 
these schools to be included in a larger group comprising all Finnish schools, 
they might be described as objects of utilitarianism. Do the Finnish Ministry of 
Education, Parliament and National Board of Education follow utilitarian prin-
ciples in the enactment of school laws, statutes and other educational docu-
ments? Mill’s predecessor Jeremy Bentham, can be connected with this issue of 
educational (legal) documents. Driver (2007, 42) posits that Bentham’s passion 
was legal and political reform, and for him the basis for utilitarianism was the 
principle of utility, to which both laws and individual actions should conform.   

A major objective of Finnish education policy is to achieve as high a level 
of education and competence as possible for the whole population by offering 
all citizens equal opportunities to receive education, regardless of age, domicile, 
financial situation, sex or mother tongue. Education is considered to be one of 
the fundamental rights of all citizens (Finnish National Board of Education 
2004). 

The above definition by the FNBE offers a comparison with the principle 
of utility: maximizing value or producing the greatest amount of pleasure over-
all. Bentham counted satisfaction, enjoyment and fulfilment as pleasures (Driv-
er 2007, 44-46). 

The FNBE formulates foundations for the National Core Curriculum for 
Basic Education, according to which municipal administrators lend local fla-
vour to various individual school curricula. The schools in this study had 
drawn up their individual plans for the school year according to the municipal 
curriculum adapted from the national core curriculum for basic education. Ac-
cording to the admonition in the national curriculum (2004, Section 2.1, p. 12), 
values that underlie education are to be specified in the local basic education 
curriculum. The specification for basic education within the case city reads as 
follows: 
            

The objective of schools in the City of X is to educate citizens who are co-operative, 
honest, responsible, and who have a sound sense of self-esteem. They are aware of 
their own cultural backgrounds and they respect themselves and the environment. 
Besides a good basic knowledge, further objectives consist of practical skills, infor-
mation skills, critical thinking and a desire to embrace challenges.21 

 
 When asked about the principal’s role in running a school, one female principal 
emphasized the importance of curricula: 

 
Everybody knows the goals and objectives, because they have been agreed upon to-
gether. What’s more, they are also in line with our municipal and national curricula – 
these new foundations are really good: an effective tool for a principal. A definition 
of core values is one of the things that legislators in Finland have striven for and de-
cided upon. The principal helps the staff to act according to these common goals and 
acquires the resources and materials needed to do so. They are responsible for ensur-
ing a safe and healthy school environment. Many different values are held among the 

                                                 
21 translated from the Finnish local basic education curriculum 
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school staff, but the ones to be followed are those printed in the foundations of the 
national curriculum. THAT’S IT. 

Why is the curriculum an effective tool – for a principal and for teachers? The 
work of the FNBE was the right action for producing educational and instruc-
tional well-being for all Finnish students – so, at least, the officials expect (see 
Shaw, 2006, 8: ‘the expected value of the outcome’). Teachers in their daily work 
also expect good results, but they may not think in terms of maximizing utility 
or net well-being. They cannot be impartial in this respect, they have individu-
als to consider. 

If we call a national curriculum a utilitarian action, it defines education 
prescriptively. According to Siljander (2002, 137), a prescriptive conception of 
education strives for normative delineations of what good education is like or 
what kinds of values should be found there. A descriptive definition of educa-
tion simply states as Puolimatka puts it (1995, 84): ‘In education person X 
strives to advance the development of a certain facility V in another person Y 
through a method M.’ In this definition the words person X and another person Y 
remind me of Wilenius (1987, 19) speaking of ethical-emotional surroundings: 
‘...an educator appears more effective according to what she is than what she 
does’ (author’s italics). 

When moving next from utilitarianism to consequentialism, the change 
does not mean a move from prescription to description. Normative terminology 
will be needed, but in a ‘safer’ or more commonsensical way. 

Dreier (2006, xi) regards the concept of consequentialism as an abstraction 
from utilitarianism, and wonders why morality should always insist on maxim-
izing the measure of value. Many philosophers simply reject the maximizing 
form of consequentialism (Vallentyne 2006, 33; Hurley 2009, 4). Portmore (2011, 
123) calls utilitarianism unreasonably demanding. Foot (2009, 95) posits that moral
judgment has something to do with human welfare, ‘without sinking into utili-
tarianism.’ Murdoch’s (1993, 47) opinion is that utilitarianism lacks and needs ‘a
positive conception of virtue.’

Brink (2006, 382) introduces a moderate form of consequentialism, which is 
associated with common-sense morality, and refers to Broad’s 22  term ‘self-
referential altruism’. According to this view ‘an agent has reason to be con-
cerned for perfect strangers as well as intimate associates, but, all else being 
equal, she has more reason to be concerned about the well-being of an associate 
than a stranger’(ibid p. 382). But once more, in Shaw’s (2006, 9) words: ‘Wheth-
er we are consequentialists or not, we must act.’ What follows is action which, 
in a more commonsensical way, produces well-being through collaboration and 
school atmosphere. 

22 C.D.Broad: ‘Self and Others’, p. 279 
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4.3.2 Collaboration 
 

‘Maybe the grounding of morality lies closer to the social surface than philosophers 
like to think, neither in the structure of practical reason nor in a telos of human na-
ture but rather in our mundane ways of muddling through together – that is, in how 
we get along.’ (Velleman 2009, 1) 

 
In the above lines by Velleman I sense the word collaboration. What happens 
inside schools? What happens outside – with the schools’ collaborators? Gini 
(1997, 20-21, 26) approves of ethical theories: they offer divergent perspectives 
on ethically acceptable acts by answering the same philosophical questions 
about how we should live together – Gini adds: ‘Ethics is something we live out 
with others.’ or ‘Ethics is something we do.’ 

Instead of reiterating the informants’ voluble description of collaboration 
outside and inside schools, I have tried to identify their experiences of utility 
and well-being, and also of failures. I will first deal with ‘outside’ collaborators. 
The category of ‘visitors’ represents actors who are outside the school sphere, 
yet they visit schools more often than both public officials or parents. 

 
Collaboration from the outside 

 
The mayor felt that he has a say in school issues, but admitted that the personali-
ty of the superintendent is crucial and that, although their management group 
works well as a whole, to achieve progress, supportive personalities are needed. 
The mayor had not yet visited all schools of the city, but had given several 
speeches at Christmas parties and graduation events. He had visited students at 
morning assemblies and spoken about tolerance and right and wrong, that is, 
ethics. The mayor also mentioned the agreement to transfer the upper second-
ary school to the administration of the municipal education and training con-
sortium, and that the school would remain independent and retain its resources 
while substantial synergy would be achieved through better teacher availability. 

Superintendent 1 considered it important to share responsibilities: ‘…so 
that one knows on which paper to sign.’ She allows her subordinates to manage 
their own areas: there are no old-fashioned top-down bosses any more. On the 
other hand, in her opinion, there is no ‘care of souls’-system which belongs to 
American hip-hop culture. She arranges meetings for principals once a month. 
She also confesses that she has not been able to visit all schools once a year: her 
office-work takes up most of her time. 

As for the principals’ relationship with their superior, i.e. the superinten-
dent, their comments partly mirror the view of Superintendent 1. Personal sup-
port was mentioned twice, although the majority of contacts with the superin-
tendent occurred in official monthly meetings or via telephone or email. This is 
illuminated by the following comment of one female principal: ‘I would like to 
see her here in school more, so she gets to experience real everyday life! I’d like 
to have some development discussions, – so that someone would listen to me…’ 
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In Superintendent 2's opinion, collaboration with principals works relative-
ly well. Meetings and developmental discussions are arranged, and various 
dealings with principals happen almost daily. The superintendent had visited 
all of the schools during his first year of office, and considers this practice to be 
customary.23 

Although I did not meet any parents directly, I obtained information on the 
work of the parents’ association through the association’s president. The associ-
ation, founded in 2005, had been fighting against resource cuts by the city. Sev-
eral meetings had been arranged and articles published in the local newspaper. 
The association president gave a presentation to The Finnish Parents’ Associa-
tion. The association has participated in several collaborative projects, such as 
with the local Teachers’ Union: Ingredients for Teaching 2006, Power for 
Parenthood - Joy for Togetherness 2007, and has been involved in events and 
meetings with teams dealing with the youth and the development of the health 
and safety of children and young people. The association has participated in 
planning a substance abuse prevention strategy and has made plans for partici-
pation in projects together with the school office on student care, student coun-
selling, and special needs education.  

In interview, the mayor remarked: ‘We have a very active parents’ associa-
tion…they have a slightly aggressive attitude towards us…’ The president, 
however, comes to the association's defence stating that a number of their initia-
tives have achieved concrete results, at least indirectly. In one investigation the 
association revealed that school services (facility and catering services) provid-
ed by external suppliers were overly expensive. As a partner in a civil initiative 
against cuts in school resources, the association has achieved good success: 
pressure to implement severe resource cuts has diminished. 

 The role of the parents is crucial in the selection of students for special 
needs education classes. The school principal meets with the parents of candi-
date special needs pupils 3-4 times, and if they remain opposed to selection, 
their child is not accepted as a special education student. Principals generally 
regarded cooperation with parents as unproblematic. Parents of upper second-
ary students were thanked for their active presence at parents’ evenings. One 
small rural school praised the parents who fought against the closure of the 
school for their active engagement.24 These parents had also donated money for 
school outings, and some were often seen playing football with pupils in the 
school yard. One primary school principal told about a few demanding parents 
who needed to be reminded of their parental responsibility as educators. He 
clearly underlined that ‘the school does what it’s designed to do’, adding that 
the school’s responsibility ends, when the students leave school gate, whereas 
everything within school walls during school hours is the school’s business! 

One member of the school board (during the period 2005-08) considered the 
general working atmosphere within the board to be good. No major ideological 

23 No principals’ comments regarding Superintendent 2 are available as no interviews were 
conducted during the superintendent’s period in office. 

24 The municipality was merged with the city in 2005 and the school was closed in 2008. 
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contradictions were evident; they did not even vote very often. All members 
strove to fight resource cuts and to reach solutions least damaging to schools. 
Initially the board defended keeping the small rural school of 40 students (see 
paragraph above), but finally, after weighing up the concerns of other primary 
schools in the city, the majority voted to close the school, with the exception of 
the two members from the school’s local municipality. 
 
Collaborative visitors to schools 
 
The social- and health sector 
The school nurse, who worked in two primary schools, and one middle school, 
and was about to start also at upper secondary school, told that primary school 
teachers kept her actively informed about timetable changes; in the middle 
school it was up to her to contact the form teacher, student counsellor or special 
education teacher for information.  She considered the principals’ role im-
portant: if the principals resisted collaboration with the school nurse, the chil-
dren’s welfare would suffer. ‘Maybe it’s too soon to sound too positive, but so 
far, at least, I‘ve had no problems’, she said. 

A middle school principal spoke about problems highlighted by a national 
health study: teenage girls, pills and beer. Active measures were taken together 
with the social- and health sector and youth services. Research results during 
the following six years showed significant improvements. These positive results 
partly formed the basis for a national handbook for student welfare which, in 
turn, was used as a model by the Finnish National Board of Education in devel-
oping the national core curriculum. 

The services of an ordinary school nurse were considered inadequate by 
one principal whose school provided special therapy services. Instead of requir-
ing parents to travel to obtain these services for their children outside school, a 
therapist operates from the school throughout the school day. The therapist re-
ceives 5 – 6 children each day who are in need of action- , speech-, physical-, 
music- or reading/writing– therapies.  

The two school welfare officers were required to travel between schools, 
sometimes even during the same day. One of the officers, whose operating area 
consisted of seven schools, preferred the principal as her superior in preference 
to the superintendent on the grounds that the principal is always nearby and in 
touch with everyday matters. Although each school had its own ways of carry-
ing out daily student welfare tasks, the officer felt that student welfare was con-
sidered to be important and collaboration with the school was flexible. In her 
view, it is the welfare officer’s turn to step in when pedagogical methods prove 
ineffective. The other welfare officer was in his first year in the job, and had had 
to get acquainted with six schools in the city. He did not regard himself as ‘an 
outside visitor’, but felt at home in each school, and had even been able to dis-
seminate good practices from one school to another. According to this welfare 
officer, some teachers never turned to him for assistance, whereas others loaded 
him with minor concerns. In middle schools, special education teachers, in par-
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ticular, were good partners for him, although his main collaborators were the 
students. 

Sports clubs 
No comments were received from sports clubs or associations regarding collab-
oration with schools. However, almost all principals mentioned the provision of 
school activities by local sports clubs. Several clubs were granted access to 
school facilities, and local clubs also arranged various events, competitions and 
tournaments for students, and a special sports coach paid regular visits to spe-
cial education classes. One primary school cooperated with local orienteering- 
and skiing clubs, and one small rural school was offered gymnastics-evenings 
and baseball and football matches. 

Youth services 
Youth services represent a complete opposite scenario to the above: strong 
words from the head of youth services, and only one comment by one principal. 
The municipal director for youth services expressed a desire for closer collabo-
ration with schools as they share many mutual goals, and yet admitted that it 
was sometimes difficult to ‘get inside’ schools. She wondered whether this 
might be due to protectionism on behalf of the schools or lack of resources… 
She did, nevertheless, mention a few cases of collaboration with schools, includ-
ing: participation in morning assemblies, school outings, raising awareness 
about alcohol and intoxicant abuse 25, and youth camp-projects together with 
special youth services and the social sector. New projects included courses on 
peer-mediation, supporting the work of parents’ clubs and students’ councils, 
hosting international trainees in schools, and even starting a circus-school col-
laboration with one primary school. 

Parish and local churches 
The Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Church parish representative emphasized 
that as schools (still) contain relatively large numbers of its church members, it 
wishes to maintain a voice and presence in schools, and that school lessons and 
student welfare can be enriched through special religious insights into educa-
tion, music, pastoral care, etc. Morning assemblies are regularly taken once a 
week in some schools or once a month in others. According to the representa-
tive, if a school principal was opposed to religious matters in schools, a teacher 
was selected to act as spokesperson on behalf of the church. 

One principal spoke of maintaining open doors to several religious com-
munities, such as the local Pentecostal Church,  the Lutheran City Parish,, and 
the Orthodox Church (collaboration with which was mentioned by two more 
principals). Besides religious matters, church collaboration was also valued for 
its practical work. At one primary school psalms were sung during weekly as-
semblies held in the sports hall, and as several special education students could 
not attend confirmation courses outside school, the church provided courses for 

25 see above: social- and health sector; reference to ‘girls, pills, beer’ 
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them during schooldays. In several schools, teachers were occasionally assisted 
by people from the Lutheran Church during school outings. The Lutheran 
Church also arranged camps (involving six different primary schools) to help 
new middle school students and their form tutors to get to know each other 
better. One female principal felt that the church had become more active: the 
following day after a recent school shooting incident26 the Lutheran church 
minister called to inquire if everything was alright at her school. She also ap-
preciated the special crisis material sent to her, which could be used in morning 
assemblies. The most enthusiastic comment was given by the principal of a 
small primary school. The church collaborated in many ways: morning assem-
blies every second week, music classes by the former church organist once a 
week, programme planning with the organist and the minister for Christmas 
festivities and school leaving parties. The principal also mentioned the partici-
pation of the church along with the entire village – parents, grandparents, for-
mer school pupils, as well as other villagers in school Christmas events! 

 
Police 
The same principal who thanked the church for its input also thanked the local 
police for training the teachers of the city dealing within threatening situations 
in school. One principal described a couple of incidents in her school when a 
policeman had been needed for disciplinary reasons. Each primary school had 
its own assigned school police officer responsible for teaching legal issues. 
School visits by the police to older students were also readily arranged, such as 
educational talks on tobacco and drugs or moped safety. The two police officers 
that I contacted via email considered collaboration with schools to be very im-
portant and that school visits helped create positive contacts with young people 
and a positive effect on attitudes towards traffic regulations. The police also 
expressed a wish to be present at parents’ meetings and other events to help 
raise awareness about safety issues. One officer thanked two schools, in particu-
lar, for their proactivity. 

 
Collaboration on the inside  
This section deals with people who conduct their daily work mainly ‘within the 
school gate’. Comments by principals, teachers and students form the core con-
tent, in addition to which the views of school secretaries, cooks, cleaners and 
caretakers are taken into account. 

 
Principals 
Principals’ main collaborative role within schools appears to be that of team 
builder, facilitator and guarantor of information, and member of management 
teams. 

The principals of the upper secondary school, one middle school and three 
primary schools described the development of teamwork in their schools. The 

                                                 
26 This principal was interviewed about three weeks after the school shooting in western 

Finland.  
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upper secondary teachers formed mixed teams, not according to school subjects, 
but based on various tasks such as student care or organizing meetings and 
events. The team leaders belonged to the management team, in which they and 
the principal negotiated and prepared the agenda for teachers’ monthly meet-
ings. The minutes of these meetings were displayed on the staff room wall. To 
ensure that nobody was left uninformed, weekly team leader meetings were 
also held on Fridays and the agenda and minutes of the meetings were emailed 
to every teacher. The principal especially underlined the importance of effective 
information procedures. 

The four teams in the middle school were based on school subjects. 
Health education, for example, was carried out periodically and collaboratively 
by teachers of biology, sports, civics and home economics. 

One of the primary schools offering special education classes was divided 
into four teams with the aim of helping develop the work of the team members. 
Team leaders were in charge of meetings held once a week during school hours. 
The teams in another primary school were not referred to as teams, but as 
Learning Groups: classes 1-2, classes 3-4, and classes 5-6. These groups were 
intended to work independently, but could also collaborate. According to the 
principal, however, collaboration did not work very well. For example, the 
groups were unable to reach a decision on whether to hold the annual Christ-
mas event in church or in school…The smallest of the three primary schools in 
question had established two groups, known as development teams responsible 
for different annual developmental and educational themes. One of the teams 
was headed by the principal and the other by the deputy head. It was teacher 
dismissals that originally made them choose security to be one theme that year. 
They would go on teaching about safety issues to students – the principal had 
participated in special training and received useful material to be used in the 
classroom. The other team focussed on staff well-being; as the principal com-
mented: ‘We will be selfishly focussing on us adults, because we will be in for a 
hard time this year, which will also affect the children.’ 

Teachers 
In this section I will deal with comments on collaboration by 74 teachers (one of 
the total set of 75 teachers did not respond). Because most answers were short 
(in some cases a single adjective), I chose the most relevant parts of each answer 
to represent the informant’s opinion. I divided their answers into five groups 
according to content or tone (not according to school type or gender). After pre-
senting the list of groups and the number of informants (= no. of answers) be-
low, I will provide a few examples of their answers. 

My question to the teachers was: What kind of collaboration is conducted in 
your school? I grouped their answers in Table 15. 
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TABLE 15  Collaboration in schools 
 

1.  Plentiful and works well : 27  
 
2.  It works, but…:  20 
 
3.  Within your own subject group 
     or teams: 16 
 
4.  ‘Plain’ definitions: 10 
 
5.  Poor: 1 
 

 
Starting at the end of the list, the only clearly negative opinion was presented in 
group 5:   

 
As usual in schools, that means: poor. Teachers are cliquish, they don’t want to share 
information and they keep spying on each other. 
 

Comments described as ‘plain’ (group 4) lacked enthusiasm or colourful ex-
pressions or showed a slight misunderstanding. The informants merely told 
that they had to collaborate every day, or that there were meetings and conver-
sations during breaks. One teacher said nothing about collaboration, but under-
lined the importance of each teacher’s proficiency. Another teacher posited: ‘I 
don’t have enough experience of other schools to be able to compare.’ 

The principals introduced a teamwork system in their schools, and many 
expressions of appreciation (group 3) were made regarding successful collabo-
ration within teams. Even teachers in one mainstream primary school wel-
comed special needs education colleagues to begin teamworking with them:  

 
(Collaboration) is getting more and more intensive and rewarding all the time. 
 
…it works even outside the teams, it’s traditional for special needs educators, but we 
mainstream folks are getting used to it, too.27  
 

Collaboration between teachers of the same subject was generally active, but 
was more modest between various subject areas, as one teacher commented:  
 

…I would like to see more interdisciplinary collaboration. 
 

In smaller primary schools there were no teams, but the small staff functioned 
like a team:  
 

We do everything together – so there are no problems about information and nobody 
needs to take responsibility alone. 

                                                 
27 Comments given during the first year following the merger of a primary school offering 

special needs education classes with a mainstream primary school 
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Wholly positive opinions, such as the above example, were placed in group 1. 
The group 2 comments also begin in rather a positive tone, but are followed by 
a slightly negative remark. A few teachers in both of the unified comprehensive 
schools (classes 1-9) were concerned about the gap between primary and sec-
ondary school: not enough had been done to remove this barrier to progressive 
collaboration. Other ‘buts’ expressed in group 2 related to poor information, 
lack of encouragement for collaboration, or the need for somebody to be com-
mitted  to school development, as nobody was in charge. One teacher’s opinion 
was that, except for two teachers, everyone pulled together well while another 
regarded collaboration to be good ‘as long as you watch your back’.  

Students 
Having referred to students as helpers in the Virtues section, I will now add to 
this by also calling them collaborators. A total of 367 students of various ages (7-
15 years) were asked to describe a good school (see Table 13). Many of the 1,409 
opinions about what constitutes a good school related to student behaviour and 
its effect on general well-being in school. Helpful actions are also collaborative, 
but here I refer specifically to educational issues – as one grade 4 boy said: ‘I 
come to school to learn.’ Peaceful lessons were mentioned by six students: ‘No 
messing around during lessons: you will miss (important) things.’ or ‘Let eve-
ryone work in peace, because learning is important.’ One pupil mentioned the 
importance of working together in class, not being lonely, studying hard and 
doing homework. 

The students made clearly fewer comments on studying and learning than 
on general behaviour. I will return to their wishes (some of them highly imagi-
native) in the section on school atmosphere. 

The principals of four mainstream primary schools described their collab-
oration with students. Three schools had student councils with members select-
ed from each class. The councils came up with ideas and proposals regarding 
school rules, programmes for school events, etc. One council chose bookmarks 
drawn by students to be given out as weekly prizes to students who have be-
haved well (e.g. removed their hat/cap when indoors, opened doors for visitors, 
taken salad during lunch, etc.). Some students in one of these schools were al-
lowed to participate in teachers’ meetings and put forward their proposals. The 
members of the student council of the middle school were present at parents’ 
meetings and had a say in arranging discos and other school activities. The up-
per secondary school principal was aware of the students’ active role in the stu-
dent council and considered the students to be well instructed and capable. The 
principal commented that the members of the school council were always wel-
come to teachers’ meetings to listen to the issues concerning them. The principal 
was often invited to the council meetings, and also participated in them, on 
condition that there was a written agenda. 
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Last but not least 
Here I will refer to the ‘other’ personnel whose presence and work are essential 
to the effective running of the school. The majority belong, administratively, 
under the technical board. One principal said that he collaborated smoothly 
with the caretaker, cleaners and the kitchen staff. Another principal met regu-
larly with the head cleaner, and had daily conversations with the caretaker, 
who he occasionally helped, for example, by carrying stacks of paper or moving 
furniture. As for the school secretaries: ‘… I get direct feedback from them! I 
spend more time with these two secretaries than with my wife!’ 
          The middle school caretaker commented as follows (another reference to 
helping): ‘Collaboration with the principal is active, we both take care of our 
own jobs, but I can ask for help, for example, if something heavy needs carry-
ing.’ The comments by school secretaries and cooks regarding their main help-
ers are detailed in the Altruism section above, and will be covered again in the 
School atmosphere section below. Before that, I will first reflect on and crystallize 
the informants’ experiences of utility and well-being gained through collabora-
tion both inside and outside schools. How did the informants ‘muddle through 
together’ (see Velleman 2009, 1))? What actions were right and whose well-
being was attained? References to other studies are also made. 

 
Reflection 
Furman (2004, 215, 229) means by school ‘leaders’ anyone and everyone who 
cares about what happens in schools, and argues that educational leadership is 
fundamentally a moral endeavour. Fullan (2005, 15) speaks about public service 
with a moral purpose, which for him means, among other things, treating peo-
ple with respect and being supportive and responsive. Sergiovanni (1996, 57) 
posits that schools are ‘moral communities’, while Hodgkinson (1995, 7) refers 
to educators as ‘secular priests working in an arena of ethical excitement’. For 
Gini (1997, 325), all leadership is value laden, and if it is good or bad, it is moral 
leadership. It is also a dynamic relationship between leaders and followers; it is 
‘always plural; it always occurs within the context of others.’ 

In this section on Reflection, this ‘ethical excitemen’t is made up of conse-
quentialist well-being or utility produced by collaboration – not by maximizing 
utility, but in a more moderate and commonsense way (see Brink 2006, 382). 
How have the ‘secular priests’collaborated? Instead of collaboration, Brink 
speaks of ‘cooperative interaction with others’ (ibid p. 411), and Furman’s (2004, 
229) core terms are community and communal. In fact, Furman proposes the con-
cept of an ethic of community to complement Starratt’s framework.28I will omit 
this singular form of ‘an ethic’29, and concentrate on community, which, having 
the idea of togetherness, connects itself with collaboration or cooperation. 

Rubin (2002, 17-18) defines collaboration as ‘a purposeful relationship in 
which all parties strategically choose to cooperate in order to accomplish a 

                                                 
28 The tripartite framework developed by Starratt (1994): three ‘ethics’ underlie ethical prac-

tice: the ethic of justice, the ethic of critique, the ethic of care. 
29 see Section 2.1 
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shared outcome. Because of its voluntary nature, the success of a collaboration 
depends on one or more collaborative leader’s ability to build and maintain 
these relationships.’ Beginning with collaborative actors outside schools, alt-
hough the city mayor’s primary focus is on political and economic issues, he 
nevertheless felt that he had a say in school matters. The economic aspect was 
evident in the transfer of the upper secondary school to the administrative rule 
of the municipal education and training consortium, the aim of which was to 
gain economic benefits through greater teacher availability. 

The mayor, not an educational leader in the same sense as a superinten-
dent or a principal, expressed his interest in education through his visits to 
schools and his talks and speeches to staff and students. As regards new ideas 
and initiatives, however, the mayor underlined the crucial role of the superin-
tendent. When one of the superintendents of the city mentioned ‘American hip-
hop culture’ in connection with caring or ‘care of souls’, I had to admit that I 
did not know what ‘hip-hop’ meant. Such lively terms did not appear in the 
1969 Decree on the Directors and Secretaries of the Local Provision of Education, 
which formulated the qualifications for Finnish superintendents. These new 
officials had several possibilities to be qualified for the job: teaching qualifica-
tions, studies in pedagogy and educational administration, and administrative 
experience. Their task description consisted of 16 main items, such as develop-
ing schools’ collaboration with parents, or meeting the requirements issued by 
the National Board of Education (Risku 2011, 197). As a comparison with the 
above-mentioned American ‘hip-hop’-culture, in Björk’s (1993, 254) reference to 
the IESD (Instructionally Effective School Districts) research, superintendents 
underlined the importance of high visibility in schools and classrooms, and 
thus regular contact with principals and teachers. Björk (1993, 255-256) also 
states that instructionally effective superintendents are interactive and consulta-
tive: they influence and are influenced in the school organization; they create a 
shared vision, and capture the enthusiasm and commitment of principals and 
teachers. Schein (1997, 392) posits that the leaders of today will have to set ‘the 
example by becoming learners themselves and involving others in the learning 
process.’ In their longitudinal case study, Björk and Gurley (2003, 72) found that 
‘a succession of like-minded superintendents and staff contributed to “grow-
ing” their own leaders capable of nurturing among themselves communities of 
learners.’ Similarly Rubin (2002, 33) calls educational leaders ‘community-wide 
advocates, mentors, and conveners.’ This is what most principals in this study 
expected from their leader: school visits, experiencing common school life, and 
(as one principal hoped): ‘…so that someone would listen to me…’ The new 
superintendent had visited all the schools during his first year in office and 
promised that this will become a habit. 

In Rubin’s (2002, 45) terminology, collaboration is itinerant if its functions 
are informally assumed and its duration is brief. The characteristics of sustained 
collaboration are adequate levels of continuity, responsibility and accountabil-
ity. The collaborative actors in this study affecting school well-being from out-
side belong to the former group – with the exception of a few parents. The par-
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ents’ association, within three years since its establishment, had worked under 
collaborative leadership and partly achieved its goals through various coopera-
tive projects.30 A few individual parents had a leading position in negotiations 
with the principal regarding placement of their child in a special needs educa-
tion class. This might be considered as a form of sustained collaboration, unlike 
the actions of some ‘mainstream’ parents who did not collaborate and neglected 
their role as educators outside the school gates. There was, however, a consid-
erable amount of itinerant parental collaboration: active participation in par-
ents’ evenings, giving money for outings or playing football with students in 
the school yard in the evenings. In case of the small rural school, most of these 
actions did not, ultimately, help: the school was closed upon the decision of the 
school board. I had initially considered the school board members to be collabo-
rators, because they had, according to one member, been relatively compliant, 
and wanted to save the small rural school. Their final decision was, naturally, 
political and influenced by financial concerns voiced by other small schools. In 
terms of the city economy the school board’s decision (action) was doubtless 
right and the result good, yet for the rural community the decision was wrong 
and caused difficulty. 

Who had most authority with regard to school collaborators’ access to 
schools? These collaborators, all of them professionals in their field, depended 
on the principal’s permission to be able to enter the school, and yet it would, 
naturally, be counterintuitive for a principal to prevent a school nurse or a wel-
fare officer from carrying out their duties. The school nurse, who worked in 
several schools, considered the attitudes of principals to be crucial: if they re-
sisted collaboration with the school nurse, all the worse for the children. The 
nurse had, however, experienced no problems to date. One welfare officer espe-
cially valued the close collaboration of the principal when moving to a new 
school: the principal was an invaluable source of knowledge on the everyday 
running of the school. The other welfare officer’s description of feeling ‘at 
home’ in each school, is a testament to the principals’ ability to facilitate outside 
collaboration with teachers and students. 

An example of problem-based collaboration was given by one middle 
school principal. Rubin (2002, 56) posits that a problem-based or remediation 
strategy is not always a bad thing: ‘Disasters, disabilities, and deprivation work 
well to convene and focus people quickly and briefly in collaboration.’ This 
middle school began collaboration with the social and health sector and youth 
services to deal with the problematic case of ‘girls, pills and beer’, i.e. my earlier 
reference to alcohol and intoxicant abuse among teenage girls in that school. 
The improved results during the following six years of national health research 
reflected positively on the school, and a student welfare handbook developed 
during this collaboration subsequently served as model in the national core cur-
riculum. 

Rubin (2002, 56) would probably consider the principal of a special needs 
education school in this study as an ‘optimizer’, or one who has an asset-based 
                                                 
30 See paragraph on parents in Collaboration from the outside p. 73 
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perspective. The collaborative arrangements made in the school with parents 
and various therapists were useful and beneficial for all concerned: parents did 
not have to travel away to secure special therapy for their children, instead the 
therapists remained in school throughout the day. In Rubin’s words (p. 56), an 
optimizer sees ‘assets to be aligned where others see disjointed resources and 
players.’  

The remaining visitors offering their collaborative services – sports clubs, 
youth services, local churches and the police – clearly wanted to ‘produce 
product’ (Rubin 2002, 55). According to the principals, the ‘products’ of sports 
clubs were present in a wide range of activities in schools. The sum total 
seemed positive, though the head of the sports department did not reveal any 
plans or strategies (by not answering my inquiries).   

The head of youth services was clearly disappointed and placed the blame 
on school principals for not allowing enough collaboration. The actual cause of 
this negative attitude, for example due to clash of personalities or lack of fund-
ing, remained unclear. Resistance from principals was not the impression by the 
representative of the Evangelical Lutheran Church or by the two police officers. 
With the exception of the regular morning assemblies, the majority of services 
provided to the school by the church, such as clubs, school outings and camps, 
seemed to be largely nonreligious. Following the shocking case of a school 
shooting, the church was a strong source of support to schools. So, too, were the 
police with all teaching staff receiving training in dealing with threatening situ-
ations. These practical actions – and not so much the ‘official’ actions– of both 
the church and the police were right, and produced good results. 

As permanent collaborators within schools, the principals and teachers, 
mentioned a number of different forms of effective teamwork, perhaps reflect-
ing an understanding of Rubin’s (2002, 55) statement: ‘Collaborations cannot be 
a waste of time.’ The most advanced form of teamwork was conducted in one of 
the primary schools with special needs education classes. The school was divid-
ed into four pedagogic teams each consisting of class teachers, assistants and 
students. Part-time teachers, the foreign language teachers and the special 
needs education teacher served the whole school, taking turns visiting the dif-
ferent teams as needed. In the school syllabus the tasks of the teams were de-
fined as follows: teaching and education conducted jointly, collaborative plan-
ning and sharing of responsibilities, evaluation of actions and development of 
the school together with other teams and the principal.31 

Here, the success of the collaboration depended largely on the strategic 
planning of an overall head (see Rubin 2002, 17-18, 55), but the role of the team 
leaders was also important. According to the principal, and as reflected in the 
above syllabus, the team leaders showed traits of teacher leadership. Murphy 
(2005), a strong advocate for this concept, calls teacher leadership ‘a pathway to 
school improvement’ (p.vii), emphasizing the importance of principals’ will-
ingness to understand hierarchies in a new way and to share power among 

31 Translated from the Finnish school syllabus 
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their teacher colleagues (p. ix). Crowther addresses the concept of well-being 
through collaboration, as follows: 

 
‘Teacher leadership is essentially an ethical stance that is based on views of both a 
better world and the power of teaching to shape meaning systems. It manifests in ac-
tions that involve the wider community and leads to the creation of new forms of 
understanding that will enhance the quality of life of the community in the long 
term.’ (Crowther 1997, 15) 

Several mainstream teachers in the above school were convinced that teams 
worked well and thanked their colleagues for collaborative leadership. One 
principal mentioned that his teachers were afraid of implementing such a strict 
system and, instead of teams, called their groups of students learning groups. 
The principal also revealed that collaboration between these groups did not al-
ways succeed. 

The principal of the upper secondary school did his best as a collaborative 
leader to ensure that everybody is well informed by verifying the accuracy of 
information provided. A few teachers in the two big comprehensive schools 
(classes 1-9) expressed concern regarding a lack of encouragement for collabora-
tion between primary and middle schools. Participation in this study was scarce, 
both by the principals and teachers of these schools. As Rubin (2002, xiii) states, 
relationships are ‘at the core of collaboration’; it was therefore no surprise that 
in some schools disappointed voices were heard:…’collaboration, but not with 
everybody’; ‘sometimes a few cliques are formed’; ‘except for two teachers, we 
pull together’. 

The role of students as collaborators was mostly that of participants in the 
various tasks and activities prescribed and offered by principals and teachers. 
Some primary school children understood perhaps the most important form of 
collaboration: taking their work seriously when in class. As members of student 
councils, older students learned about meeting procedures and making pro-
posals on school issues. 

The principal was the ‘boss’ and the facilitator of many student activities. 
Similarly, the principal seemed to be the immediate superior of school secretar-
ies, cooks, cleaners and caretakers, even though their formal bosses were in the 
technical board. Collaboration with the ‘principal as a boss’ seemed to be based 
mostly on a sense of good relationship, but also on instances of concrete help. 

Having introduced various collaborators with and in schools – outsiders, 
visitors and insiders – I will now refer to the concept of community. I agree with 
Furman (2004, 221-222), who regards community as a process, not an entity that 
can be measured: 

 
‘… administrators, teachers, school staffs, students, parents, and other community 
members interested in schools commit to the processes of community. In other words, 
they feel that they are morally responsible to engage in communal processes as they 
pursue the moral purposes of schooling and address the ongoing challenges of daily 
life and work in schools.’ 
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The communal processes in this section were the actions of collaborators. When 
the collaborators ‘pursued the moral purposes of schooling’, they likely consid-
ered the consequences of their actions. A strict consequentialist would think of 
the best possible outcome(s) and act accordingly. The education sector in this 
study featured many persons whose actions were right, but who acted in a 
more common-sense way – as Schroeder (2011, 169) puts it: ‘…there isn’t any 
interesting sense in which an agent is required to do what is best or most valua-
ble.’ 

Summing up 
Figure 6 below shows the various agents positioned in their natural groups 
within the education sector and the strength and targets of their collaboration.   

FIGURE 6  Strength and targets of collaboration 

The arrows point towards the groups or individuals most influenced by collab-
oration. Dashed arrows indicate a weaker collaborative strength or outcome; for 
example, of the Outsiders, the school board was unable to save the rural school, 
while the mayor and, more so, the new superintendent are beginning gradually 
to collaborate more closely with schools. The parents arrow is strong, through 
both formal and voluntary actions, as described on p. 73. While Visitors mostly 
served students, the teaching staff were also given practical assistance by local 
churches and the police.  Mutual collaboration between the main Insiders was 
on the whole strong, with the exception of a few principals’ failures to encour-
age collaboration and too many ‘buts’ (see p. 79) among teachers. 

Turning the above arrows into moral actions, I will refer to Table 1. Since 
the arrows in Figure 6 are predominantly strong, I consider them to represent 
right actions, i.e. actions that are not wrong. Moreover, because it is difficult to 
define which actions in schools generally are obligatory – actions that we ought, 
morally, to do – I also consider these right actions to be supererogatory, i.e. good, 
but not obligatory. The consequences of these actions for the ‘near and dear’ 
were good (or good enough). The dashed arrows can be considered to represent 
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two types of action: firstly, right, but morally neutral actions by the mayor, super-
intendents (partly), and youth services. I would not call the second type forbid-
den: the school board had done its best, but could not prevent closure of the 
school. Neither were the actions between some principals and teachers or be-
tween some teachers and colleagues forbidden – although some were, perhaps, 
suberogatory - bad, but not forbidden. 

What were the good or good enough results of the above actions? Starting 
with the insiders, one example would be effective teamwork organized and facili-
tated by collaborative leadership. There were also traces of teacher leadership 
connected with teamwork. Active work in student councils was also referred to 
by principals. The sense of the ‘principal as a boss’ was clear among staff mem-
bers whose actual administrative bosses were in the technical board. 

Similarly, school principals were valued as collaborators by most visitors 
to schools. In one school, a Handbook for Student Welfare was produced together 
with the social and health sector and youth services. One welfare officer pre-
ferred a principal to a superintendent as her superior: a principal is ‘near-by’. The 
other welfare-officer did not consider himself a visitor: he felt at home in each 
school. Principals let several sports clubs enter schools for various activities. Con-
tributions by the police and the church were more practical than official. Police 
were seldom needed for disciplinary reasons: police officers visited schools in 
order to maintain good relationships with children and young people and teach 
them about legal issues. Teachers also thanked the police for training them in 
school safety and security issues. Besides dealing with religious matters such as 
morning assemblies, people from local churches arranged music classes and 
youth camps and assisted teachers on school outings. 

The only strong collaboration arrow among the outsiders belongs to the 
parents. The parents’ association fought against resource cuts and participated 
in several school projects. As for individual parents, active cooperation with them 
was generally acknowledged by the principals. 

The dashed arrows also represent collaborative actions that were not suc-
cessful. Perhaps the arrows for the mayor and the school board should be 
stronger - they did their best. In addition, they are not educational leaders, such 
as the superintendents, whose visits to schools were expected. Educational 
leadership in the schools was successful on the whole, although a few flaws 
were apparent between principals and teachers as well as between some teach-
ers. Finally, the reasons why the contributions by the youth services were not 
more readily accepted, remain unclear. 
 
4.3.3 School atmosphere 
 
In this section I will present opinions concerning school atmosphere as expressed 
by principals, teachers, other staff members and students. I will describe their 
actions in my own words, whilst their voices are often presented through direct 
quotations. I will reflect on the issues in between these, and refer to supporting 
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theories especially relating to teachers’ hopes for more informal meetings and a 
‘free flow of ideas’.  
          According to the Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary (2006, 77) ‘the 
atmosphere of a place is the general impression that you get of it’. I considered 
it the closest translation of the Finnish word ilmapiiri that I had used in my in-
quiry. I also regarded atmosphere as more abstract than climate32, though both 
words have concrete and abstract meanings. The previous section on collabora-
tion partly provided a kind of introduction to ‘muddling through together’ in 
schools, and so made its contribution to the understanding of atmosphere. 
However, collaboration and atmosphere are dealt with in two separate sections 
because of the content and tone of responses from the informants. Responses 
concerning collaboration were full of action, and comments on atmosphere con-
sisted of feelings – to put it briefly: the world of verbs met the world of adjec-
tives. 

Principals 
To be exact, when interviewing principals, the word school atmosphere was not 
used, but spirit. In this connection, principals were asked to define what running 
a school and effectiveness mean. 

The key term used by 11 principals concerning school spirit was together-
ness: 

School spirit is created together, all of us together, a common enterprise that we 
are trying to reach. (PF5) 

The spirit consists of relationships between teachers, students, and, of course, the 
whole staff…so that we do not pretend, but everyone can feel happy… (PM2) 

One principal mentioned that creating school spirit is not self-evident, whilst 
admitting that collaboration does need to be made explicit. Another principal 
felt that creating school spirit takes time, and that the principal’s role and the 
giving of positive feed-back were crucial; possible successes should also be con-
stantly evaluated. Most principals took it for granted that in the business of 
running a school it is the principal who makes sure that everyone knows the ob-
jectives agreed upon, who is legally responsible if something happens, who ac-
quires materials and staff, or even who comes to school during weekends to 
change a broken bulb when summoned. As for effectiveness, this is referred to in 
the above section on Virtues (4.2.3) where it is connected with how some prin-
cipals dealt with problematic incidents, leading to a description of character 
traits. When discussed as an aspect of school spirit, however, effectiveness 
aroused philosophical opinions such as: 

32 Schein (1997, 9) connects climate with organizational culture: ‘ the feeling that is conveyed 
in a group by the physical layout and the way in which members of the organization in-
teract with each other…’ Similarly Agarwal and Cruise Malloy (1999, 1) refer to a work-
place that is based upon climate/culture metaphor and regard it as a community of indi-
viduals who have the ability to believe, to value, and to seek meaning in organizational 
goals and objectives. 
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A school is effective when the staff act as a model of learning…I openly tell everyone 
every day that even I learn here… (PF1) 
 
An effective school: clear goals… attainable for everybody. No expensive machinery             
needed… it’s unbelievable that new computers are bought every second year… (PF3) 
 
The word effectiveness should not be used in connection with schools: it is easy to 
tell the number of students who have completed or intermitted their studies… It is 
not only figures that matter, but educating persons, students, to become civilized and 
tolerant members of society. (PM2) 
 
When school stops trying to be very effective, then it is about to begin to be effective. 
I am annoyed by this modern fuss: there are plans and projects and gadgets – a child 
does not need those, but someone beside her to listen to and support her… That is              
effectiveness! (PF4) 

 
In addition, amongst more practical comments, effectiveness was seen as utiliz-
ing teachers’ special skills in mutual projects (PM3), or fulfilling some engi-
neers’ hopes of meeting young engineers who had learned to use compound 
words after effective teaching methods… (PF5) 
 
Teachers 
The following figure (Figure 7) shows school atmosphere as described by 74 
teachers. The small circles represent schools showing the number of participat-
ing teachers. The big circles represent three types of general atmosphere: 
GOOD (+), HESITANT (-) and BOTH (+/-). The opinion of 56 teachers is that it 
is good (with slight modifications), three teachers hesitate and in two schools 
the ratio is 8 (+)/7(-), totalling  64 plusses and 10 minuses altogether. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
FIGURE 7  School atmosphere as stated by 74 teachers 

 
Keeping collaboration and school atmosphere under separate headings is perhaps 
demonstrated in the comment by a teacher who accused colleagues of poor col-
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laboration whilst answering my question concerning atmosphere by saying: 
‘It’s good, after all.’ 

What follows is a list of examples of teachers’ answers from a few schools: 

GOOD (+): 

(It’s) good. Entering teachers’ lounge after lessons – feeling tired, swearing or smiling 
– you are met with sympathy! Of course, there are a few people who don’t want to
participate in social events or birthday or nameday parties. They have a right to be
left alone! (TFC4)

Mostly the atmosphere is open and honest; also stimulating. But occasionally, we 
have felt tired, because of the uncertainty about closing our school. (TFC47) 

A very positive and encouraging atmosphere helps us to keep on working. Last au-
tumn brought some difficulties, because our only school assistant had to act as a sub-
stitute for a teacher who had been away on long sick leaves. (TFC49) 

Our working atmosphere is open and critical. Even unpleasant issues can be dis-
cussed. You are criticized if you have done something wrong or have neglected your 
duties, but you will also be thanked for tasks carried out well. (TMC17) 

HESITANT (-): 

It’s as generally in schools. (TMC11) 

The atmosphere has been rather strained for about three years because of one burnt-
out case. The problems of this colleague affected all of us, and the principal as well. 
Now the situation is better; we all received therapeutic treatment. (TFC33) 

The atmosphere is mediocre because of the appointment of one teacher for this year. 
The principal and I have to give in, which is deplorable. (TFC32) 

BOTH (+/-): 

Our atmosphere: full of comings and goings; caring and cosy. (TFC57) 

…a difficult question, the atmosphere – not bad or excellent, we spend normal work-
ing days, not burning with enthusiasm; we can work in peace – the principal is not 
lurking behind our backs – so the situation is quite good… (TMC18) 

Not worth very much – except me and a few important colleagues who help me to 
pull through. (TFC55) 

Our atmosphere? Between teachers it is good – in spite of everything – but many 
have become weary of the type of leadership. (TFC56)33 

33 The first four comments (2+2) are the only responses from a large comprehensive school 
(grades 1-9) 
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Happy and enthusiastic, warm and friendly. I haven’t met any unfriendliness or spy-
ing yet. (TFC40) 
 
It’s getting clearer – striving to become open and to learn to pull together, to show 
respect for everybody, especially for those who differ from you. (TFC41) 
 
The atmosphere is still searching for its shape: fusing into a whole has not happened 
yet. (TFC44) 
 
The atmosphere is cautious – neither free nor confidential. (TFC42)34 
 

Having referred to Furman’s (2004) definition of community as a process rather 
than an entity (see the section on collaboration), I will repeat his opinion here in 
terms of the quality of school atmosphere shown in the present study. Why did 
56 teachers regard the atmosphere in their schools as good – at least generally 
or in spite of a few exceptions? Why did two schools have competing opinions? 
Why did two other schools remain hesitant? Not having observed these teach-
ers in their daily work I have to trust their words. I will have to believe in this 
‘good’, and suppose, according to Furman (p. 222), that the community has act-
ed as moral agent and produced well-being. Those who hesitated probably 
lacked interpersonal and group skills, such as effective communication and 
working in teams. It is quite understandable, however, when for example a 
mainstream school and special needs education classes were merged, it caused 
uncertainty. Furthermore, poor participation from the largest school gives an 
impression of not ‘creating forums that allow all voices to be heard’ (Furman, p. 
222).  

Teachers were also asked to give their comments on how difficult issues 
were dealt with in their schools. Verbs were needed once again and the verbs 
most used were discuss or talk about. With only descriptions forthcoming, 21 
teachers briefly reported that difficult issues were talked about, whereas com-
ments by another group of 21 teachers referred to the partners with whom the 
discussions had happened. A few examples of these comments are as follows: 

 
By talking. (TMC1, TMS6, TFS30, TFC52) 
 
By talking – including about difficult things. (TFC35) 
 
By talking, coming together and negotiating. In our school we don’t quarrel by 
‘shouting’, but by attempting reconciliation. (TFC12) 
 
The form teacher, the student counsellor or the principal assist with problematic is-
sues – such as contacts with homes or truancies. (TFS22) 
 

                                                 
34 The last four comments (from among 6+5) are from a primary school where special needs 

education classes  were merged with it 
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The last comment, besides mentioning the negotiating partners, also reveals 
what was difficult – and so belongs to the list of difficulties or issues needing 
clarification. The issues listed in Table 16 are taken from six different responses. 

TABLE 16 Difficult issues 

1. Contacts with homes, truancies

2. Homes, parents, students

3. City

4. Mergering of special education classes

5. Difficult classroom issues

6. Conflicts between teachers

Difficult issues seem to be kept in some secrecy – one teacher told about ‘one 
difficult issue’. Another teacher posited – somewhat ironically – that there were 
no difficult issues, and nothing could threaten everyday school life. Six re-
spondents mentioned problematic issues and suggested solutions but among 28 
comments there was uncertainty and critique of measures taken, such as: 

We talk about difficult classroom issues a lot. We are courageous enough to discuss 
them; you need not be afraid of being labelled an incompetent teacher if you have 
some problems. Good solutions are divided between colleagues to be tried out. Old 
staff conflicts may still lurk somewhere, though they have been dealt with a long 
time ago. Perhaps only time will heal old wounds. (TFC38) 

Problems are swept under the carpet or they are handled with enormous intensity – 
and then some have to go on sick leave. (TMC4) 

It is not easy to deal with difficult things – they are left alone, because we have to 
concentrate on saving money and on daily routine – there is neither time nor a forum 
for us to talk to colleagues. (TFC18) 

We discuss in small groups. Sometimes there is gossiping behind backs. In the 
meetings some keep on talking, while others are looking at the ceiling. We try to 
tackle the problems, but we feel that many issues are so difficult that we don’t have 
the time or the ability to get through them. (TFC53) 

When the figure of school atmosphere (see Figure 7) is compared with the 
comments on the instance of difficult issues, another figure should be compiled. 
The original figure contained 64 positive (+) opinions and only 10 opinions that 
were not really negative, but hesitant (-). Now the picture of school atmosphere 
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changes: fairly straighforward comments (21 ‘by discussing’; 21 ‘with various 
partners’) that seemed positive appear to become neutral. Among the responses 
of 28 teachers there were clearly three positive suggestions (talking about diffi-
culties ‘openly’, ‘consistently’, ‘reconciling’), whereas the rest still hesitated or 
even offered irony or sarcasm. Four teachers did not comment. A few times the 
blame was put on the principal, and this not only in the ‘hesitant’ schools that 
produced the minus-labels. Thus, a seemingly positive atmosphere appeared to 
lack something. One teacher said that they would like to have meetings without 
formal agendas. Juuti (1995b, 72) posits that schools – as organizations – are not 
only rational entities. Instead of atmosphere, Weick (1995, 41) speaks of envi-
ronment, saying: ‘a significant portion of the organizational environment con-
sists of nothing more than talk, symbols, promises, lies, interest, attention, 
threats, agreements, expectations, memories, rumours, indicators, supporters, 
detractors, faith, suspicion, trust, appearances, loyalties, and commitments.’ 
Teachers’ comments, such as the ones above (‘meetings without formal agen-
das’ or ‘neither time nor a forum to talk to colleagues’) suggest the term dissem-
ination, ‘the free flow of ideas, innovations, and information among individuals 
and groups in the organization’ (Collinson & Cook 2007, 109). Collinson and 
Cook here refer to organizational learning but many teachers in my research – 
and as if mixed with the ingredients of Weick’s list – hope for the opportunity 
to deal with difficult issues among colleagues more informally. A principal’s 
role as a facilitator of dissemination is crucial: allotting time during formal 
meetings for open forums and thus providing time for real dialogue (Collinson 
& Cook 2004b, 2007). Hänninen (2009, 108-109) posits that an existentially and 
ethically responsible principal knows how to create a humane and enthusiastic 
atmosphere where interdependency and fellow-feelings prevail. According to 
Raasumaa (2010, 270-271), when strengthening intersubjectivity inside the 
school community it is important not only to pay attention to practical activities  
but also to examine the values and foundations of practices. Good results 
would be best attained through versatile forums for discussion, active collabo-
ration and trust between staff members. Besides formal meetings and negotia-
tions, intersubjectivity becomes strengthened through various informal meet-
ings both at work and in leisure time – even in ‘relaxed dreaming togeth-
er… ’To add another interesting element to the ‘mess’ of atmosphere: ‘Seeing is 
behaving’, a definition by Mount (1990, 18) who describes the root of moral ac-
tion as:  

 
‘To see is to behave. When it comes to sizing up a situation ethically, the way we see 
it profoundly affects the response we consider right. We need to see the situation be-
fore we are prompted to do something about it… Seeing is an act.’ 

 
Students 
Six teachers mentioned students as having an impact on atmosphere. Only one 
teacher reported her nerves being on edge with students but she also felt free to 
talk about it and get support from colleagues. Other comments ran like 
this:…’caring for students’, ‘no bigger problems with them’, ‘atmosphere stu-
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dent-centred’, ‘good atmosphere between teachers and students’, ‘teachers and 
students get on well together’. In addition, students themselves referred to 
school atmosphere in their responses to my questions: What is a good school like? 
and What is a good principal like? 

Students – regarding ‘a good school’ 
367 comprehensive school students of different ages (7-15 years) responded 
with 1,409 opinions of a good school. 1,409 opinions about a good school would 
deserve a separate study. For the purpose of this study, however, six groups of 
conceptions/experiences were thus formed. The thematic grouping of the re-
sponses already appears in the Altruism section (p. 56). Two of the six groups, 
namely Student behaviour and Hopes, revealed helpful students and hopes of not 
being bullied – which naturally affects school atmosphere. Among the remain-
ing four groups I will here concentrate on three, namely School facilities, Organi-
zation and Studies. The sixth group, Food (100 comments), can also be said to 
have its contribution and is dealt with in a later section. 

The role of students as agents in bringing or producing well-being for the 
school community is restricted to the group Student behaviour. Though one of 
the groups is titled Hopes, the other four also consisted of hopes which could be 
fulfilled with the help of adult agents. In this section concerning atmosphere 
two categories of description are needed therefore: i) students as agents and ii) 
adults as contributing agents. When using direct quotations (i.e.translations), 
students from comprehensive school grades 7-9 (of age range 13-15 years) are 
referred to by grade numbers 7-9 and grades 1-6 (of age range 7-12 years) ac-
cordingly by grade numbers 1-6.  

Student behaviour (students as agents) 
The younger the students were, the more they paid attention to their own be-
haviour at school. As beginners or newcomers they still recalled what their 
teachers had told them or what they had learned at home. What follows are ex-
amples of general good behaviour: 

You must not let anyone get lonely. (1) 
You must not irritate anyone. (1) 
Everyone has a friend and they help each other. (3) 
Everyone knows how to apologize and also how to forgive. (5) 
Everyone should try to get to know everyone else. (7) 
Staying calm/tolerant – let others be different. (9)  

What happens in classrooms or corridors in a good school? Again, younger 
students were more active and gave useful advice: 

No talking aloud during lessons: you will miss what is being taught. (1) 
Everybody must be allowed to work in peace: learning is important. (4) 
You have to trust what your teacher says. (4) 
You should not judge anyone according to their clothes, musical taste or looks. (5) 
You must not damage or make fun of anyone else’s work. (1) 
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Do not kick the flower pots! (1) 
 

School facilities, Organization and Studies (adults as contributing agents) 
In this instance, the categories of students’ descriptions of a good school are 
those in which the students themselves cannot affect school atmosphere but in 
which they will need the adults’ help. Before the students began writing down 
their opinions, I asked them to remain polite and matter-of-fact and the vast 
majority of responses did remain so. 

Highly practical comments about school facilities or premises came mostly 
from older students (grades 6-7). They seemed to feel that improvements were 
needed: a school must not feel or look like a prison, for example. A good school 
is neat, and there is no mildew; all the classrooms are warm and fresh; the toi-
lets and coat racks are clean. The area for bicycles should be looked after: one 
student’s bike had been knocked over many times. One ninth-grader did not 
want any surveillance equipment on the schoolyard – he viewed it as harass-
ment.  

As for general organization, rules and breaks received a high number of 
comments. Only one student (a sixth-grader) did not want any rules in a good 
school, whereas several others considered clear rules and discipline necessary. 
There should be a break after each lesson, and there should be a teacher keep-
ing watch; and in winter, spending breaks indoors should happen more often. 
A group of fourth-graders focused on the school staff, saying for example that a 
good school has a good nurse, nice cleaners, pleasant cooks and a caretaker 
with a good sense of humour. Further comments stated that schools should not 
be closed down! Two fifth-graders sent messages to politicians: no dismissals of 
teachers and schools should get ‘the right kind’ of substitute teachers. 

One second-grader regarded her school as good, because they had good 
exercises in class, while another school she knew about was good because of 
good gym and sports-equipment in the school yard. Her classmates were keen 
on studying, shown by comments such as ‘more mathematics’, ‘one learns new 
things’, and of having ‘a secret text-book’. A few 7-9th -graders came up with 
definitions about a good school which does not educate students merely for 
future studies but for future life and in a way that motivates every sort of stu-
dent. In ‘a good school’ teachers should be qualified, said some, and the school 
should have a big library full of books. The school syllabus would include a 
high number of applied and self-expressive subjects and more optional courses 
– for example, on art and sports. Comments by fifth-graders contained practical 
suggestions for classroom procedures, such as rehearsals for exams during the 
preceding lessons, starting with exercises at the beginning of lessons, more con-
versations and teamwork, teaching in varied ways rather than ‘sticking’ to text-
books, and creating interesting lessons (dull topics should be made more inter-
esting). 

The comments about ‘a good school’ were quite practical. The students 
knew how they should behave, they knew their own school buildings, their 
teachers and the daily routine. Simultaneously, however, their experiences 
showed that they hoped for something else. Most of those hopes could have 
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been fulfilled by adults. The group of opinions separately labelled Hopes is dif-
ferent. It includes both concrete and abstract issues – not easily to be dealt with 
or not at all. The hope of 157 students expressed as not being bullied and some 
other issues connected with helping are referred to in the previous Altruism sec-
tion (p. 56). The list of concrete, ‘impossible’ hopes was quite short. In this case 
a few ninth-graders wanted a smoking cubicle, a billiard table or kiosks, or they 
resisted intoxicant control or wanted to wear caps in class and listen to music 
freely. They suggested that leaving school during breaks should also be allowed. 
The following longer, concrete hope of a fourth-grader is however not totally 
impossible: 

A good school is one having a secondary school and a shop in close proximity. You 
would always be able to have a turn at using the computers, and, every now and 
then, films could be watched. There would be a grass football pitch, a skating rink in 
winter, large areas for breaks, the best disco in town, a big sports hall, longer breaks. 
You could go swimming and take sauna-baths; there would be netted hockey goals 
and football goals as well, also netted. Reasonable stereo-equipment, soft chairs, a big 
classroom, bigger cabinets and faster computers. 

Finally, this group of Hopes contained some responses that are warm in charac-
ter, and some of them unintentionally humorous. Students are again referred to 
by corresponding grade numbers. 

(In a good school) you would feel at home. (7) 
It arouses appreciation in younger students. (7) 
You wouldn’t have to worry about anything. (9) 
Sometimes something exciting would happen. (2) 
It would not be boring - except only sometimes. (4) 
You could sit beside the one you like – if it really works out. (5) 
You would always come to school in a good mood, and leave feeling good. (4) 

Students – regarding a good principal 
79 students wrote down 183 definitions of a good principal. In the Care section  
these definitions were divided into three categories, namely: 1. humane pres-
ence, 2. academic leader, 3. manager. Having dealt with references to caring 
relationships in category 1, students’ opinions about leadership are discussed 
under the two remaining categories. 

In comparing these categories with what Leithwood & Jantzi (1999, 454) 
say about transformational leadership, students’ comments tally well with these 
researchers’ definitions of ‘leadership’ and  ‘management’. 
         Table 17 presents examples of the researchers’ and students’ definitions 
side by side. Upper secondary students of 16-18 years are referred to by (1) and 
comprehensive students of 13-15 years by (2) and students of 7-12 years by (3). 

If humane presence exposed caring relationships, the above examples also 
shed light on relationships between principal, staff and students. This kind of 
mutual influence seemed to be real in some schools in this study, and it was 
hoped for in others. 
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TABLE 17  Defining leadership and management 
 

Leadership 

Leithwood & Jantzi (1999) Students 

Developing structures to foster 
participation in school decisions 

Offering individualized support 

 

Collaboration with students (student 
council) (1) 
Takes students' opinions into considera-
tion (1) 
The one who understands young people 
well (1) 
Takes care of the job satisfaction of both 
students and teachers (1) 
 

Providing intellectual stimulation A good principal must also know how 
to teach (2) 
Knows what is needed: is qualified (1) 
Knows other languages (3) 
 

Management 

Leithwood & Jantzi (1999) Students 

Staffing 

 

Sees to it that there is always a teacher 
available for students (2) 
 

Instructional support 

 

The one who explains things so well 
that everybody understands (3) 
The one who encourages you to do your 
duties (2) 
 

Monitoring school activities Arranges all kinds of things at school (2) 
The one who decides to buy two  bas-
ketball stands on the school yard (3) 
 

Community focus Does everything for her school (2) 
Has authority (1) 
Ensures there is no smoking, blackmail-
ing, using drugs or drinking alcohol at 
school (3) 
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Students – regarding food 
Among 1,409 opinions of ‘a good school’, there were 100 references to school 
meals. In comprehensive schools, 58 boys and 42 girls considered food so im-
portant that their opinions were collated into a group named Food. Since 1948, 
that Finnish elementary (=comprehensive) school students have been granted 
free school meals. Legislation on social benefits in 1983 granted the same right 
for upper secondary students (Lintukangas 2009, 15). 

When several students in the study responded that in ‘a good school’ food 
(i.e. daily hot meals) is good, it remained unclear whether they meant that the 
food in their schools was good or that it should be good. Those who stated that 
there would be better food probably hoped for improvements. Some students 
concretely wrote down their wishes for something special, not always potatoes 
and sauce, but rice or spaghetti, and never liver casserole, and sometimes des-
serts! More modest expressions connected with dishes were fresh, nourishing 
or healthy, as were hopes of being allowed to eat as much as you can. I will fin-
ish this section by quoting two students (referred to by grade numbers), who 
unintentionally added their ethical contribution to the topic discussed: 

In a good school there is food for all the students and teachers. (6) 
You must not turn your nose up at food: it is valuable and paid for by your parents. 
(1) 

Non-teaching staff members 
We met school cooks in the section on Altruism, but (as in the above section on 
Food) it is useful to add some of their responses to the atmosphere in general. 
One of these staff members underlined interaction between students and teach-
ers (whom she termed clients), and had sensed solidarity and appreciation. Her 
colleague from the same middle school reported that students’ behaviour had 
improved a lot, and also the principal and teachers had ‘come closer’ to kitchen 
staff. Another cook (from a smaller school) also considered the atmosphere in 
her school very good. She liked her independent job and especially meeting 
clients face to face and getting immediate feedback. When approached for this 
study in 2008 and 2009, these staff members probably did not at that time know 
of a recommendation in 2008 by The Finnish National Board of Education that 
school catering was defined as a part of education in Finnish comprehensive 
schools (Lintukangas 2009, 15). A professional catering staff is an integral part 
in strengthening mutual understanding and solidarity in schools (Lintukangas, 
Manninen, Mikkola-Montonen, Palojoki, Partanen & Partanen 2007, 33). 

The school cooks appeared to be fully integrated members of the school 
staff team, as did three of five cleaners encountered during this study. Some of 
these staff members felt empowered enough to punish students who were 
found to have, for example, splashed water on the corridor floor: they were 
made to clean it up. Here Moilanen (2001, 87) refers to a kind of ‘companion-
ship’; the members of a community have mutual commitments and problems, 
but none of them are better or worse at trying to solve these problems. Similarly 
Ahonen (2008, 124), in her study on leadership identity, quotes a principal who 
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encourages cleaners to act independently, telling them they do not always need 
the principal for punishing undisciplined students. All the cleaners spoken to 
during this study liked the atmosphere in their schools; one of them especially 
was grateful for the atmosphere of equality and not being classified according 
to one’s job, saying they all were friends. 
 
Summing up 
Before drawing the concluding circles in Chapter 5, Figure 8 first provides a 
formula of well-being. 
 
  
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 8  Formula of well-being 

 
The three circles represent the three main parts in Section 4.3 on Well-Being. All 
have something in common and overlap slightly. Theoretically, Circle 1 (a little 
smaller than the other circles) represents utilitarianism and refers to school cur-
ricula that are supposed to bring well-being to all students. Circles 2 and 3 rep-
resent common-sense consequentialism, the ethical theory for collaboration and 
school atmosphere in this education sector. Circles 2 and 3 are slightly broken; 
there are two gaps in Circle 2 and one gap in Circle 3. Gap number 4 refers to a 
few outsiders or visitors who did not quite succeed in their collaborative actions. 
Gap number 5 refers to low participation by teachers in two big schools in this 
study (Table 5) – students participated actively in these schools. Gap number 6 
in the circle for school atmosphere represents unsuccessful handling difficult 
issues in schools. 
          This section on Well-being concentrates mostly on common-sense actions 
inside the education sector, primarily in schools. Figure 6 records the results    
of collaboration that can be considered good enough, as does Figure 7, compris-
ing 74 teachers’ opinions on school atmosphere. Their opinions were catego-
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rized as good (+) and hesitant (-), and totalled 64 plusses and 10 minuses alto-
gether. Further inquiry into the handling of difficult issues in schools surpris-
ingly changed the atmosphere: a few problematic areas became apparent. These 
areas pertained to leadership and teachers’ hopes for freer forms of dealing 
with various difficult  issues  in school life. 
          Not forgetting students’ personal opinions about good principals and 
good schools or appreciative comments by other members of school staff, it is 
possible to say that the results demonstrate well-being. This section began with 
a reference to Crisp’s comments (2006, 101) on hedonism, which he regards as 
both a mental state and as a theory of well-being. Crisp adds another concept (p. 
103): ‘…a hedonist may list accomplishment as a constituent of a person’s well-
being.’ It is possible to regard the accomplishments represented in this section 
as good enough as well. Taken normatively, most actions having led to these ac-
complishments, were supererogatory (good, but not obligatory), while some were 
suberogatory (bad, but not forbidden), and none were forbidden (morally imper-
missible).      

4.4 Ethics – a further note

This is an extra section in the analysis: it does not belong to the Double Funnel 
as the previous sections. Why is it just a further note about ethics? The reason is 
found in the title of this research, or rather in the subtitle: A philosophical in-
quiry…The ‘explorers’ in chapter 4.4 gave definitions about the concept of ethics 
and mostly remained on a practical level of ethics are. The other chapters of the 
Double Funnel also presented a practical school life, but my purpose was to 
explore it through philosophical ethics, i.e. on the level of ethics is. But because I 
am still inspired by the summer-course principals’ comments on ethics (see sec-
tion 1.1), I similarly appreciate the definitions of ethics by a few informants in 
this study. The mayor, both superintendents, principals and teachers were 
questioned as follows: Ethics – what is it?, with extra prompts for principals and 
teachers: Have you had any sessions on ethics during your teacher training? Should 
there be such sessions? The answers to these additional questions ran like this: 
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TABLE 18  Sessions on ethics during teacher training 

 
Respondents Sessions on ethics during 

teacher training 
                       
Not at all35 

 
Should   

11  Principals 4 6 8 
 

74  Teachers 22 32 36 

 
The following paragraphs will comment briefly on the responses to the ques-
tion: Ethics – what is it? presented to these informants, comparing the definitions 
they gave with the findings from their practical school experience. Their defini-
tions are grouped according to content, shown in Table 19 below. 

 
TABLE 19  Opinions on / definitions of ethics 
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'Real' theory 2 5 30 
Professional ethics 1 4 7 
Ethical code of trade 
union 

- 1 6 

Everyday situations: 
Making choices 

- 5 15 

Gives directions in 
today's world 

- 10 17 

Innate / one's own 
values 

- 4 18 

A beautiful word - 1 8 
 

What is meant by ‘real’ theory, is shown by references to consequences (includ-
ing one issue of utilitarianism), values and virtues. Deontology also appeared. 
Some examples are: 

          

                                                 
35 Launonen (2000, 236) , in his dissertation on Ethical thinking in Finnish schools’ pedagogical 

texts from the 1860s to the 1990s, comments that philosophical epistemology and ethics 
disappeared from teacher training almost totally in the 1970s and1980s.The earlier core 
elements of teacher training – psychology, ethics and history of education – were re-
placed by pedagogics. In a committee report on teacher training in 1989 didactics gained 
a prominent position. 
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You must keep the consequences of your decisions in mind… the best possible con-
tent in your decisions … so that our clients are satisfied with the outcomes… (The 
Mayor)  

It’s a kind of doctrine of what is right and wrong – and it contains what is under-
stood by morality and norms… (PF1) 

Ethics – values such as: humanity, honesty, respect for others, justice, equity. (TFC18) 

Ethics means creating a good spirit of togetherness. It can’t emerge if people are not 
treated as valuable individuals. (TFC48) 

One of the superintendents posited that every profession has its own individual 
set of ethics. One principal stressed the values of the national curriculum, an-
other saw it as ensuring that students had good school facilities and another, 
again, stated that a principal’s ethics belonged to the whole school. The defini-
tions provided by teachers showed clear references to the teaching profession 
itself and its changes. Being a teacher seemed more and more demanding. They 
stated that young colleagues should be made sure of correct professional ques-
tions; wearing a cycling helmet on the way to school was important; meeting 
parents with equal attention and treating students firmly but kindly. Six teach-
ers cited their trust in the ethical code of the teachers’ union; one teacher even 
advised this author to become acquainted with it. 

A notable number of principals and teachers cites a need for ethics in eve-
ryday situations or for providing direction in today’s world. Principals men-
tioned situations such as how to meet and treat a student; using correct lan-
guage; acquiring more advice on speaking about ethics and learning about it; 
worrying about ethics being forgotten among economic problems. Teachers 
considered the following issues about ethics important: it is essential for young 
teachers; it clarifies values in collaboration; it provides more education about 
human relationships; it is about learning to make right choices and helping 
children in today’s difficult world; tying ethics to practice. 

One teacher defined ethics hesitantly as follows: ‘I don’t know, well…one 
could perhaps speak about it!’ There were other similar definitions, such 
as: ’hard to define correctly’, ‘a kind of elastic tinkling and clinging’, ‘a beautiful 
word that is about to start suffering from inflation’. On the other hand, several 
principals and teachers reported that how they understood ethics was based on 
their personal values, education, religion or culture. 

Summing up the contents of Table 19, it is possible to say that the defini-
tions of ethics by these informants resemble this study’s definitions insofar as 
‘real’ theory is concerned. Values, virtues and consequences were detected, alt-
hough the definitions were not formulated as such. There were instances of eth-
ics is, i.e. moral philosophy, and also those of ethics are, e.g. professional ethics, 
moral beliefs or principles. The overall atmosphere turned out to be a practical 
one - as was the atmosphere of the school world that was studied. Moreover, 
what became of extreme importance was an interest in learning more about eth-
ics and morals. 



 

5  CONCLUSION 

As an explorer on ethics I will now look back and stop in a few harbours on the 
way. Embarking on such an exploration felt somewhat hazardous, particularly 
in using theories in order to trace values, virtues and well-being in this educa-
tion sector. 

This concluding chapter is divided into four sections: What, Who, How and 
Why. What deals with the concept of ethics itself, Who refers to informants, How 
presents data gathering and research and reporting methods. Finally, Why 
wonders whether this research is about inventing or discovering something. 

What 
Clarifying the etymologies of the words ethic(s) and moral(s) was necessary, 
but it was also important to examine the grammar of ethics. Writing in English 
made me pay attention to the meanings of an ethic, ethics are and ethics is. I had 
some struggles with Begley and Stefkovich (2007), who placed the plural form 
ethics are ‘within a broader spectrum of value types’, and set that type of ethics 
in opposition ‘to the field of inquiry called Ethics’. This study moves in the field 
of inquiry but does not spell the core term with a capital letter. Ethics in this 
study means the same as philosophical ethics or moral philosophy, and the 
grammatical form used is singular: ethics is or was. Another problem with val-
ues and ethics appeared in Begley’s essay (2010), where he regards values as an 
umbrella term under which ethics belongs. In Section 4.1 I turned the situation 
the other way round: ethics is the umbrella. The main theories under this um-
brella in this study are value theory, virtue theory and consequentialism. To 
those readers who wonder where Immanuel Kant is, this study considered ap-
plying Kantian deontological ethics as too demanding for certain very particu-
lar reasons. The practical school world is full of action, the results or conse-
quences of which are what matter in this study. For Kant, the action itself is im-
portant, and morally permissible, if it conforms to the categorical imperative 
(Kant 1981, 30): ‘Act only according to that maxim whereby you can at the same 
time will that it should become a universal law.’ The other formulation of this 
imperative is perhaps somewhat ‘easier’: ‘Act in such a way that you treat hu-
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manity, whether in your own person or in the person of another, always at the 
same time as an end and never simply as a means.’ (ibid p. 36). If this study had 
observed its informants in real classroom situations, it might have been possible 
to utilize Kant’s formula on ‘treating a person as an end’. 

Who 
 My original idea was to conduct a study on principals only, and call it: ‘Look-
ing for principals’ ethics’. However, school principals do not work on desert 
islands, so the area of inquiry was widened to one that concerns the education 
sector as a whole. If I had chosen individual principals for my research, they 
would have been selected from all across Finland. The research finally settled 
on a single (anonymous) Finnish city and its education sector including not on-
ly its principals but also its other relevant participants. Consequently, the wid-
est group of informants – from the mayor to a caretaker, from cooks to teachers 
and the students – give their contribution to uncovering the secrets of ethics. 
What proved highly interesting was the enthusiastic participation by the stu-
dents at the different schools. Their voices are heard in every part of the study 
and many times in direct quotations from their opinions about a good school or 
a good principal. The students’ insights concerning school life deserve further 
investigation. As regards direct speech by other informants in this study, as 
Ahonen (1994, 154-155) recommends, presenting quotations together with the 
phenomenographic categories guarantees the correct meaning of their interpre-
tations. The study therefore frequently turns to direct speech by various in-
formants in order to clarify heuristic interpretations of actions in phenomeno-
logical domains. 

How 
Interviews, questionnaires, emails and small handwritten notes were consid-
ered of equal importance, when setting out to uncover evidence of ethics. No 
exactly corresponding studies or researchers were available for discussion.36 
‘Corresponding’ here means a study on something ordinary, inside which 
something special is hidden. The ordinary element here is the education sector, 
and the special aspect is philosophical ethics. With Stake’s (1994, 237) permis-
sion this is an instrumental case study which, helped by the practical school 
world, sought to uncover a refinement of ethical theories. 

Perhaps the study is also ‘alone’ in terms of the system it employs. Esko-
la’s (2001, 139) model of ‘the Double Funnel’ was useful in dealing with every-
day school incidents and connecting them with theories of value, virtue and 
consequentialism. Three independent entities – Values, Virtues, Well-being - 
contain findings and relevant theories accordingly. But these article-like entities 

36 Exceptions are brief references in Launonen (2000): Ethical thinking in Finnish schools’ ped-
agogical texts from the 1860s to the 1990s (Eettinen kasvatusajattelu suomalaisen koulun peda-
gogisissa teksteissä 1860-luvulta 1990-luvulle), and Friman (2004): The ethics of a professional 
expert in the context of polytechnics (Ammatillisen asiantuntijan etiikka ammattikorkeakoulu-
tuksessa) 
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are united through ethics – its ‘how’ is explained in the final Why-section. 
Whilst Eskola’s reporting model was appreciated, the study did not totally fol-
low his advice. He suggests (2001, 139) that the research methods section could 
be placed at the end of the report as a kind of appendix to be glanced through 
by those who want to read it. My brief descriptions about the characteristics of a 
qualitative case study and phenomenographic and phenomenological research 
approaches appear before the analysis begins. Similarly, the Double Funnel had 
to be clarified in order to use it as a reporting model. The parts of the funnel can 
be read in any order: for example, starting with Well-being and familiarizing 
oneself with phenomenology through lived experiences in school life, or pick-
ing up Values organized in phenomenographic categories of description…or 
Virtues, again phenomenologically. 

Following another piece of advice by Eskola (2001, 140), I provided a form 
of orientation to the core concept for the reader at the beginning of this study 
(Chapter 2). As mentioned above in What, the origins and grammar of ethic(s) 
and a few preliminary references to ethical theories were presented. What fol-
lows in Why is discussing and summing up the results achieved in this study. 
         
Why 
This section presents the final summation diagram, and also scrutinizes the in-
terrogative Why.  
          Several previous figures presented in this study are Venn diagrams with 
sets (as circles) representing results. Figure 9, Elements of ethics, shows three 
circles which depict the three components of the Double Funnel. The discussion 
deals first with the contents of Circles 1, 2 and 3, and then describes the subsets 
(or Overlaps) 4 and 5. Finally, it addresses Overlaps 6 and 7. 
 
 

 
 
 
FIGURE 9  Elements of ethics 
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Values (Circle 1) 
This area contains both practical and idealistic values from the categories of de-
scription (p. 42). In Table 6 value conceptions presented 226 expressions alto-
gether. To remind the reader, there were 162 value conceptions in the Idealistic 
category and 64 in the Practical category. Interpretation allowed space for in-
strumental and intrinsic values in both categories, more specifically described as 
follows. Instrumental values in the Practical category are work, rules, safety, lei-
sure and culture, whereas home, religion, fatherland, nature and environment 
are intrinsic (Audi 2007, 45). This dichotomy of intrinsic and instrumental val-
ues is apparent in the title of Ahlman’s work Arvojen ja välineiden maailma (1967, 
orig. 1920), which translates roughly as The world of values and means (or instru-
ments). Ahlman posits (1967, 121-122) that the meaning of the word ‘values’ has 
many variations. He states further that instruments are often called values or, 
perhaps, then both instruments and what is achieved through them are referred 
to. As for this study, in the Idealistic category, the column As such with good-
ness, truth and beauty is all intrinsic, but the columns Getting along and Respect 
have a double ‘ideology’. They appear both instrumental as regards means in 
school life and partly normative (or intrinsic), according to ‘what we should do’. 
Rønnow-Rasmussen (2011), preferring attitudes to normativity, launched the 
concept of personal value or value-for. Accordingly, values such as justice, respect, 
tolerance, honesty or trust, do not represent should-ideology, but refer to for-
someone’s-sake-attitudes (see above, Section 4.1.3). 

Virtues (Circle 2) 
According to Louden (1984, 229), the central question for virtue ethics has often 
been ‘What sort of person ought I to be?’ instead of ‘What ought I to do?’ 
Though I presented tables of character traits or dispositions based on Aristotle 
and Mizzoni, the informants did not appear as helpful or brave personalities as 
such, but evidenced their altruistic, caring or courageous actions. Russell (2009, 
1) claims that even Aristotle (EN I, 3; II, 1, 4) dismisses the idea of inactive vir-
tues: ‘the virtues are learned through practice, and for the sake of practice.’ Rus-
sell (2009, 2) refers to Aristotle’s concept of the ’mean’, in which virtues are un-
derstood as what is fitting or appropriate in various circumstances. Practical
intelligence or phronesis is then needed, thus: ‘being virtuous has rather a lot to
do with ‘right action’.’ (Russell, p. 2).

For Annas (2011, 10-14), both disposition and action are important in the 
domain of virtues.  Annas (2011, 10) states: ‘a brave person is not someone who 
has learned about bravery, decided that he should be brave, and then somehow 
found a motivation to follow up on this. He is someone whose existing charac-
ter tendencies have been formed in such a way that he acts, reasons, and reacts 
bravely, rather than in some other way. This is why virtue is a disposition 
which is from the start an active and developing one.’ For example, at least two 
principals in this study reasoned and acted bravely, as in the instances of help-
ing a loner to get a report in an exceptional manner and in listening to a defiant 
student. These principals must have had special character tendencies to peace-
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fully deliberate and choose the best way to act, but not by acting routinely (An-
nas 2011, 13). Several helpers appeared in Section 4.2.1 on Altruism, but I did 
not call any one of them brave. It was rather friendship or care that these prin-
cipals showed to teachers in various situations. Here Annas (ibid p. 10) might 
forbid any talk about such situations; indeed, some philosophers claim - due to 
findings in social psychology - that our actions are affected more by situations 
than by virtues. Russell (2009) dwells on the issue of situationism at great 
length (ibid, chapters 8-10) and mentions Gilbert Harman’s papers on scepti-
cism about character. According to Russell (2009, 297), Harman argues that 
‘there is no empirical basis for the existence of character traits’ (Harman 1999, 
316). The title of Section 4.2 in this study is however quite deliberate in this con-
text, in continuing to be called Virtues - again with actions, situations and dis-
positions. Some informants were representatives of virtues par excellence: they 
were practically rational creatures, both reliable and flexible in acting well 
(Russell 2009, 343). Annas (2011, 85-86) claims that children might have only 
‘natural virtues’ (EN VI, 13), traits by nature that need to be formed and educat-
ed in order to become virtues. However, could not young students who pick up 
coats fallen down from the rack or sit beside a lonely classmate at lunch table be 
called brave?37 
 
Well-being (Circle 3) 
The area named Well-being contains what may be called moderate, common-
sense consequentialism (Brink 2006). The two slightly broken circles ( in Figure 
8) suffered their gaps without statistical measurements: the findings exposed 
unsuccessful collaborative actions or low participation in the study by two big 
comprehensive schools. The worlds of collaboration and school atmosphere are 
clearly worlds of ‘mundane interactions’ (Velleman 2009, 2) or of giving prefer-
ence to the ‘near and dear’ (Driver 2012, 75). Driver (ibid p. 96) introduces two 
definitions of consequentialism that I have not used before: objective and subjec-
tive consequentialism. According to objective consequentialists, the actual con-
                                                 
37 Friman (2004) in her Finnish dissertation Ammatillisen asiantuntijan etiikka ammattikor-

keakoulutuksessa (The ethics of a professional expert in the context of polytechnics )uses the 
term virtue (hyve in Finnish) somewhat exceptionally, for example: Muuttuvaisuuden 
hyve ( the virtue of changing into something better), Reilu toiselle tekemisen hyve (the 
virtue of fair actions to others), Säilyttämisen hyve (the virtue of maintaining something), 
Irrallisuuden hyve (the virtue of being separated/apart) and so on. Friman’s (p.88) 
phrase: ‘…after the name of a virtue has been invented…’, is a comment that Annas 
(2011, 94) would refer to: ‘we don’t discover the virtues in our lives, since we have to 
bring it about that they are there.’ Annas also mentions (ibid p.96) Hume who counts 
cleanliness, industriousness and wittiness as virtues – Annas disapproves of this. Cov-
ey’s formulations of virtues shown in Table 11 also bear this out. 
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sequences determine moral quality. I am convinced that the principal who 
helped the loner to achieve the final report was an objective consequentialist. 
For example, a few students, defining a good principal or a good school, report-
ed that they themselves should study diligently or help a lonely classmate.   I 
did not witness any of these actions, but would classify them as actual conse-
quences of the students’ behaviour. As for subjective consequentialism, it will 
be discussed below in connection with Overlap 7 in Figure 9. 

Values & Virtues (Overlap 4) 
This Overlap or subset connects Values and Virtues, and shows how values can 
be turned into virtues, and vice versa. I selected the concepts of justice and 
courage from the column Getting along (in Table 8), and dealt with as virtues 
shared by all the school principals in this study. Thirty individuals gave fair-
ness/justice as their values and only two mentioned courage – which situation 
does not matter now.  As phenomenographic analysis does not pay attention to 
whose values count, I did not check whether justice and courage belonged to 
any of the principals’ choices. Having borrowed justice and courage from the 
categories of description to be utilized as the principals’ virtues in Section 4.2.3, 
I could similarly have compared the virtues of altruism (Section 4.2.1) and care 
(Section 4.2.2) with several value conceptions, maybe especially those in the 
column labelled Respect. It is self-evident that helpful and caring individuals 
show respect and trust for others, and are honest and empathetic. Rønnow-
Rasmussen (2011, 55) would not find normative but attitudinal elements in 
these individuals’ behaviour. There is reason to project a ’for- someone’s- sake’ 
attitude onto someone. Attitudes are not only desires or preferences. In this re-
gard, Rønnow-Rasmussen (ibid p. 55) calls admiration, respect and love ‘thicker’ 
attitudes. 

Values & Well-being (Overlap 5) 
Here, Values intersect with Well-being, which as a consequentialist concept 
means the same as pleasure or happiness. When value as a result, according to 
Hurka (2006, 357), means the same as good, I will modify the concept a little. The 
concepts enough and motive are added, to allow for moderate consequentialism. 
Anecdotally recalling the results of the collaborations witnessed in the educa-
tion sector (Figure 6) and matching these with the formula of Well-being and its 
somewhat broken circles (Figure 8) reveals that actions described in these fig-
ures had produced enough good. Actions of this kind are therefore considered to 
be right actions (Driver 2012, 41). The motive behind the action may also guaran-
tee the moral quality of that action (Driver 2012, 91). The parents’ association 
actively taking initiatives in various issues and also succeeding in a few cases 
for the students or one principal initiating collaborative work with social-, 
health-, and youth workers to prevent the instances of ‘girls, pills and beer’ are 
examples of motives behind right actions and good consequences. Enough and 
motive have their shades of normativity but that is what Rønnow-Rasmussen 
(2011) does not connect with his definition of value-for or personal value. When 
he speaks of for-someone’s-sake- attitude (see above, Section 4.1.3), it is a perfect 
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match with this mild ‘near and dear’- atmosphere within common-sense conse-
quentialism. 
 
Overlaps 6 and 7 
Entering the Overlaps (or subsets) labelled 6 and 7 in the middle of Figure 9 
means meeting the most complicated area. What do these areas exchange at the 
point where they cross over each other? Besides calling this Overlap complicat-
ed, it is also a domain of normativity, contradictions and history. Keeping Over-
lap 6 as a separate segment, Idealistic values from Circle 1 would belong here, 
because normativity would be manifest if informants did what should be done. 
The problem of intrinsic value also follows goodness, truth and beauty, but not 
totally for G.E.Moore (1903), according to whom good(ness) cannot be defined 
and beauty has definite intrinsic value. Turunen (1992, 22) does not connect the 
concept intrinsic with goodness, truth and beauty, but gives them a traditional 
Platonic touch. Overlap 7, again, has elements from Circles 2 and 3. Circle 2 on 
Virtues reveals a certain stubbornness in this study and would like to place al-
truism and care as virtues in Overlap 7 in the centre, though they receive some-
what contradictory treatment by Slote, Mizzoni and Noddings (as referred to in 
Section 4.2.2 on care). The earlier discussion on helping seen as altruism may 
reveal more about situations and actions than characters, but that is allowed 
(Russell 2009, 297). Driver, having been critical about virtue ethics (2006, 2007), 
shows a more favourable attitude in her new work (2012, 92) by presenting a 
form of virtue-consequentialism, saying: ‘the right action is the action performed 
from a disposition that is a virtue disposition (i.e. is such that it produces more 
good than not, for example).’ In virtue- consequentialism, a mother is allowed 
to favour her children; such favour can be called a motherly virtue (Driver, ibid 
p. 92). This is reminiscent of many ‘teacherly’ virtues appearing in the class-
rooms visited during this study. Thus the study will retain this positive virtue-
consequentialism in Overlap 7 together with altruism and care. When entering 
Circle 3, it is possible to separate utilitarianism from consequentialism, and leave 
it as a historical remnant here in Overlap 7. Maybe it was a bit artificial of me to 
present the Finnish National Board of Education (FNBE) as a moral agent who 
produces good results for all Finnish students through core curricula. I had 
mentioned the possibility of the results being good only as expected results. 
This reminds me of Driver’s (2012, 96) definition of subjective consequentialism: 
intended or foreseen consequences determine the moral quality of an action. 
Driver clearly prefers objective consequentialism, saying it ‘appeals to a basic in-
sight. What actually happens in the world as a result of someone’s action mat-
ters morally…’ (ibid p. 96). However, in this case of school curricula, the FNBE 
cannot be totally held responsible for what ‘actually happens’ later in schools. 
 
Why – once more 
The interrogatives what, who, how and why were used to repeat the exploration 
in this study. As mentioned in the introduction of Conclusion, Why was sup-
posed to wonder whether this study is about inventing or discovering some-
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thing. The above summation diagram reveals my invention: I had turned prac-
tice into theory. The theories themselves are examples, not of inventing, but of 
discovering something. I had trusted ancient theories of philosophical ethics, 
and considered them relevant for building the ethical basis for a practical school 
life. The circles and overlaps in the diagram underline the role of ethical theo-
ries – as was the purpose of this study. Because this section is about why – once 
more, I will briefly sum up the contents of the three parts of the Double Funnel, 
and so present the results of this study. Values, virtues and well-being of the 
education sector were traced through theories as follows: 

• Values
When analysing the informants’ conceptions/experiences of values and
valuations, 226 various value expressions were found. This list was re-
duced to 26 value conceptions, which, after clustering, were condensed in-
to four groups of conceptions. These groups were then placed in the two 
categories of description, so reaching the final phase, abstraction. One of 
these categories, Practical, was interpreted to take hold of 64 value ex-
pressions, such as work, home, religion, fatherland, nature…, whereas 
the other, Idealistic, consisted of 162 expressions: respect for others, jus-
tice, goodness, courage…Theoretical analysis suggested that both cate-
gories contained intrinsic, instrumental and personal values, though the 
case of something being intrinsic appeared contradictory. 

• Virtues
The informants’ experiences of helping or being helped, and of a few
problematic cases during their careers, were interpreted to refer to virtue 
ethical theories of altruism, care, justice, courage, etc. The present writer 
considered the informants’ virtues to be based on various situations ra-
ther than character. 

• Well-being
Collaboration, school atmosphere, ordinary actions among the inform-
ants were turned into common sense consequentialism. Defined according 
to normative terminology, most of these mundane interactions were su-
pererogatory (good, but not obligatory), some were suberogatory (bad, but 
not forbidden), and none were forbidden. No maximum well-being was 
attained through these actions – the results were utilized only by those 
who were ‘near and dear’. Utilitarianism was also referred to, but only in 
connection with the National Core Curricula, which are supposed to 
produce educational and instructional well-being to all Finnish students. 

Ethics – a further note also belongs to the analysis of this study, but not as 
a part of the Double Funnel. It provides definitions of ethics by a few in-
formants, most of whom hoped that there should be more discussion on 
ethics. For some respondents ethics was a beautiful word, while others 
mentioned consequences, virtues, values – so referring to ‘real’ theories! 



6      EVALUATION OF THE RESEARCH  

In this section I will present a few critical points about meaning, morality, validity 
and grammar, and, especially, about the position of this study in the field of re-
search on ethics. 
        In a way, throughout my research I have been asking: What do we mean 
when we speak about ethics? It is slightly modified in the title of Christopher Ben-
net’s (2010) book, What is this thing called ethics? This ‘thing’, in both its English 
and Finnish forms, had often perplexed me. Why use the formula the ethic of care 
or the ethic of critique? Why not just care and critique? I once posed this question 
to Professor Robert Starratt, a leading thinker in the field of ethics and educa-
tion, although he could offer no answer. I was astonished to come across the 
following description of workers by Deal and Kennedy (2000, 16): ‘Unlike 
workers ten or twenty years ago…employees today are confused…their life 
values are uncertain; they are blameful and cynical; they confuse morality with 
ethics.’ What does this mean? What about the following headline in the leading 
Finnish daily Helsingin Sanomat (7. June 2012): ‘The ethics of domestic fish are 
forgotten in official recommendations’ (‘Suosituksissa unohdetaan kotimaisten lu-
onnonkalojen eettisyys’)? What are ethical fish like? Here, it seems to me that, as 
Blackburn puts it (1999, 153): ‘terms have a sense, but no reference.’ Or should we 
turn for assistance to Merleau-Ponty (2012, 56): ‘Different languages remain si-
lent in different items.’ 
        So much for the language of ethics. How about content? On the preceding 
pages I have explored, explained and postulated; I have dealt with philosophi-
cal riddles.38 I have placed values, virtues and well-being under my umbrella of 
ethics. I promised to overlook utilitarianism, although it will have its defenders 
as long as there are philosophers with breath to argue. Aristotle and virtues will 
not disappear – as Kuusela (2011, 1) posits: ‘current debates and positions in-
variably have a history, of which it is important to be aware. Indeed, unlike in 
the case of the sciences, it is not clear that very significant progress has been 
made in moral matters since the days of Socrates.’ In his conversations on ethics 

38 Colli (1997, 47-48) referring to Indian Upanishads: ’Gods love riddles, and what is visible is 
loathed by them.’ 
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with a few philosophers Voorhoeve (2009, 203) asks Bernard Williams as fol-
lows: ‘Throughout Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy39, there is a theme that self-
consciousness, intellectual criticism, and knowledge destroy both Greek and 
Enlightenment ideals. Still, the Greek way of thinking about morality seems to 
emerge less damaged than modern ways of thinking.’ Williams answers (ibid p. 
203) thus: ’You are right that, up to a point, there are quite a few Greek ideas
that are more robust, that have more material to give to us, than more recent
ideas. The reason is that they are less indebted to ideas of free will of an over-
ambitious kind.’ According to Colli (1997, 14), a love of wisdom, for Plato, did
not mean striving for something never achieved before but rather aiming at re-
freshment of what had already been experienced or come true. Thus, in this
vein, philosophers and ethicists do not invent anything, they merely discover
something that has already been there (as Columbus did). In this study, I have
striven to draw back the covers on one education sector, and to explain,
through moral theorizing, why the people within it were ‘muddling through
together’ like that.  The chosen education sector is unique, as are the values and
virtues of the informants within it. Times change, intuitions change, theories
change: if strict utilitarianism is forgotten, Driver (2012, 153) has introduced
global consequentialism, according to which ‘a person may feel that a particular
action is really the right action, and yet also feel that there is something not
quite right about it.’ I also learned about satisficing consequentialism (ibid p. 41),
in other words, right actions producing enough good. It may not be quite the
same thing to say that my research results are good enough, or that in the practi-
cal school world, ethics was ‘done right.’40

However, was this study on ethics done right, i.e. was it morally acceptable? 
It makes no sense to ask whether it is morally acceptable to conduct a study on 
moral philosophy or philosophical ethics. The intended meaning of ethics in the 
title of this study may not immediately open to the reader, but I have attempted 
to describe its meaning through references both to the Advanced Learner’s Eng-
lish Dictionary and various researchers’ definitions. I also described my inten-
tion to move from practice to theory by building a theoretical basis for practical 
actions in the school world. In order to build a relevant, valid theoretical basis, I 
first needed to enter and inhabit the practical school world. Permission was 
sought from numerous people to enter their offices, classrooms and other places 
of work, and their anonymity as informants was guaranteed. Moreover, I am 
confident that none of my informants would object to my turning their value 
comments and conceptions into theories on values, nor to my references to al-
truism and care in instances where they had been helpers or had needed help. 
Although they had collaborated and reflected on the school atmosphere, I 
placed them in the domain of common-sense consequentialism in the sense of 
‘near and dear’. 
          When estimating research dependability, the terms validity and reliability 
should not be used in qualitative research, because they originated in the realm 

39 Williams (1985): Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy 
40 Millgram (2005): Ethics Done Right 
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of quantitative research (Tuomi and Sarajärvi 2002, 133). However, two further 
comments by these researchers enticed me to choose validity for estimating my 
qualitative study. First, (p. 135): there are no exact rules for estimating depend-
ability, and second, (p. 133): validity is taken to refer to researches that deal with 
what was intended. My intention was immediately expressed in the introducto-
ry motto: ‘A philosopher is someone who seeing something work in practice, 
wonders whether it will work in theory.’ The title of this study – Exploring Eth-
ics – opened up for the present writer as a reference to philosophy. My defini-
tion of philosophy as ‘the home of ethics’ resembles Shafer-Landau’s comment 
(2013, 54): ‘Ethics is a branch of philosophy. Few would dispute that.’ Shafer-
Landau goes further and maintains that rather than an empirical discipline, phi-
losophy is an a priori one (author’s italics). Fundamental ethical principles re-
semble those of philosophy (ibid pp. 54-55), and, as a kind of uniting comment 
(ibid p. 62), this ethics-philosophy parallel greatly enhances the plausibility of 
moral realism. As an explorer on ethics, I, unlike Shafer-Landau, don’t dwell in 
the domain of metaethics defending moral realism. I am a realist who visits a 
practical school world; a realist in the sense of ‘listening’ to what my informants 
tell me in their responses to my questions. I have described their actions and 
opinions, not evaluating or taking sides. Ethics in my research stays somehow 
in the middle – on the one hand, it has few references to metaethics and no ac-
tual solutions to moral problems on the other. I have tried to answer the ques-
tion of the research assignment: How to trace values, virtues and well-
being…through theories of philosophical ethics. I had chosen ‘ethics done right’ 
as a reference to moral acceptability. Actually it is the title of Elijah Millgram’s 
book, where he (2005, 4) suggests that ‘…theories of practical reasoning are the 
engines of strong moral theories…’ (author’s italics). Right or wrong – in my re-
search I have also chosen practice as engines to formulate philosophical theories, 
or simply, turned practice into theory. As a researcher I moved around the 
school world I was familiar with: behaviour, actions, utterances by members of 
the school community. I am sure that they did not consult any guidebooks on 
ethics about helping a colleague or choosing actions with best possible conse-
quences. But, as a ‘member’ of that community, I wanted to know what helping 
or being courageous mean. What do we mean by justice and friendship? Or col-
laboration? Quite easy things, known or experienced by almost everybody.  
Based on my interpretation of the informants’ conceptions and experiences, an 
ethical basis for everyday school life was built drawing on theories of values, 
virtues and well-being, as described in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. of the Double 
Funnel. The education sector was kept alive, though furnished with a theoreti-
cal basis.  

‘It can be generally stated that a method or its controlled use are not the 
only things to make a research’ (Tuomi and Sarajärvi 2002, 19). Connecting va-
lidity with my methodological choices I am arguing again that I have done what 
I have intended. I have conducted a study on my informants’ conceptions and 
experiences of practical school life, but with the purpose of philosophical delin-
eation of its ethical basis. I reserved phenomenography for conceptions and phe-
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nomenology for experiences, not calling them methods, but approaches inside con-
tent analysis. Regarding contradictory opinions on what phenomenographical 
‘conception’ is (Häkkinen 1996, 23), I am still wondering why conceptions about 
values reported to me by the informants are not ‘real’ conceptions. I consider 
the categories of description conducted through a method ‘resembling’ phe-
nomenography a vivid description of manifold values of the education sector in 
this study. There is similar uncertainty about accurate description about phe-
nomenology: according to Laine (2001, 31), it is more about a philosophical way 
of thinking than a technical method of conducting a study. Not phenomenolog-
ical ‘what’, but ‘how’ (see Lewis and Staehler 2010), is important for the sections 
of Virtues and Well-being of this study. ‘What’ tells about the informants’ lived 
experiences in the practical school world, but ‘how’ is answered through virtue 
ethics and common-sense consequentialism.  

To put it briefly: this study is about ‘ethics is’. As defined in the Advanced 
Learner’s English Dictionary (2006, 483), ethics is the study of questions about 
what is morally right and wrong. If I had studied what ‘ethics are’, I would 
have chosen the following lexicographical definitions (ibid p. 483): 1) ethics are 
moral beliefs and rules about right and wrong, 2) someone’s ethics are the moral 
principles about right and wrong behaviour which they believe in. I might have 
made comparisons between big and small schools or between old and young 
teachers. Touches of applied ethics would probably have been needed in con-
troversial cases.  

The implications of ‘ethics are’ appeared in the comments made by the 
summer-course-principals (see Section 1.1) and, similarly, in the definitions pre-
sented by the principals and teachers in this study (see Section 4.4: Ethics – a 
further note). The comments and definitions by these academic persons were 
quite correct in the sense of ‘ethics are’. I, however, purposefully strove towards 
‘ethics is’. I wanted to identify elements of philosophical ethics to serve as a ba-
sis for ordinary school life. Principals and teachers in this study also comment-
ed on courses and lectures on ethics taken during their teacher training. Most of 
them complained about the lack of training in this area, and hoped for more 
discussion about ‘issues like that’. I would like to raise discussion about the 
grammar of ethics. During my exploration I encountered a number of linguistic 
and conceptual flaws, mostly in academic articles or newspaper headlines, both 
in English and Finnish. The English word ethics looks like a noun in the plural 
form, but its exact meaning should be defined by the predicate, either in the 
singular or the plural. As for the corresponding adjective ethical, it is totally un-
derstandable in ethical theory or ethical leadership, but not in ethical food as a trans-
lation from Finnish eettinen ruoka. It would be interesting to search for topics of 
heated discussion in newspapers or magazines from different publication peri-
ods. What references to ethics – if any – might there be in articles on the envi-
ronment, immigration, equality, disciplinary actions…? Will Aristotle greet the 
reader? Or will we meet ethical fishes again? 

I am almost certain that findings in the possible studies mentioned above 
would refer to the ’ethics are’ – type of study. Why is the present study not like 
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that? Why did I not utilize proper phenomenography or phenomenology for 
my rich data? I did not meet all my informants, I did not listen, I did not ob-
serve. Directed by background theories I made guesses and interpreted my in-
formants’ descriptions of helpful actions or problematic cases to represent vari-
ous ethical theories. Actually, I have to make a confession: I considered it easier 
or safer to resort to ethical theories than to venture into comparing informants 
actions. No separate comparisons between schools, principals, teachers or other 
staff members – I wanted to give a general picture of the education sector 
through ethical theories. Value theory, virtue ethics and consequentialism came 
up to my expectations, but Kant’s deontology appeared too rigorous. Theories 
themselves or the use of them – easy or not – made me recollect tradition and 
also learn new applications, such as Driver’s (2012) subjective - , objective -, and 
virtue-consequentialism. I hope that theorizing would also arouse readers’ in-
terest (or criticism), and make them choose one of the three sections of the Dou-
ble Funnel at a time, as Eskola (2001) suggests. The reader could get acquainted 
with Virtues first, and then, probably, glance through methodological consider-
ations. 

As I mentioned before, I feel alone among researchers on ethics in two 
ways:  employing the Double Funnel as an exceptional reporting model, and 
placing more emphasis on theory than practice. Two Finnish researches bear a 
slight resemblance to the present study. Launonen’s work (2000), Eettinen 
kasvatusajattelu suomalaisen koulun pedagogisissa teksteissä 1860-luvulta 1990-
luvulle, investigates change in ethical thinking as expressed in pedagogical writ-
ings between the 1860s and 1990s. Launonen’s extensive source of information 
is pedagogical literature, not a living school world as in my study. A quote from 
the English Summary of his research (p. 331) could refer to my study as well: 
‘The particular focus was on examining the philosophical principles underlying 
educational thinking in schools, educational objectives (moral ideals) and edu-
cational methods.’ Similarly Friman’s study (2004), Ammatillisen asiantuntijan 
etiikka ammattikorkeakoulutuksessa, builds on philosophical framework. The Eng-
lish title of the study is: The ethics of a professional expert in the context of polytech-
nics, where the concept of ethics is mostly meant to refer to virtue ethics. Two 
different groups of materials form Friman’s data: normative texts and students’ 
thematic interviews. Friman posits (p. 13) that the purpose of her research is to 
explain ‘what are the virtues of a professional expert graduating from the poly-
technic prescribed by normative texts and described by students.’ This assign-
ment resembles that of mine: How to trace values, virtues and well-being in the edu-
cation sector of this Finnish city? My normative texts are ethical theories, and a lot 
of descriptions are produced through the informants’ experiences of practical 
school world. 

What follows is a reference to three studies, the titles of which aroused my 
interest. In their article, Integrated empirical ethics: Loss of normativity?, Lieke van 
der Scheer and Guy Widdershoven (2004, 71) maintain that normative guide-
lines can be established on the basis of empirical research. They further posit 
(ibid p. 72) that ‘the way in which people reason and act in actual practice can 
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inform ethical theory by providing normative considerations and experiences.’ 
Their example of empirical ethical research concerns the use of coercion and 
compulsion in psychiatric care. The aim of this research project was to collect 
material to be used for improving the quality of care in a number of mental 
health institutions. Care also appeared in my research, not as a normative guide-
line, but as a reference to one element in virtue ethics. The actual practice of my 
informants in the education sector informed ethical theory, i.e. turned everyday 
school life into value theory, virtue ethics and consequentialism. Van der Scheer 
and Widdershoven do not mention any ethical theories in their article: they re-
fer (ibid p. 78) to ‘an ethics that moreover seeks out what is good, what it is we 
want to pursue.’ (author’s italics). Though they use here a singular form an eth-
ics, I consider their article to belong to the ‘ethics are’- type of study – as opposed 
to my speciality of theoretical ‘ethics is’. Maybe there are also slight shades of 
‘ethics are’ in Clinton Golding’s study (2014), The Community of Inquiry: Blending 
Philosophical and Empirical Research. Golding regards the Community of Inquiry 
as a useful method for educational research. His study presents a community of 
university learning advisors as participants in the inquiry, and, Golding himself 
as the philosophical moderator, working in partnership with the expert partici-
pants. In the course of extended discussions, the participants describe their em-
pirical educational conceptions, which is then followed by philosophical analy-
sis and evaluation of these conceptions.  According to Golding, the aim of this 
collaborative philosophical inquiry was ‘to evaluate which metaphors would be 
better to adopt in practice; which metaphors enable learning advisors to find 
their way around their practice.’ The Community of Inquiry is not my research 
method, but I am also blending something empirical and philosophical. The 
community in my research consists of various members in the education sector, 
and their responses to my questions form the empirical part. My informants do 
not philosophize: that role is reserved for me. Golding, as a guiding moderator 
in partnership with his research participants, tried to find better metaphors (this 
is what I mean by my reference to ‘ethics are’). As for my ‘metaphors’, my efforts 
were directed towards philosophical ethics. The third study that I was inquisitive 
about is Antti Kauppinen’s article (2014), Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Criti-
cal Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics. Kauppinen’s focus is on psychology, 
‘since it is the branch of science that seems to be most closely relevant to ethics.’ 
(p. 279). He defends Ethical Empiricism, the type of view that rejects Armchair 
Traditionalism. According to the latter view, the twentieth century philoso-
phers found that certain questions could not be settled by empirical research. 
(pp. 280-281). Kauppinen thoroughly elaborates on psychological arguments 
both in metaethics and normative ethics. Because psychology is not the key to 
open the ethical (mostly normative) doors in my study, I will have to reject 
Kauppinen’s methodological claims. Instead, I will approve of part of the title 
of his study: Empirically Informed Ethics. In the conclusion of his work, Kaup-
pinen wonders if it is possible to build a better Armchair. Maybe I have found 
one, when my armchair reflection has guided me from everyday empirical 
world to philosophical ethics. 
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Maybe my idea of turning practice into theory was born after reading 
Hitt’s (1990, 97) quotation from Samuel Miller’s ‘The Tangle of Ethics’: 

 
‘When a businessman, or any person living in this complex and highly developed 
stage of civilization, tries to be ethical, he has a much more difficult task than is usu-
ally assumed. He has to choose which set of ethics he is going to employ. He has to 
make decisions, not merely between the good and the bad in a popular sense, but be-
tween various kinds of goodness as well, to determine their appropriateness in the 
total situation of which he is a part.’ 
 

Hitt (p. 99) picked out ‘from various kinds of goodness’ four ethical systems: 
end-result ethics, rule ethics, social contract ethics and personalistic ethics, stat-
ing that ‘an understanding of these four will provide a reasonably broad per-
spective of different approaches to ethics.’ He divides each of these four sys-
tems into ten theoretical principles, elaborates on their contents and connects 
them with practical situations. He also presents several critical and dubious 
points of views, and concludes that none of the systems alone can constitute a 
total map of the good life. As seen from the title of his book: Ethics and Leader-
ship. Putting theory into practice, Hitt tried this. I also tried, but the other way 
round. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tämä tutkimus luonnostelee erään suomalaisen kaupungin koulutoimen arki-
sen aherruksen eettistä perustaa. Tutkimus on laadullinen tapaustutkimus, jon-
ka aineiston sisällön analyysi hyödyntää sekä fenomenografista että fenomeno-
logis-heuristista tutkimusotetta. Tässä tutkimuksessa etiikka merkitsee samaa 
kuin moraalifilosofia tai filosofinen etiikka. Tutkimustehtävä viittaa eettisen perus-
tan rakentamiseen kysymällä: Miten jäljitetään arvoja, hyveitä ja hyvinvointia erään 
suomalaisen kaupungin koulutoimessa? Tämä kysymys tavallaan pakottaa esittä-
mään kysymyksen: Mitä tarkoitamme kun puhumme etiikasta? Vastauksena näihin 
olen valinnut eettisen perustan rakennuselementeiksi normatiiviset teoriat: ar-
vo-, hyve- ja seurauseettiset teoriat. Näistä teorioista lähdetään liikkeelle abduk-
tion avulla, kun aprikoiden ja arvaillen teemoitetaan aineistot.  Syntyneestä raa-
ka-aineistosta kehitellään deduktiivisesti varsinainen aineisto, jonka käytännölli-
nen sisältö odottaa induktiivista verifiointia. Päättelyketju kulkee teoriasta takai-
sin teoriaan, mutta varsinainen analyysi muuntaa käytännön teoriaksi – toisin 
kuin W.D.Hitt, joka teoksessaan Ethics and Leadership (1990) ’puts theory into 
practice’. 

Aikuistutkittavia tämän kaupungin koulutoimessa oli 112, joista miehiä 30 
ja naisia 82. Eri-ikäisiä erilaisten koulujen oppilaita oli 446. Haastateltaviksi jou-
tui kaupunginjohtaja, toinen sivistystoimenjohtaja ja 9 rehtoria. 65 opettajaa 
askaroi kyselylomakkeeni kanssa koululla (opettajankokouksen yhteydessä tai 
opetustunnin jälkeen). Kymmenen opettajaa vastasi kyselyyn sähköpostilla, 
samoin toinen sivistystoimenjohtaja ja kaksi rehtoria. Kouluissa enemmän ja 
vähemmän säännöllisesti työskentelevän muun henkilökunnan edustajista vas-
tasi erityiskysymyksiini sähköisesti 5 koulusihteeriä, 2 keittäjää, 1 terveydenhoi-
taja ja 2 kuraattoria. Yhteistyöstään koulujen kanssa kertoivat sähköpostilla 
myös seurakunnan ja nuorisotyön edustaja sekä kaksi poliisia; samoin omat 
luonnehdintansa antoivat vanhempain yhdistyksen puheenjohtaja ja koululau-
takunnan jäsen. Vieraillessani kouluilla kohtasin vielä talonmiehen, yhden keit-
täjän ja viisi siistijää, joiden kaikkien kommentit kirjoitin muistiin. Odottelin 
myös useissa luokkahuoneissa oppilaiden aherruksen valmistumista: toiset 
heistä kirjoittivat määritelmiä tai vastauksia kysymykseen Millainen on hyvä reh-
tori? ja toisilla taas oli pohdittavana kysymys Millainen on hyvä koulu? Opettaja 
oli antanut luvan käyttää oppitunnista 15-20 minuuttia tähän tehtävään; olin 
myös ohjeistanut oppilaita ottamaan tehtävän vakavasti. 

Tutkimusraporttini muoto ei ole perinteinen, vaan noudattaa tuplasuppilo 
-mallia (Eskola 2001). Eskolan mukaan (mts. s.138) tutkimus etenee tällöin il-
miöpohjaisesti, ei tutkimusvaiheittain. Tämän tutkimuksen ’ilmiöt’ ovat juuri
yllämainitut arvo-, hyve- ja seurauseettiset teoriat. Tuplasuppilon mukaisessa
analyysissani on kolme itsenäistä, artikkelia muistuttavaa osiota, jotka ovat ni-
meltään Arvot, Hyveet, Hyvinvointi (engl. Values, Virtues, Well-being). Kukin
osio sisältää tutkijan löytämät tulokset, asianmukaisen teoriaosuuden, viittauk-
sia muihin tutkimuksiin ja omakohtaista pohdintaa. Se, mikä yhdistää näitä
osioita, on tavoitteena olevan eettisen perustan löytyminen.
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Arvot-osiossa tutkittavien käsitykset arvoista/arvostuksista analysoitiin 
fenomenografisesti: löytyi 226 analyysiyksikköä (erilaista ilmausta), joista tiivis-
tettiin 4 käsitysryhmää, jotka taas sisällytin kahteen kuvauskategoriaan. Toinen 
kategorioista, Idealistinen (Idealistic), sisälsi seuraavia ilmauksia/käsityksiä: toi-
sen kunnioitus, oikeudenmukaisuus, rohkeus, hyvyys, totuus, tunneäly… yh-
teensä 162 ilmausta. Toinen kuvauskategoria, Käytännöllinen (Practical) koostui 
64:sta ilmauksesta, esimerkiksi: työ, koti, uskonto, isänmaa, luonto, säännöt, 
turvallisuus, kulttuuri…Jako väline- (instrumental) ja itseisarvoihin (intrinsic) on 
ongelmallinen. Tulkitsin, että kummassakin kategoriassa on kumpiakin. Työ ja 
vaikkapa säännöt ovat välineitä jonkin käytännöllisen asian saavuttamiseksi; 
uskonto tai luonto ovat monelle itseisarvoja. Idealistiset arvot, kuten oikeu-
denmukaisuus tai rohkeus ovat ideaaleja välineitä koulumaailmassa, mutta 
koska ne eivät usein toteudu, niihin voidaan liittää normatiivinen itseisarvovaa-
timus: mitä meidän pitäisi tehdä. 

Hyveet ja Hyvinvointi-osiot koostuivat tutkittavien kertomuksista koulun 
arjesta, ’eletyistä kokemuksista’ (lived experiences), kuten Patton viittaa feno-
menologiaan (2002, 104). Muutun fenomenologista heuristikoksi, kun yritän 
löytää ’jotakin muuta’, siis eettisen perustan rakennusaineksia. Hyveet lähtee 
liikkeelle auttamisesta ja muutamista ongelmatapauksista, ja löytää tul-
kisemanani altruismia, ’huolenpitoa’ (care), rohkeutta, oikeudenmukaisuutta 
jne. Hyveet eivät eri tutkijoiden mukaan ole välttämättä luonteenpiirteitä, vaan 
ilmenevät tilanteista riippuen. Tulkitsin tämän koulutoimen väen hyveiden 
kumpuavan enimmäkseen toiminnasta. Toimintaa on täynnä myös Hyvinvointi, 
jossa yhteistyö ja koulun ilmapiiri, tavalliset toiminnot, ’mundane interactions’ 
(Velleman 2009, 2) muuntuvat seurausetiikaksi eli konsekventialismiksi. Utilita-
ristisen maksimaalista hyvinvointia ei toimintojen tuloksena syntynyt – tulokset 
koskivat niitä jotka ovat ’lähellä ja rakkaita’, ’near and dear’, (Driver 2012, 75). 
Utilitarismi myös mainittiin, mutta vain kansallisen opetussuunnitelman pyr-
kimyksenä tuottaa hyvää kaikille Suomen koululaisille. Tällöin olisivat kyseessä 
vain oletetut seuraukset, eivät varsinaiset (actual), jotka ovat tyypillisiä objektii-
viselle konsekventialismille (Driver 2012, 96). Mikäli määritellään yhteistyön ja 
koulun ilmapiirin toimintoja normatiivisen terminologian mukaan, mitkään 
niistä eivät olleet kiellettyjä (forbidden), jotkut olivat suberogatorisia (huonoja, 
mutta ei kiellettyjä) ja useimmat supererogatorisia (hyviä, mutta ei pakollisia). 
Päättelin myös, että näiden toimintojen jälkeen tulokset olivat kyllin hyviä (good 
enough). 

Liitin analyysiini, mutta erilleen tuplasuppilosta, vielä muutamien tutkit-
tavien määritelmiä etiikasta. Joillekin se oli vain kaunis sana, mutta useat puhui-
vat seurauksista, hyveistä, arvoista – siis ’oikeasta’ teoriasta! Ammattietiikkaan 
tai ohjeiden antamiseen viitattiin myös. Useimmat rehtorit ja opettajat myös 
toivoivat, että etiikasta pitäisi puhua enemmän.  

Kuten loppusanoissani totesin, on syytä kysyä Mitä tarkoitamme kun pu-
humme etiikasta? En tiedä vieläkään millaista on ”kotimaisten luonnonkalojen 
eettisyys” tai miksi pitää sanoa the ethic of care tai mitä tarkoittaa ”confuse mora-
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lity with ethics”? Suomalainen sana etiikka ei helposti käänny englanniksi – pitää 
tietää onko kyseessä ethic, ethis are vai ethics is. 

Kielten kanssa tulee ongelmia, mutta koska etiikka on osa filosofiaa, sisäl-
töongelmia ei ole. Filosofia pysyy; sieltä löytyy rakennustarpeita tämänkin päi-
vän kouluarkeen. 

Avainsanat: koulutoimi, etiikka, moraalifilosofia, laadullinen tapaustutkimus, 
käsitykset, kokemukset, tuplasuppilo, heuristiikka 
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Appendix  1   Interview questions for the Mayor 
• You have been ‘freshly’ inaugurated as Mayor – What did you know

about your future job before you came into it?
• What is your opinion of this city as a place of education – for example:

Integrated special needs education? The transfer of the local upper
secondary school to the municipal education and training consortium? 

• The economic situation of the city: how does it affect schools and extra
teacher training, among other things?

• Have you visited/are you going to visit all the schools?
• How about problematic incidents or issues inside the education sector:

What is your role in trying to solve them?
• Your own leadership identity?
• What does the word ethics bring to mind?

 Appendix  2   Interview questions for superintendents 
• How would you describe the current situation  of the education sector?
• What is essential and most difficult about your work?
• Your collaboration with principals and teachers?
• Do you often leave your office to visit schools or the city management?
• Values?
• Ethics – what is it?
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Appendix  3   Interview questions for principals41 
 
‘Everyday’ 

• Characterize yourself: Are you one for giving orders, delegating, 
negotiating, helping others, giving the ‘big picture’, taking care of the 
small things – or someone else? 

• Describe the collaboration in your school: how do teachers, students, and 
other staff members participate – how are their voices heard? 

• Your relationship with collaborators outside school: the superintendent, 
parents, social/health sector, sports clubs, church, police? 

• Any special challenges regarding immigrant pupils or their parents? 
• Who helps the principal? – You? 
• Do you usually spend the whole day at school (except for compulsory 

meetings, etc.)? 
• What’s your office door policy – open or closed? 
• Do you stop and talk to students  in the corridoors or outside? 
• How about picking up litter, carrying chairs, monitoring during breaks? 
• Do you greet ‘anything that moves’? 
• Do you invite teachers and other staff members to your home? Any free- 

time activities together? 
• Are you keen on participating in summer courses or other extra 

educational courses? Who pays? 
• Do you encourage your teachers to take extra courses? Who pays? 
• What is your relationship with the teachers’ union? 
• What punishment methods are used in your school? 
• What is the most difficult case you have experienced in your school career? 

‘Spirit’ 
• What are schools for? 
• What makes an effective school ? 
• What  is  school spirit made of? 
• The principal takes care of the school – What does that mean to you? 
• What is justice? 
• What is equity? 
• What is bullying? 
• What are your values? 
• Think of the word ethics – what does it mean? Have you had any sessions 

on ethics during your teacher training? Should  such issues be taught?  
 

 
 
 
                                                 
41 The original title of this paper was ‘Exploring the ethics of headteachers’.Having expand-

ed my scope of investigation to include the whole education sector of a city, I still con-
sidered these questions relevant. Not all data gathered through the questions was used 
in this study. 
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Appendix  4    Questionnaire for teachers 

Dear colleague! 
Please spare a few moments to answer the following questions as freely and 
candidly as possible. These questions will form part of my doctoral research on 
school principals and ethics – your principal is one of my chosen ‘victims’! All 
data will remain wholly anonymous. 
Thank you for your valuable time! 
Yours gratefully, 

          Kaija Teikari, student at the Institute of Educational Leadership, University of 
Jyväskylä. 

Questions: 
• How would you describe your school principal?
• Have you needed any help from your principal? In what kinds of

situations, if any?
• What kind of collaboration is conducted in your school?
• Your school atmosphere?
• How are difficult things dealt with?
• Do you have access to extra educational training? Have you participated

in any courses?
• Your own values?
• Ethics – what is it? (Did you have any lessons on ethics during your

teacher training? Should such issues be taught?)

Appendix  5  Questionnaire for school secretaries 

Hi! 
We spoke recently about giving a brief description about your work. Here  
are a few questions that you can answer freely: 

• How would you characterize your principal and his/her leadership style?
• What are some good things about your work? Any bad things?
• What values are important to you?
• Who helps you?
• Is there anything else you would like to say?

Appendix  6  Questionnaire for school cooks 

• What’s most important about your work?
• Do you feel free/able to make decisions about your work?
• Describe the attitudes of other staff/colleagues in your school: the

principal, teachers, students, other staff members?
• Who helps you if you come across problems?
• Is there anything else you would like to say?
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Appendix  7  Questionnaire for various collaborators (church, social, health, 

youth services, sports clubs, police) 
 
          Hello! My name is Kaija Teikari, I am a student at the Institute of 

Educational Leadership, Jyväskylä University, and I am conducting a 
doctoral study on school principals and ethics. Your views and opinions 
are of valuable interest to my research, as your place of work collaborates 
with schools and meets with principals and teachers (and, of course, with 
the students, for whose benefit the collaboration is intended). 

          Please spare a few moments to freely answer the following questions. 
Your responses will remain anonymous. 

• How would you describe your collaboration with schools? 
• Roughly what proportion of principals and teachers in the city do you 

collaborate with? 
• Why do you consider collaboration with schools important? 
• Are there any hindrances/ difficulties in the collaboration? 
• Is there anything else you would like to comment on? 

 
My place of work:………………. 
My job:…………………………… 
 
Thank you for your time! Please send your answers by the end of 2006….to 
(email:)…………. 
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Appendix 8  Questionnaire for the president of the local Parents’ Association 

Dear connoisseur of parents! 
I received your address when I visited X recently and interviewed the Mayor 
for my research. My research deals with ethics in the city’s education sector, 
and I have interviewed almost all principals and sent questionnaires to teachers, 
school secretaries, cooks, students and other members of the school community. 
I have not met with any parents yet, but I sincerely hope that you might be able 
to spare a few moments to share your valuable insights by answering the 
following questions: 

• What inspired you to take on the role of President of the city Parents’
Association? How long have you held the position?

• How often does the association convene?
• Do you share information between members? How often?
• What are the most important issues you deal with?
• Have any of your initiatives been realized?
• Are parents of children of certain ages more active in the association?
• Do any particular schools stand out as good collaborators?
• Are your activities generally appreciated in the city?
• Are you or the parents funded by somebody/the city?
• How would you describe the state of education in your city?
• What does the word ethics bring to mind?

Thank you for your time! Please email me your answers by the end of April… 

Appendix 9  A question for a School Board member 

Dear X, 
Please tell me about your recollections and impressions as a member of the 
School Board during the period 2005-2008. 

Appendix  10  A few questions for cleaners and a caretaker 

• Tell me about the principal in your school.
• How would you describe the atmosphere in your school?

Appendix  11  Questions for students: A good school? A good principal? 
What are they like? 
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Appendix  12  Example interview with a school principal 
(A = interviewer, B = principal) 
 
A: Equity? 

          B: That’s quite difficult – at least, if it means that nobody is regarded as better 
or worse than others – be it students or staff members; everybody must be 
treated as equally as it is possible. This issue of equity is particularly important 
for the staff: the distribution of various daily tasks and lessons. For example, 
our temporary school helpers expect an equal share of lessons during 
permanent workers’ absence. Jealousy, and so on, can  easily emerge…Hmm, 
this allotment of lessons…And also: nobody’s light should be hidden under a 
bushel – people’s differences are a good thing and a resource for our school 
community… 

         A: Isn’t it quite hard for you to make your teachers understand that because 
people are all different – they are, in a sense, all equal…I think it’s good that 
you underline the fact that a person’s special characteristics must be allowed 
to shine… 

         B: These are difficult things, but it is crucial that they are being discussed…and 
that one is conscious of them. 

         A: How about the students? What do they think about all this talk about 
equal treatment… do you tell teachers that students have to be treated 
equally… and how? What does that mean? 

         B: For example, a student’s family background must have no impact on the 
teacher’s attitude towards the child…and parents – sometimes you might meet 
drug addicts or alcoholics, as a child’s father or mother they are irreplaceable. 
Do we have empathy or any possibility to offer support…There are also parents 
who treat teachers very badly – in spite of that, the teacher should understand 
that the child is not guilty for what an adult does… I’ve also noticed that there 
are teachers who base their balance of personal opinions on someone else being 
a scapegoat: ‘everything would be all right, except for so-and-so’…We should 
not predict anything bad about a child…we should always give him/her a 
possibility… 
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